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Abstract

This thesis presents the theoretical framework required to apply spectrally
resolved x-ray Thomson scattering (XRTS) as a diagnostic method for warm dense
matter. In particular, the theory is generalised to allow for the description of sys-
tems with multiple ion species where all mutual correlations are taken into account
within the new approach. Supplemented with the theory presented, XRTS is now
a promising diagnostics for high-energy-density matter containing different chemical
elements or mixtures of different materials.

The signal measured at XRTS contains the unshifted Rayleigh peak and
frequency-shifted features. The first is related to elastic scattering from electrons
co-moving with the ions whilst the second occurs due to scattering from free elec-
trons and excitation/ionisation events. The focus of this thesis lies on the elastic
scattering feature which requires the ion structure and the electron density around
the ion as input for the theoretical modelling. The ion structure is obtained from
quantum simulations (DFT-MD) and classical hypernetted-chain (HNC) equations.
The analysis of the DTF-MD simulation data reveals that partial ionisation yields
strong modifications of the ion-ion interactions. Similar effects are found for the
form of the electron screening cloud around an ion.

On the basis of the newly developed theory and structural models, multi-
component effects on the XRTS signal are studied. It is shown that the Rayleigh
feature is very sensitive to the ratio of the elements in the scattering volume and
their mutual correlations. These results indicate that XRTS is well-suited to probe
the properties of complex materials and the process of mixing in the WDM regime.

The advanced theories are finally applied to experimental spectra. The pro-
cedure allows for both extracting the basic plasma parameters and assessing the
quality of the theoretical models applied. Comparisons with several experiments
demonstrated that the non-collective regime (large scattering angle) is reasonably
well understood whereas the collective regime (small scattering angle/long wave-
length limit) still holds challenges. The collective regime is problematic as here
strong correlations and screening are highly relevant and, thus, a yet unknown de-
scription for fully coupled quantum systems needs to be applied.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Driven by the impressive progress in experimental possibilities and computing power,

research related to dense matter with high energy density has significantly changed

over the last decade. In particular, the availability of large-scale experimental laser

and pulse-power facilities has made it possible to investigate extreme states of matter

that naturally only occur in stars or large planets. Recent developments include

the completion of the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, USA [Moses and Wuest, 2005], the upgrade of the Omega

Laser Facilities in Rochester, USA [Soures et al., 1993] as well as the innovative

high intensity schemes developed at LULI 2000, France [Koenig et al., 2006] and

the Central Laser Facility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in the UK

[Danson et al., 1998]. The largest facilities, particularly NIF, can compress matter

up to a few hundred times solid or fluid density and reach temperatures above

ten million degrees needed to initiate thermonuclear fusion. Moreover, it has been

demonstrated that much smaller facilities can reach the interesting parameter region

of the warm dense matter (WDM) regime, with densities comparable to solids and

temperatures of a few electron volts.

These new experimental possibilities also drive improvements in theory and

simulations as they provide high-quality data for tests. On the other hand, most

experimental investigations also require intensive theoretical support for both the

design of the set-up and the interpretation of the data. This fact is particularly true

for WDM, which covers states between traditional fields of interest like condensed

matter and hot plasmas. Contrary to the parameter regimes of solids and plasmas,

WDM has neither a well-defined long-range structure, nor can temperature, corre-

lation and degeneracy effects be neglected [Drake, 2006]. Nevertheless, it retains

some properties common to both solids and plasmas. The most similarities can be
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found when comparing its properties with those of strongly coupled fluids. Due

to this complex nature of WDM, a wide range of interesting physical phenomena

arise [Council, 2003; Koenig et al., 2005]. Their investigation needs the combined

efforts of experimental, theoretical and simulation approaches.

1.1 Warm dense matter

The investigation of WDM is of significant importance for planetary science and

astrophysics as it naturally occurs in the interior of giant gas planets [Guillot, 1999;

Militzer et al., 2008; Nettelmann et al., 2008], in white dwarfs [Dufour et al., 2007]

or the outer crust of neutron stars [Daligault and Gupta, 2009]. To understand

the interior structure of giant gas planets, which might also shed some light on the

creation and evolution of planetary systems, material properties like the equation of

state of hydrogen [Vorberger et al., 2004; Holst et al., 2008, 2011; Lorenzen et al.,

2010], helium [Khairallah and Militzer, 2008; Militzer, 2009], water [French et al.,

2009, 2010] and, more realistically, mixtures of many elements and substances needs

to be known [Huser et al., 2005]. Moreover, demixing and segregation of heavy

elements play an important rule for the energy balance [Guillot, 1999]. In particular,

mixing properties of helium and hydrogen under high pressures are of great interest

for the modelling of giant gas planets such as Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus [Vorberger

et al., 2007; Lorenzen et al., 2009; Wilson and Militzer, 2010].

WDM research is also driven by the grand challenge of achieving energy

production by means of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [Lindl, 1998; Atzeni and

Meyer-ter-Vehn, 2004]. Here, WDM occurs in the Hohlraum walls and as a transient

state in the fusion pellets during the compression phase [Atzeni and Meyer-ter-Vehn,

2004]. With the commissioning of NIF, a platform to create conditions required to ig-

nite and burn deuterium-tritium mixtures is now available. During the compression,

extreme states of matter with up to 1000 times solid density and temperatures in ex-

cess of 10 keV are generated [Glenzer et al., 2010]. This type of matter, including all

states along the compression path, needs to be understood for successful progression

of fusion research [Lindl et al., 2004]. The absorption of driver energy [Grinenko and

Gericke, 2009], hydrodynamic instabilities [Regan et al., 2002, 2004; Welser-Sherrill

et al., 2007], the equation of state of the fuel materials [Grinenko et al., 2008; Hu

et al., 2010], temperature relaxation [Glosli et al., 2008; Daligault and Dimonte,

2009; Vorberger et al., 2010] and α-particle heating [Gauthier et al., 2004; Barriga-

Carrasco, 2010; Edie et al.] are only a few examples of physical properties that are

of significant interest in connection with the ICF research.
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From the theoretical point of view, the description of WDM is challenging

as it is characterised by partial ionisation, arbitrary degeneracy and strong ionic

correlations [Council, 2003; Koenig et al., 2005]. Each feature alone can be well

described by theoretical means. For example, strong coupling can be handled rea-

sonably well by integral equations from classical fluid theory, by Monte Carlo or by

molecular dynamics simulations. The only input is the interaction potential which

is reasonable well understood in classical systems [Ornstein and Zernike, 1914; Baus

and Hansen, 1980; Hansen and McDonald, 1990]. On the other hand, degeneracy

can be treated well for weakly coupled systems by incorporating correlations in a

perturbative way [Bohm and Pines, 1953; Pines, 1953]. However, the various energy

scales, namely, the thermal, the electron Fermi and the correlation energy, are of the

same order of magnitude in WDM, yielding a complex, strongly coupled quantum

system [Council, 2003]. Accordingly, traditional techniques as used in fluids, solids

and hot matter become inapplicable or, at least, have to be re-evaluated in the light

of the new requirements.

The definition of WDM above is rather qualitative. Indeed, a commonly

excepted definition does not exist. However, one may use dimensionless parameters

to quantify the ratios of thermal, Fermi and correlation energies. In WDM, these

parameters are typically of the order of unity. The importance of degeneracy effects

may be estimated by [Kremp et al., 2005; Kraeft et al., 1986]

naΛ
3
a = na

(
2π~

2

makBT

) 3
2

, (1.1)

where Λa is the thermal wavelength of the particle of species a 1, with the mass,

ma, and the density, na. Furthermore, kBT denotes the temperature scale with

the Boltzmann constant kB . For neΛ
3
e & 1, the probability clouds of the electrons

overlap. In this case, the behaviour of the many-particle system is drastically changed

from the classical prediction by the fact that the electrons are indistinguishable and

obey the spin-statistic theorem [Mahan, 2000]. The main effect of the spin statistics

is that fermions obey Pauli’s exclusion principle, that is, two identical fermions

cannot occupy the same quantum state simultaneously [Pauli, 1925], while bosons

are free to occupy the same state, allowing the Bose-Einstein condensation for low

temperatures [Anderson et al., 1995; Mahan, 2000]. In WDM, the electrons are

typically partially degenerate whilst the ions can be treated classically.

In equilibrium, the different statistics are expressed in the energy distribution

1The thermal de Broglie wavelength at mean thermal speed, vth =
p

kBT/m, is defined as
λa = ~/

√

kBTma = Λa/
√

2π [de Broglie, 1927].
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functions. For fermions (plus sign) [Fermi, 1926; Dirac, 1926] and bosons (minus sign)

[Bose, 1924; Einstein, 1924] one has

fa(p) =
1

eβ(ǫa(p)−µa) ± 1
, (1.2)

where the plus sign Here, ǫa(p) is the energy and µa the chemical potential of particle

of species a. β = 1/(kBT ) characterises the inverse temperature scale. For highly

degenerate systems, with neΛ
3
e ≫ 1, the thermal energy is very small compared to

the Fermi energy

ǫF =
~

2

2me

(
3π2ne

)2/3
. (1.3)

In this case, the Fermi distribution (1.2) is a step function and the electrons can be

treated in the T = 0 limit. In non-degenerate systems, where neΛ
3
e ≪ 1, both the

Fermi and the Bose distributions (1.2) coincide with the non-degenerate Boltzmann

distribution function

fa(p) =
naΛ

3
a

2sa + 1
e−βǫa(p) . (1.4)

The factor 2sa + 1 accounts for the spin statistics. The line neΛ
3
e = 1 in Fig. 1.1

roughly labels the boundary between systems with degenerate and non-degenerate

electrons. A similar line for the ion component is shifted to much higher densities

due to their large masses.

The strength of the inter-particle interactions is usually estimated by the

coupling parameter, Γa, which is given by the ratio of the mean potential energy,

〈Va〉, to the mean kinetic energy, 〈Ta〉 [Kremp et al., 2005]

Γa =
〈Va〉
〈Ta〉

neΛ3
e→0−−−−−→ Z2

ae
2
a

kBTda
. (1.5)

In the non-degenerate case, the classical coupling parameter emerges, which is deter-

mined by the charge of the species, Ze, the mean particle distance, da = (3/4πna)
1/3,

and the temperature, T . For sufficiently high temperatures and low densities, the

particles in the plasma become uncorrelated and, thus, randomly distributed. Here,

the coupling parameter is Γa ≪ 1 (see Fig. 1.1) and the plasma shows the properties

of an ideal gas. In contrast, correlation effects significantly influence the system if

the correlation energy exceeds the thermal energy, leading to a non-ideal plasma

state. Here, the particles establish a short-range structure well-known from fluid

systems.

To determine the coupling strength in degenerate systems, the kinetic energy

in the definition of the coupling parameter (1.5) has to be calculated from an ap-
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Figure 1.1: Density-temperature phase space for fully ionised hydrogen, highlighting
the areas of interest. Indicated are the ideal classical plasma, the ideal quantum
plasmas and the WDM region. Furthermore, contours are given where important
dimensionless parameters, namely, the coupling, Γ, the degeneracy, neΛe, and the
Brückner parameter, rs, are constant. Furthermore, the location of astrophysical
objects and technical applications are shown.

propriate expression for quantum systems. In the T = 0 limit, this is the Fermi

energy (1.3). Another useful parameter to classify the correlation strength in the

quantum regime is the Brückner parameter [Kraeft et al., 1986]

rs =
da

aB
. (1.6)

This parameter quantifies the ratio of the mean particle distance and the Bohr radius,

aB = ~
2/(e2me)

2. Both, the coupling parameter (1.5) and the Brückner parameter

indicate an ideal quantum plasma for very high densities. Here, the kinetic energy

of the electrons, given by the Fermi energy, exceeds the potential energy due to

Coulomb interactions.

Fig. 1.1 presents the characteristic parameters discussed above in the density-

temperature plane for fully ionised hydrogen. In particular, the region of WDM is

highlighted. As shown, WDM includes states with weakly coupled, but partially

degenerate electrons as well as classical, but strongly coupled ions. Furthermore,

2In this thesis, the Gaussian unit system (cgs) will be used [Jackson, 1999]
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the ions of heavier elements are usually only partially ionised due to the moderate

temperatures in WDM. The temperature- and density-dependent ionisation degrees

add an additional complexity to both the degeneracy and the coupling parameters,

which modifies the simple lines in Fig. 1.1. Moreover, strong coupling may play

a crucial role in multicomponent systems. Here, one has to consider the different

coupling strengths for the pairwise interactions.

1.2 X-ray Thomson scattering as a diagnostic tool in

warm dense matter

Any theoretical investigation of WDM properties requires knowledge of the basic

system parameters, e.g., electron density, mass density, temperature, and ionisation

state, for a comparison with measured data. One of the few experimental tools

available to measure these quantities is based on the scattering of light or parti-

cles. Light scattering is a widely used diagnostic method in various fields of physics

[van de Hulst, 1981; Attwood, 1999; Als-Nielsen and McMorrow, 2001; Santra, 2009]

particularly, to determine the structural properties of the material under investiga-

tion. A main advantage of this method lies in the fact that it can be performed in

a non-perturbative way.

For the application of the scattering process as diagnostics in plasmas, the

frequency of the incident radiation has to be higher than the plasma frequency

[Ichimaru, 2004a]

ωP l =

√
∑

a

4πna(Zae)2

ma
, (1.7)

which is dominated by the electron contribution. For lower frequencies, reflection

and absorption are the main processes of the light-matter interaction and, thus, any

scattered light will be attenuated before it reaches the detector. Consequently, x-rays

must be used for the diagnostics of dense plasmas and warm dense matter which are

of interest here. Nowadays, intense x-ray pulses can be generated at high-energy

laser facilities [Kritcher et al., 2008; García Saiz et al., 2008] and with free electron

lasers (FELs) [Höll et al., 2007]. These developments have opened the possibility of

probing heated matter at solid density and beyond.

X-ray radiation has further advantages as a diagnostic tool. The probe beam

can be focused to a very small spot size for high spatial resolution [Santra, 2009].

X-ray pulses with 10 ps duration from laser-based sources [Barbrel et al., 2009;

Kritcher et al., 2008] and 10 fs flashes of x-rays from FELs [Altarelli et al., 2006;

Arthur, 2002] allow the study of the dynamic response of the system as well as vari-
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ous relaxation processes in dense plasmas. The currently used x-ray sources also fulfil

the stringent requirements [Urry et al., 2006] of sufficiently high photon numbers,

with energies in the keV range, and an adequate bandwidth to access the motions of

the electrons. Successfully applied x-ray sources created by high-power lasers include

sources that employ the titanium Ly-α, He-α and K-α line [Glenzer et al., 2003a;

Kritcher et al., 2008], the manganese He-α line [Lee et al., 2009] and chlorine Ly-α

line [Glenzer et al., 2007; García Saiz et al., 2008].

The dynamics of the ion motion can, however, not be resolved with the band-

widths achieved by current laser-based sources [Gregori and Gericke, 2009] as the ion

acoustic modes have frequencies lower than the ion plasma frequency. Thus, such

measurements would require a bandwidth which is, at least, a factor 1√
mp/me

∼ 1
43

smaller than for a source that can resolve the collective electron dynamics. An alter-

native is the use of FELs, as their wavelengths, low bandwidth and high brilliance

might allow access to the low frequency dynamics dominated by the ion motion in

the near future [Gregori and Gericke, 2009]. FELs in the VUV and x-ray range are

operational at DESY in Hamburg, Germany [Altarelli et al., 2006] and SLAC at

Stanford, USA [Arthur, 2002], respectively.

For the interpretation of measured spectra, an appropriate theory is required.

The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter containing free electrons

can be described qualitatively in the following way: The free particles are accel-

erated in the field of the incoming electromagnetic wave and self-consistently radi-

ate [Hutchinson, 2005]. Electrons at rest would not change the radiation field since

the emitted field is identical to the incident field. A moving electron, however, scat-

ters the radiation due to the Doppler shift. On a macroscopic scale, plasmas are

quasi-neutral systems with uniformly distributed particles. As a result, the scat-

tered fields would cancel each other. However, significant density fluctuations arise

on a microscopic scale. These fluctuations then lead, finally, to a detectable scat-

tering signal. Although often stated otherwise, this picture makes it clear that the

incident radiation field is scattered on density fluctuations rather than on the parti-

cles [Sheffield, 1975].

The scattering of light on matter is often classified by the mechanism and

depending on whether or not the photon energy is conserved during the scattering

process. Rayleigh scattering describes the elastic scattering of electromagnetic radi-

ation on microscopic particles, such as, atoms or electrons [Rayleigh, 1899; Jackson,

1999] if the wavelength of the initial radiation is larger than the particles size. In

the case of probed particles with a size comparable or larger than the wavelength

of the radiation field, e.g., dust particles or molecules, the process is referred to as
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Mie scattering [Mie, 1908]. The atoms and molecules in the matter probed can also

be excited by the incident radiation. Then, the scattered photon shows a frequency

shift according to the change of energy levels in the atom or the molecule. This

inelastic process is called Raman scattering [Raman and Krishnan, 1928]. The in-

elastic scattering of light on charged particles, that is, the electrons in a plasma, is

referred to as Compton scattering [Sheffield, 1975; Santra, 2009]. Here, the photons

experience a frequency shift due to the finite energy transfer to the electron (Comp-

ton effect) [Compton, 1923; Schwabel, 2002]. The non-relativistic, classical limit of

Compton scattering, where the photon energy is much less than the rest energy of

the electrons, is called Thomson scattering [Sheffield, 1975]. Here, the energy trans-

fer during the scattering process is negligible and, thus, this contribution is then

referred to as elastic Rayleigh scattering.

For the diagnostics of WDM, frequency resolved x-ray scattering is applied

in most experiments. This approach is commonly referred to as x-ray Thomson

scattering (XRTS) within the scientific community. Due to the use of x-rays, the

energy of the initial photon is much larger than the ionisation energy of most bound

electrons, that is, ~ωi ≫ EI . In these cases, photo-absorption can be neglected. Of

course, this statement is not true for x-rays matching the energies of the K-shell

electrons or the energies of the L-shell electrons for heavier elements. Thus, the

K-edge and the L-edge in the absorption spectra are carefully avoided in XRTS

studies. The momentum transferred to the scattered photon during the scattering

process is given by ~k = ~ks − ~ki and ~ω = ~ωs − ~ωi is the energy change of the

photon. Here, ωi and ωs denote the frequency and ki and ks characterise the wave

vector of the incident and the scattered wave, respectively. For energy transfers that

are small compared to the photon energy and in the non-relativistic limit, the wave

vector change, k, is approximated well by

k = |k| =
4π

λi
sin (θ/2) . (1.8)

Here, θ denotes the scattering angle and λi is the wavelength of the incident photon.

The scattering geometry of XRTS is shown in Fig. 1.2.

The scattering process can be distinguished with respect to the number of

electrons that scatter coherently, that is, between the non-collective and the collec-

tive scattering regime. In the first case, the incident photons scatter on independent,

uncorrelated electrons whereas the probe beam interacts with an ensemble of cor-

related electrons in the Debye sphere in the second case. The different scattering
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Figure 1.2: Schematics of the scat-
tering geometry where ki and ks

are the incident and the scattered
wave vector, respectively. θ is the
scattering angle.

regimes can be distinguished via the scattering parameter, α, which is defined as

α =
1

kλs
. (1.9)

For α > 1, the electrons scatter the light collectively, whereas α ≪ 1 indicates

scattering by single electrons. The scale length of electron correlations in a gas

of free electrons is given by the screening length, λs. For electrons with arbitrary

degeneracy, as in WDM, the latter is given by [Kremp et al., 2005]

λ−2
s = κ2

s = 4π
∑

a

(Zae)
2 2sa + 1

Λa

d
dµa

I1/2(βµ) , (1.10)

where κs denotes the inverse screening length. Here, I1/2(x) characterises the Fermi

integral [Kremp et al., 2005]

Iν(x) =
1

Γ(ν + 1)

∞∫

0

dt
tν

et−x + 1
(1.11)

with the Gamma function, Γ(ν) [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965]. In general, the

screening length must be calculated numerically. In the classical limit, it coincides

with the well-known Debye length [Kremp et al., 2005],

λs
naΛ3

a≪1−−−−−→ λD =

√
∑

a

kBT

4πna(Zae)2
, (1.12)

whereas the Thomas-Fermi screening length, λTF , follows in the limit of highly

degenerate systems, that is,

λs
naΛ3

a≫1−−−−−→ λTF =

√
√
√
√
∑

a

~2

4ma(Zae)2

(
π

3na

)1/3

. (1.13)

Thus, it depends on the incident photon energy, the scattering geometry and the
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plasma conditions as to whether the collective or the non-collective scattering regime

can be accessed in a particular experiment. A scattering process at a large scattering

angle yields usually a large k vector and, therefore, a small scattering parameter

(α < 1). In this backscattering geometry, the frequency spectrum shows the typical

characteristics of single-particle behaviour, that is, a Rayleigh peak at the incident

frequency caused by the elastic scattering on bound electrons and a frequency down-

shifted feature associated with inelastic Compton scattering. In forward geometry at

small scattering angles, the scattering parameter is mostly larger than unity and the

probe radiation interacts with a cloud of correlated electrons in the Debye sphere.

In this case, information on collective properties, such as plasmons, can be obtained

from the scattering spectrum. Spectrally resolved scattering experiments showed

that the different features in the spectrum can be resolved for both the non-collective

and the collective scattering regime. The combination of such geometries then allows

for an extraction of basic plasma parameters as well as the microscopic structure from

the scattering signal [Glenzer and Redmer, 2009; Froula et al., 2011].

Fünferet al. and Kunze et al. first applied spectrally-resolved optical Thomson

scattering for inferring the basic plasma parameters from low-density plasmas [Fünfer

et al., 1963; Kunze et al., 1964]. Followed by many theoretical and experimental

studies (see, e.g., [Evans and Katzenstein, 1969; Salpeter, 1960; Sheffield, 1975]),

Thomson scattering in the optical regime has now been developed to be a reliable

diagnostic tool for plasmas in the low-density regime.

Riley et al. extended the parameter region where light scattering can be

used to infer plasma properties into dense plasmas with frequency-integrated x-ray

diffraction experiments [Riley et al., 2000]. The extension of spectrally-resolved

Thomson scattering to investigate the microscopic structure in dense plasmas by

applying highly energetic x-rays was first proposed by Landen et al. in 2001 [Lan-

den et al., 2001]. This concept was experimentally demonstrated by the group of

Glenzer on isochorically-heated beryllium, first in backscattering geometry in 2003

[Glenzer et al., 2003a] and then also for forward scattering where plasmons could

be observed [Glenzer et al., 2007]. After these proof-of-principle experiments, XRTS

was applied as diagnostic tool to address a wide range of topics including shock-

compressed matter [Ravasio et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009], the investigation of the

ion structure in the long-wavelength limit [García Saiz et al., 2008], the coales-

cence of shock waves [Kritcher et al., 2008], temperature measurements through the

detailed balance [Döppner et al., 2009] and the position of plasmons in strongly

coupled, shock-compressed matter [Neumayer et al., 2010]. Recent investigations

are focussing on more complex, composite materials which is, of course, related to
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the fact that most materials in nature and technical applications consist of multi-

ple chemical elements. For instance, XRTS experiments were performed on plastics

[Barbrel et al., 2009; Sawada et al., 2007], plastics with impurities [Gregori et al.,

2006] and lithium-hydride [Kritcher et al., 2009].

The plasma parameters are usually extracted from the measured scattering

signal by fitting a theoretically generated spectrum. The fit is obtained by varying

the plasma parameters, that is, electron density, charge state and temperature. The

parameters giving the smallest statistical errors are considered to be the plasma

conditions of the material under investigation. So far, the theoretical models are

mainly based on the work of Chihara [Chihara, 1987, 2000], which was first used in

the context of XRTS by Gregori et al. [Gregori et al., 2003]. Here, a decomposition

of the total electron densities in partially ionised plasma, that is, the definition

of kinetically free and bound electrons, is used to describe the different scattering

features. The inelastic scattering feature created by the free electrons is described

using quantum statistical perturbation theory (random phase approximation - RPA).

A pseudo-potential approach was applied in the first works to calculate the ion

structure needed for the determination of the Rayleigh peak that is caused by elastic

scattering on bound electrons.

Later, significant improvements were introduced in those descriptions. For

the free electrons, the effect of electron-ions collisions was incorporated within the

Born-Mermin approach for the dynamic electron response [Redmer et al., 2005; Höll

et al., 2007; Fortmann et al., 2009]. Our group contributed to the theoretical de-

scription of the elastic Rayleigh peak. To this goal, we investigated the structural

properties in strongly coupled multicomponent plasmas on the basis of integral equa-

tions [Wünsch et al., 2008a] and benchmarked the results with ab initio simulations

(DFT-MD) [Wünsch et al., 2009a]. Furthermore, we discussed many-body correc-

tions to the screening cloud [Gericke et al., 2010] in partially ionised plasmas.

For the analysis of the scattering signal from composite materials, Gregori et

al. extended the Chihara formula based on a model that implied an average charge

state of the ions that is only strictly valid in the RPA limit [Gregori et al., 2006]. To

overcome these restrictions, we fully generalised the Chihara formula by including

all mutual correlations between the different ion species and the electrons [Wünsch

et al., 2011]. This approach allows now to described also strongly coupled systems

with an arbitrary number of ion species as it occurs in many WDM experiments and

natural environments.
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1.3 Models for the structure in warm dense matter

X-ray Thomson scattering as a diagnostic tool uses a fitting procedure to match the

experimentally measured data and the calculated scattering spectra. As it will be

shown later, the theoretical description of XRTS requires knowledge of the structural

properties of the matter under investigation. Thus, one needs well-tested theoretical

models for the electron and ion structure to extract the plasma conditions correctly.

Unfortunately, WDM is a complex and highly non-ideal state and a general theory for

WDM is still missing. However, several reduced models were developed to describe

the ion structure in dense plasmas. These models can serve as a simple estimate for

the structural properties of WDM. Essential comparisons with full scale quantum

simulations then allow for deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms and,

thus, provide additional insights.

Widely used are the one-component plasma (OCP) and the Yukawa models

for classical particles [Baus and Hansen, 1980]. In both descriptions, only the ion

species are considered explicitly. The electrons in the plasma are treated either as

a uniform neutralising background (OCP) or as a polarisable fluid (Yukawa). Thus,

the ions interact through the Coulomb potential [Kremp et al., 2005]

Vab(r) =
ZaZb e

2

r
(1.14)

in the OCP model. As the electrons are considered here to not react to the electro-

static field of the ions, they form a structureless background only ensuring charge

neutrality in the plasma.

If the polarisation of the electron component is taken into account in linear

response, the long-range nature of the Coulomb force leads to screening of the bare

forces [Kraeft et al., 1986; Kremp et al., 2005]. As a result, the bare Coulomb

interactions must be replaced by a statically screened Coulomb (Debye) potential

[Kremp et al., 2005]

Vab(r) =
ZaZb e

2

r
e−rκs . (1.15)

Here, κs denotes the inverse screening length which can be calculated by Eq. (1.10) to

account for partially degenerate electrons in WDM. Using such a statically screened

potential to describe the ion properties is usually referred to as the Yukawa model. In

this case, the polarisation of the electron background must be also taken into account

when calculating the thermodynamics of the total system [Hamaguchi et al., 1997;

Vorberger et al., 2011].

Within these models, it is now possible to apply integral equations developed
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in fluid theory to describe the strongly coupled ions in WDM. This technique is based

on a classical approach and, thus, appropriate only for the ions. Nevertheless, this

method provides high numerical efficiency. In contrast, ab initio simulations, such as,

density functional molecular dynamics (DFT-MD), aim to describe fully interacting

quantum systems [Martin, 2004]. This method, first developed in solid state physics

for the T = 0 limit and later extended to finite temperatures, can describe strongly

coupled ions consistent with degenerate electrons. Therefore, it exactly meets the

requirements of WDM, but such simulations demand much computing power.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The objective of this thesis is to develop the theoretical framework for the analysis

of experimentally obtained x-ray scattering spectra. In particular, a generalisation

of the description for systems with multiple ion species is presented. Thus, the

structural properties of strongly coupled multicomponent systems are investigated

first. These input quantities are then combined to create artificial scattering spectra

which finally allow for comparisons with experiments.

Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to the basics of the statistical descrip-

tion of many-particle systems. First, the general quantum mechanical description is

introduced. Then, the main results will also be presented in the classical limit as

special attention is given to strongly coupled, but classical ions in WDM.

The theoretical basis to describe light scattering in WDM is presented in

chapter 3. Here, the coherent and incoherent scattering regime are characterised

and it is shown that the scattering signal is directly proportional to the microscopic

electron structure in the plasma. To determine the microscopic structure in partially

ionised systems, the description follows the idea of Chihara who decomposed the total

electron density into contributions from bound and free electrons. On this basis, a

formula for the dynamic electron-electron structure factor will be derived. Finally,

the original work considering only one ion component is generalised for systems with

an arbitrary number of ion species.

In chapter 4, several methods to determine the static ion structure are intro-

duced and compared to each other in various plasma regimes. In particular, the effect

of multiple ion species is discussed and the need of a full multicomponent treatment

for strongly coupled systems is shown. The electronic structure in partially, ionised

plasmas is studied in chapter 5. In this respect, the dynamic response of kinetically

free electrons and the static structure of electrons following the ion motion have to

be distinguished. The latter can again be decomposed into bound electrons and free
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electrons forming the screening cloud. Theoretical models for all three contributions

are presented.

Chapter 6 shows how the electronic and ionic structure can be combined to

generate theoretical scattering spectra. On this basis, the sensitivity of the scattering

signal to different plasma parameters is studied. Afterwards, the elastic Rayleigh

peak is discussed in more detail. Here, the influence on the different theoretical

models for the ion structure is highlighted. For mixtures, it is demonstrated that

the Rayleigh peak is very sensitive to the ratio of different elements in the probe

volume. This fact indicates that XRTS can be used as a diagnostics of warm dense

mixtures as well as for pure elements.

The last chapter presents a comparison of the theory developed with a few

examples of experimentally obtained data. Based on these examples, the general

fitting process to extract the basic plasma parameters is discussed and the chal-

lenges which arise are highlighted. It is also shown how additional information, e.g.,

on plasmons or the inter-particle interactions, can be derived from the scattering

spectra.
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Chapter 2

The statistical description of

plasmas

The equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of a many-particle system with a

large number of degrees of freedom, such as a plasma, must be described by sta-

tistical mechanics. This chapter will introduce the main quantities and establishes

the theoretical foundation for the following chapters. While the electrons require a

fully quantum mechanical description, the ions are sufficiently well characterised by

a purely classical treatment in most cases. Following the derivation of the quantum

mechanical description, the main results will thus also be presented in the classical

limit. In particular, the pair distribution function and the static structure factor will

be defined as key quantities to describe the microscopic structure of many-particle

systems.

To allow for a description of dynamical systems, the explicit temporal depen-

dence of all quantities will be introduced, and consequently the dynamic structure

factor is defined as correlation function of density fluctuations in time and space.

This quantity plays a central role for the description of the scattering process of light

in matter. At the end of the chapter, the plasma will be considered as an ensemble

of freely moving, charged particles subject to several electromagnetic phenomena,

like dynamic screening and plasma oscillations. To describe such phenomena, quan-

tities like response functions and the dielectric function will be introduced. Finally,

the fluctuation-dissipation theorem yields the link between the microscopic density

fluctuations and the dynamic response of the system to an external perturbation.
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2.1 Quantum statistics and the classical limit

A plasma is a many-particle system consisting of electrons, ions and neutral particles

which mutually interact via electromagnetic forces. To fully describe such a complex

system by theoretical methods, the microscopic behaviour of each individual particle

in the electromagnetic field of the surrounding medium has to be considered. This

task is not only computationally impractical, even in the era of high performance

computing, but also in principle impossible as one never has full information of the

initial conditions. However, it is unnecessary to have this full information as statisti-

cal physics links the microscopic behaviour of the particles to macroscopic properties

of the system by applying methods from probability and statistical theories.

The basis for the quantum statistical description is given by the N -particle

Hamiltonian of the form [Kremp et al., 2005]

ĤN = T̂N + V̂N =

N∑

i=1

p2
i

2m
+

N∑

i<j

Vij(ri − rj) . (2.1)

The Hamiltonian is split into the operator of the kinetic energy T̂N and the operator

of the potential energy V̂N which is characterised by the pairwise inter-particle po-

tential Vij . Here, ri and pi denote the position and the momentum operators of the

particle i. The sum runs over all particles in the system. In the case of a plasma,

the interaction between the particles is given by the Coulomb potential

Vij(ri − rj) =
ZiZje

2

|ri − rj|
. (2.2)

The microscopic state of the N -particle system is fully specified if a complete

set of one-particle observables can be determined. A one-particle observable bi is a set

of simultaneously measurable physical quantities [Kraeft et al., 1986], as for example,

the position vector with the spin component, bi = (ri, s
z
i ), or the momentum plus

spin, bi = (pi, s
z
i ). In this case, the complete description of the system is represented

by the state vector |ψN 〉 = |b1 b2 . . . bN 〉 in the N -particle Hilbert space HN . The

N -particle Schrödinger equation determining this state vector,

i~
∂

∂t
|ψN (t)〉 = ĤN |ψN (t)〉 , (2.3)

describes the microscopic dynamics of the system. Please note that the state vector

|ψN 〉 has to be symmetrised or anti-symmetrised depending if bose or fermi-particles

are considered as a result of the spin-statistic postulate [Kremp et al., 2005].
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The knowledge of the state vector also allows for the determination of the

expectation value of any observable. If the latter is described by the operator Â, one

has

〈Â 〉 = 〈ψN |Â |ψN 〉 . (2.4)

In the case that the quantum system can be described by a single state vector

|ψ(t)〉, this state is called a “pure state”. Otherwise, the system is in a “mixed” state,

described by the superposition of pure states having well-defined properties.

2.1.1 Probability density operator

Due to the large number of particles, it is impossible to determine a pure micro-

scopic quantum state for macroscopic systems such as fluids, gases or plasmas, or

even its initial conditions. Furthermore, the interaction and the coupling with the

surrounding medium causes a permanent variation of the microscopic state. Hence,

the system must be described as a “mixed state”, that is, a statistical ensemble of

pure states |ψl
N (t)〉, where each state occurs with a certain possibility wl. A quantity

that combines the information of a mixed quantum state in a macroscopic system is

the probability density operator [Kremp et al., 2005]

ˆ̺N =
∑

l

wl|ψl
N 〉〈ψl

N | , (2.5)

where the sum runs over all possible states l. It is a positive defined Hermitian

operator, ˆ̺+ = ˆ̺, which simplifies for a pure quantum state to ˆ̺ = |ψN 〉〈ψN |. Due

to the fact that the sum of all the weights must be unity, i.e.
∑

l wl = 1, the

probability density operator is normalised by taking the trace Tr ˆ̺ = 1.

To obtain the time evolution of the density operator, it is of advantage to use

the Schrödinger picture where the state ψN is the time-dependent quantity. Applying

the Schrödinger equation (2.3), the density operator can be found to obey

i~
∂

∂t
ˆ̺N =

[

ĤN , ˆ̺N

]

. (2.6)

This equation is known as the von-Neumann equation [Kraeft et al., 1986]. The

bracket denotes the commutator defined as

[

ĤN , ˆ̺N

]

= ĤN ˆ̺N − ˆ̺NĤN . (2.7)

The average value of any observable in a mixed state is given by means of the density
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operator as

〈ÂN 〉 =
∑

l

wl〈ψl
N |ÂN |ψl

N 〉 = Tr
N

(ÂN ˆ̺N ) . (2.8)

The density operator is thus essential in connecting microstates of the system

to the observable macrostates. The entropy S, which plays a central role in the

thermodynamic description, is connected to the probability density operator via

[Reichl, 2004]

S = −kBTr
N

(ˆ̺N ln ˆ̺N ) . (2.9)

For systems in thermodynamic equilibrium, the entropy is maximal (S = Smax) and

the von-Neumann equation simplifies to [ĤN , ˆ̺N ] = 0.

Considering a canonical ensemble, that is, a closed system that exchanges

energy with the surrounding medium but has a fixed particle number, the density

operator is given as [Reichl, 2004]

ˆ̺N =
1

Zcan
e−βĤN (2.10)

with the partition function

Zcan = Tr
N

(

e−βĤN

)

. (2.11)

In the canonical ensemble, the Helmholtz free energy F is the thermodynamic po-

tential and fully defines its thermodynamics. Using Eq. (2.9) one finds that it is

connected to the statistical description via the relation

F (T,N, V ) = −kBT lnZcan(T,N, V ) . (2.12)

Further thermodynamic quantities can then be calculated by partial derivatives. For

instance, the pressure and the chemical potential are given by

p(T,N, V ) = −
(
∂F

∂V

)

T,N

and µ(T,N, V ) =

(
∂F

∂N

)

V,T

. (2.13)

Thus, the many-particle system can be fully described by the probability density

operator, which contains all the statistical and dynamical information.

2.1.2 Reduced probability density operator

The full information in the density operator is in most cases not required as many

physical observables are represented by one-, two-particle or s-particle functions
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[Kraeft et al., 1986]. A N -particle function is thus for instance given by

ÂN =
∑

{s}
Â{s} . (2.14)

Important examples are the kinetic energy which is given by a sum over 1-particle

operators T̂N =
∑

i T̂i or the potential energy which is expressed as a sum over

binary operators V̂N =
∑

i<j V̂ij. To calculate the mean value of such additive or

binary quantities only the reduced 1-particle or 2-particle density operator is required

[Reichl, 2004]

ˆ̺1(b1) =

∫

db2 . . . dbN ˆ̺N (b2, . . . , bN ) , (2.15a)

ˆ̺12(b1, b2) =

∫

db3 . . . dbN ˆ̺N (b3, . . . , bN ) . (2.15b)

More generally, the reduced s-particle density operator is given as

ˆ̺s(b1, . . . , bs) =

∫

dbs+1 . . . dbN ˆ̺N (bs+1, . . . , bN ) = Tr
s+1...N

ˆ̺N . (2.16)

with a complete set of observables bi. Thus, a reduction of information is achieved

by taking the trace over observables of the particles which are not considered.

For many approaches, it is more convenient to introduce the reduced density

operator F̂s defined by Bogolyubov [Kraeft et al., 1986]

F̂s = V s ˆ̺s with Tr
1...s

F̂s = V s . (2.17)

Here, V denotes the volume of the system. With the reduced density operator, the

mean values of the s-particle observables are then obtained via

〈AN 〉 =

(
N

s

)
1

V s
Tr
1...s

(

F̂sÂs

)

=
ns

s!
Tr
1...s

(

F̂sÂs

)

, (2.18)

where the well-justified relation s ≪ N is used for the second step. In the case of

the 1- or 2-particle observable, the expectation values simplify

〈Â1〉 = nTr
1

(

F̂1Â1

)

, (2.19a)

〈Â12〉 =
n2

2
Tr
12

(

F̂12Â12

)

, (2.19b)

with the reduced 1- and 2-particle density operator, F̂1 and F̂12, respectively.
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2.1.3 Equation of motion for the reduced density operator

The equation of motion for the reduced density operator F̂s can be obtained from the

von-Neumann equation (2.6) for the probability density operator. Here, the trace

over the (N − s) particle states has to be evaluated

Tr
s+1...N

{

i~
∂

∂t
ˆ̺N

}

= Tr
s+1...N

{[

ĤN , ˆ̺N

]}

. (2.20)

On the left hand side, the derivative and the trace can be exchanged as both are

linear operators and thus the reduced density operator occurs directly. To evaluate

the right hand side, it is convenient to split the Hamiltonian into three terms [Kraeft

et al., 1986]

ĤN = Ĥs + ĤN−s + V̂s,N−s . (2.21)

The first two terms express the Hamiltonian of the isolated s- and (N − s)-particle

subsystems, respectively. The last term characterises the interaction between the

two subsystems. Thus, the three contributions are given as

Ĥs =

s∑

i=1

p̂2
i

2m
+

s∑

i<j

V̂ij , (2.22a)

ĤN−s =
N∑

i=s+1

p̂2
i

2m
+

N∑

i<j=s+1

V̂ij , (2.22b)

V̂s,N−s =

s∑

i=1

N∑

j=s+1

V̂ij . (2.22c)

With these definitions, equation (2.20) leads to

i~
1

V s

∂

∂t
F̂s = Tr

s+1...N

[

Ĥs, ˆ̺N

]

+ Tr
s+1...N

[

ĤN−s, ˆ̺N

]

+ Tr
s+1...N

[

V̂s,N−s, ˆ̺N

]

. (2.23)

The first term on the right hand side directly yields [Ĥs, F̂s]/V
s as the trace only

affects the density operator. The second term vanishes as the trace is invariant under

cyclic permutations. The last term needs to be rearranged. One obtains

Tr
s+1...N

s∑

i=1

N∑

j=s+1

[

V̂ij, ˆ̺N

]

=
N − s

V s+1
Tr
s+1

[
s∑

i=1

V̂i,s+1, F̂s+1

]

(2.24)
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as the interaction is equal between the two subsystems. Under the condition s≪ N ,

the equation of motion for the density operators follows to be

i~
∂

∂t
F̂s −

[

Ĥs, F̂s

]

= n Tr
s+1

[
N∑

i=1

V̂i,s+1, F̂s+1

]

. (2.25)

This is the quantum version of the BBGKY hierarchy named after the authors

which first derived the hierarchy, namely, Bogolyubov, Born, Green, Kirkwood and

Yvon [Kraeft et al., 1986]. It represents the kinetic equation of the reduced density

operator. The first equations for the reduced 1- and 2-particle density operator are

i~
∂

∂t
F̂1 −

[

Ĥ1, F̂1

]

= nTr
2

[

V̂12, F̂12

]

, (2.26a)

i~
∂

∂t
F̂12 −

[

Ĥ12, F̂12

]

= nTr
3

[

V̂12 + V̂23, F̂123

]

. (2.26b)

A specific characteristics of the above set of integro-differential equations is

the coupling between successive equations of motion, that means, the equation for

F̂s is expressed in terms of F̂s+1. This coupling makes it impossible to solve this set

of equations unless a relation between the functions F̂s+1 and F̂s can be introduced

and the hierarchy of equations is closed.

The most simple closure relation for the hierarchy (2.25) assumes independent

particles. In this case, the reduced 2-particle density operator is given as

F̂12 ≃ F̂1 · F̂2 . (2.27)

This approximation yields the Vlasov equation which can be used to describe colli-

sionless systems [Kremp et al., 2005].

2.1.4 The classical limit for the reduced density operator

While the electrons in dense plasmas require a fully quantum statistical description,

the ions are sufficiently well characterised within classical statistics due to their

large masses. It is only for systems with extremely high densities that quantum

effects must also be considered for the ions. Furthermore, there are several methods

available which include quantum effects approximately into classical calculations.

Although these approximations are mostly limited to weakly degenerate systems,

comparisons with full quantum mechanical methods show that the results are often

sufficient to characterise the main feature within the warm dense matter regime.

This fact will be verified in more detail later in the thesis.
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For these reasons, the statistical description will also be presented here in

the classical limit. The main difference to quantum statistics follows from the fact

that the phase space variables r and p commute within the classical treatment.

Therefore, the N -particle system is described in the 6N -dimensional phase phase

xN = (rN ,pN ) which is spanned by 3N position variables rN = (r1, r2, . . . rN ) and

3N momentum variables pN = (p1,p2, . . .pN ). The quantity which contains the

statistical information is the phase space probability density ̺N (x1,x2, . . . xN , t),

where ̺N drNdpN defines the probability that the system is in the microscopic state

characterised by rN and pN at the time t [Hansen and McDonald, 1990]. With this

central quantity, the ensemble average of a macroscopic property A(t) is given by

〈A(t)〉 =

∫

dx1 . . . dxN A(x1, . . . ,xN , t) ̺N (x1, . . . ,xN , t) . (2.28)

The equation of motion of the phase space probablility density is described

by the Liouville equation [Hansen and McDonald, 1990]

∂̺N

∂t
= {HN , ̺N} , (2.29)

which is the classical version of the von-Neumann equation (2.6). Here, the brackets

are the Poisson brackets defined by

{HN , ̺N} =
N∑

i=1

(
∂HN

∂ri

∂̺N

∂pi
− ∂HN

∂pi

∂̺N

∂ri

)

, (2.30)

with HN being the Hamiltonian for the classical N -particle system.

The introduction of reduced phase space probability densities are convenient

for classical systems as well. One defines the reduced s-particle probability density

within the classical limit via

̺s(x1, . . . ,xs, t) =
N !

(N − s)!

∫

dxs+1 . . . dxN ̺N (x1, . . . ,xN , t) . (2.31)

Analogous to quantum statistics (see Eq. (2.25)), the equation of motion for the re-

duced probability density can be derived by decomposing the Hamiltonian in terms

describing the s-particle and the remaining (N − s)-particle subsystem and the ad-

ditional potential term to account for the interaction between the two subsystems.

The result is given by the classical BBGKY-Hierarchy [Kraeft et al., 1986]

∂

∂t
̺s = {Hs, ̺s} + (N − s)

∑

1≤i≤s

∫

dxs+1 {Vi,s+1, ̺s+1} . (2.32)
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Again, it can be seen that the equation of motion couples the reduced s-particle

function ̺s with the reduced (s+ 1)-particle probability density ̺s+1 .

In equilibrium, the probability density function can be factorised into terms

containing position and momentum vectors, respectively. It is often useful to in-

tegrate over the momentum variables. The remaining particle density is then a

function of the position coordinates only 1

˜̺(r) =

∫

dp ̺(r,p) . (2.33)

The particle density provides the complete information on the microscopic structure

in the many-particle system.

To connect the microscopic probability density with macroscopic properties,

the canonical ensemble will be considered again. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the

canonical partition function is given by [Hansen and McDonald, 1990]

Zcan =
1

h3NN !

∫

drNdpNe−βHN . (2.34)

The inclusion of the coefficient 1/h3NN !, with Planck’s constant h, ensures the

correct treatment of possible positions in phase space (uncertainty relation) and

indistinguishable particles. In this way, it is the classical limit of the quantum

mechanical expression (2.11).

As already pointed out, the kinetic and the potential part of the Hamiltonian

can be separated in the classical limit which makes it possible to perform the inte-

gration over the momenta. Thus, the canonical partition function can be expressed

as

Zcan =
Λ−3N

N !

∫

dr1 . . . drN exp [−βVN (r1, . . . , rN )] . (2.35)

The reduced s-particle density is then given by the partition function via

̺s(r
s) =

N !

(N − s)!

1

Zcan

∫

dr(N−s) exp
[
−βVN (rN )

]
. (2.36)

Another useful quantity in the description of the microscopic structure is the

s-particle distribution function, which is defined as [Hansen and McDonald, 1990]

Fs(rs) =
̺s(r1, . . . , rs)

s∏

i=1
̺1(ri)

=
̺s(r1, . . . , rs)

ns
. (2.37)

1For simplification in the notation, the symbol ˜̺(r) will be renamed to ̺(r).
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The reduced 1-particle density is normalised in a way that it yields the density in

homogeneous systems, that is, ̺1(r) = N/V = n holds in this case.

2.2 Radial distribution function and structure factor

The pair distribution function plays a central role for the description of the structural

properties in a plasma. This quantity is defined by (see. Eq. (2.36))

g(r, r′) =
̺2(r, r

′)
n2

. (2.38)

For an isotropic, homogeneous system, the inter-particle potential depends only on

the separation r = |r − r′| and the system is thus fully determined by the radial

distribution function g(r).

In the classical limit, the particles in the system are considered as point

particles and their local phase density is given by delta functions in position space,

i.e., ̺ =
∑

i δ(r − ri). This description was introduced by Klimontovich [Kremp

et al., 2005] and thus this form is often referred to as the Klimontovich densities. To

account for the statistical ensemble, the reduced 1-particle density is given by the

average particle density

̺1(r) =

〈
N∑

i=1

δ(r − ri)

〉

. (2.39)

Here, the brackets 〈. . . 〉 denote the ensemble average with respect to the canonical

partition function of the system.

The connection to the 2-particle density matrix is obtained by considering the

statistical average of the product of two local particle densities within the canonical

description [Hansen and McDonald, 1990]

〈
∑

ij

δ(r − ri)δ(r
′ − rj)

〉

=
1

Zcan

∑

ij

∫

drN δ(r − ri)δ(r
′ − rj) exp [−βVN (rN )]

=
N(N − 1)

Zcan

∫

drN δ(r − r1)δ(r
′ − r2) exp [−βVN (rN )]

=
N(N − 1)

Zcan

∫

dr3 . . . drN exp
[
−βVN (r, r′, r3, . . . , rN )

]

= ̺2(r, r
′) .

In the last step, the definition (2.36) was used. This result allows for the connection
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of the pair distribution function with the Klimontovich densities

g(r, r′) =
1

n2

〈
N∑

i,j=1
i6=j

δ(r − ri) δ(r
′ − rj)

〉

. (2.40)

This pair distribution function characterises the microscopic structure in many-

particle systems like gases, fluids or plasmas. Often the radial distribution function

is sufficient. It depends only of the separation r = |r−r′| and the term 4πr2 n g(r)dr

gives the average number of particles in the spherical shell of width dr at the distance

r from a central particle.

As the effects of multiple species in the systems will be studied extensively

in this thesis, the partial pair distributions between the various species a and b are

required which are defined by [Hansen and McDonald, 1990; Wünsch et al., 2008a]

gab(r, r
′) =

̺
(ab)
N (r, r′)

nanb
=

1

nanb

〈
Na∑

i=1

Nb∑

j=1

i6=j ∀ a=b

δ(r − ri)δ(r
′ − rj)

〉

. (2.41)

Here, na and Na characterise the densities and particle numbers associated with the

particles of species a, respectively.

The pair distribution function also links the microscopic structure to macro-

scopic and thermodynamic quantities. For example, the internal energy of a classical

system is given by [Reichl, 2004]

〈Epot〉 =
1

2

N2

V

∞∫

0

dr 4πr2 V (r) g(r) , (2.42)

and the pressure can be obtained via

p

kBT
=
N

V
− 2πn2

3kBT

∞∫

0

dr r3
∂V (r)

∂r
g(r) . (2.43)

For direct comparisons with experimental results, the static structure factor

S(k) is a very useful quantity as it is directly related to the intensity of light or

particles scattered by the system. S(k) is defined as the ensemble average of two

local particle densities in k-space [Hansen and McDonald, 1990]

S(k) =
1

N
〈̺(k)̺∗(k)〉 , (2.44)
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where the densities in the Fourier space are given by

̺(k) =

∫

V

dr ̺(r)e−ir·k =
N∑

i=1

e−ik·ri . (2.45)

The structure factor can also be expressed via the Fourier transformation of

the pair distribution function [Reichl, 2004]

S(k) =
1

N

〈
∑

i

∑

j

e−ik·ri eik·rj

〉

=
1

N

∑

i=j

〈

e−ik(ri−ri)
〉

+
1

N

∑

i6=j

〈

e−ik(ri−rj)
〉

= 1 +
1

N

〈
∑

i6=j

∫

drdr′e−ik(r−r′)δ(r − ri)δ(r
′ − rj)

〉

= 1 +
1

N

∫

drdr′e−ik(r−r′)̺2(r, r
′)

= 1 + n

∫

dr e−ik·rg(r) . (2.46)

This equation can also be written in the more convenient form [Reichl, 2004]

S(k) = 1 + nδ(k) + n

∫

dr e−ik·r [g(r) − 1] . (2.47)

The delta function characterises the coherent contribution accounting for k = 0.

This term will be neglected in the following as finite k vectors are considered.

If a system consists of multiple species, the definition for the static structure

factor has to be generalised to account for all mutual correlations between the various

species. The partial structure factors are then defined by

Sab(k) =
1√
NaNb

〈̺a(k)̺∗b(k)〉 = δab +
√
nanb

∫

dr [gab(r) − 1] exp(−ik · r) (2.48)

via the partial pair distribution function gab(r). For isotropic systems the equation

simplifies to

Sab(k) = δab +
4π

k

√
nanb

∞∫

0

dr r sin (kr)[gab(r) − 1] . (2.49)

In the limiting case of uncorrelated particles, the structure factor S(k) is unity. This

value is also reached in the limit of large wave vectors k.
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2.3 Time-dependent correlation functions

The static quantities S(k) and g(r) can be generalised to account for the fact that,

even in thermodynamic equilibrium, the particles are constantly moving and, thus,

cause time-dependent density fluctuations. The study of these fluctuations is essen-

tial for the understanding of the dynamic response of many-particle systems.

Time-dependent density fluctuations δ̺ are defined as [Ichimaru, 2004a]

δ̺ (r, t) = ̺(r, t) − n , (2.50)

where ̺(r, t) denotes the local particle density now given by

̺(r, t) =

N∑

j=1

δ(r − rj(t)) . (2.51)

n = N/V denotes the mean particle density for a system with N particles within

the volume V . rj(t) reflects the spatial trajectory of the j−th particle including the

time dependency. The Fourier components of the density are determined by

δ̺ (k, t) =

∫

V

dr δ̺ (r, t)e−ir·k =
∑

j

exp [−ik · rj(t)] −Nδ(k) . (2.52)

The difference between ̺(k, t) and δ̺ (k, t) is only given by the contribution at k = 0.

Thus, it is convenient for simplicity of the notation to use the symbol ̺(k, t) for the

definition of density fluctuations in k-space.

The generalisation of the well-known pair distribution function (2.40) to a

time-dependent distribution function was introduced by von Hove [van Hove, 1954]

G(r, r′, t, t′) =
1

N

〈
̺(r′ + r, t+ t′)̺(r′, t′)

〉
. (2.53)

This quantity has a direct physical interpretation as it characterises the correlations

between two particles where the one particle is located at r′ + r at the time t + t′

and the other particle is located at the position r′ at the time t′. In equilibrium, it is

possible to set the time t′ = 0. Furthermore it is useful, to integrate over the original

position r′ to be independent of the coordinate system. After these transformations,

the generalised pair distribution function is given as

G(r, t) =
1

N

N∑

i,j=1

∫

dr′
〈
δ(r + ri(0) − r′)δ(r′ − rj(t))

〉
. (2.54)
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In the special case of t = 0, the integration can be performed leading to

G(r, 0) =
1

N

〈
N∑

i,j=1

δ(r + ri(0) − rj(0))

〉

= δ(r) +
1

N

〈
N∑

i6=j

δ(r + ri(0) − rj(0))

〉

G(r, 0) = δ(r) + n g(r) , (2.55)

showing the connection to the radial distribution function (2.40) for the special case

of isotropic, homogeneous systems.

Similar to the static case, the von Hove function for multicomponent systems

is defined by [Chávez-Rojo and Medina-Noyola, 2006]

Gab(r, t) =
1√
NaNb

∫

dr′
〈
̺a(r

′ + r, t)̺b(r
′, 0)

〉
. (2.56)

It is often convenient to consider the density-density correlation functions in

Fourier space. This function is called the intermediate scattering function

Fab(k, t) =
1√
NaNb

〈̺a(k, t)̺
∗
b(k, 0)〉 =

∫

drGab(r, t)e
ik·r . (2.57)

It can be split into two terms: the “self” and the “distinct” part, corresponding to the

case where the same particle is considered at different times or if the two different

Klimontovich densities correspond to different particles

Fab(k, t) = F s
ab(k, t) + F d

ab(k, t) . (2.58)

The two parts are given by [Chávez-Rojo and Medina-Noyola, 2006]

F s
ab(k, t) = δab

1

Na

〈
Na∑

i=1

exp [ik(r
(a)
i (t) − r

(a)
i (0))]

〉

= δabF
s
a (k, t) , (2.59a)

and

F d
ab(k, t) =

1 − δab√
NaNb

〈
Na∑

i=1

Nb∑

j=1

exp [ik(r
(a)
i (t) − r

(b)
j (0))]

〉

+ δab
1

Na

〈
Na∑

i=1

∑

i6=j

exp [ik(r
(a)
i (t) − r

(a)
j (0))]

〉

. (2.59b)
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The self part (2.59a) describes single-particle dynamics, for example, self-diffusion,

while the distinct part describes correlations between distinct particles. The two

terms in the distinct part account for the fact that the two particles can be from the

same species, that is a = b, or that both particles belong to different species.

The Fourier transformation of the intermediate scattering function with re-

spect to time gives its power spectrum. The resulting quantity is called the dynamic

structure factor [Ichimaru, 2004a,b]

Sab(k, ω) =
1

2π

∫

dt Fab(k, t)e
iωt =

1

2π
√
NaNb

∫

dt 〈δ̺ a(k, t)δ̺
∗
b (k, 0)〉 eiωt .

(2.60)

The static structure factor is then obtained by integrating over the frequency

Sab(k) =

∫

dω Sab(k, ω) , (2.61)

which is in agreement with the definition (2.48). As the structure factor can be

accessed directly via scattering experiments, the definitions of the dynamic quantities

provide the foundation for the description of dynamic properties, such as electron

plasma oscillations or ion acoustic modes.

2.4 Susceptibility and dielectric function

A plasma is an ensemble of freely moving particles with charge Ze which respond to

an externally applied electrostatic potential, Φext, via density fluctuations. Within

the linear response theory, the induced density fluctuations in a multicomponent

system are given by [Ichimaru, 2004b]

δ̺ind
a (k, ω) =

∑

b

χab(k, ω)ZbeΦext(k, ω) . (2.62)

χab(k, ω) characterises the density-density response function or susceptibility. In an

ideal, uncorrelated system, like a free electron gas, the density response is given by an

analytic formula (see section 5.1.1). However the dynamic susceptibility is in general

not known in strongly coupled many-particle systems. Several approximation have

been investigated to account for this physics.

The density fluctuations cause an induced electrostatic field in the plasma of

the form [Ichimaru, 2004a]

Φind(k, ω) =
∑

a

4πZae

k2
δ̺ind

a (k, ω) . (2.63)
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The dielectric function, ε(k, ω), represents the changes of the total electrostatic field,

Φtot = Φind + Φext, due to the external perturbation [Murillo and Weisheit, 1998]

ε(k, ω)Φtot(k, ω) = Φext(k, ω) . (2.64)

Substitution of Eqs. (2.62) and (2.63) in this expression yields [Ichimaru, 2004b]

ε−1(k, ω) = 1 +
Φind

Φext
= 1 +

∑

ab

Vab(k)χab(k, ω) (2.65)

with the Coulomb potential in Fourier space Vab(k) = 4πZaZbe
2/k2. This expression

connects the dielectric function with the density response of the system.

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem presents a general relation between the

response of the system to an external perturbation and the microscopic correlation

functions of the density fluctuations, characterised by the dynamic structure factor

[Kubo, 1966]. For multicomponent systems, the theorem is given by [Kremp et al.,

2005]: 2

Sab(k, ω) =
1

π
nB(ω) Imχab(k, ω) . (2.66)

Here, the imaginary part of the susceptibility is relevant as it describes the absorption

of the radiation energy and, thus, characterises the dissipative quantity. The Bose

function nB(ω) =
[
e−β~ω − 1

]−1
describes the occupation probability of collective

oscillations.

2 Often the definition of the dynamic structure factor via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
is given with an additional factor of density n. In this thesis, the density will be included in the
definition of the static structure factor.
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Chapter 3

The theory of x-ray Thomson

scattering

Light scattering, particularly in the case when x-rays are applied, is of great interest

as a plasma diagnostic because it is one of a few non-perturbing methods well-

suited for warm dense matter. In principle, all basic plasma parameters, such as

temperature, density and charge state, can be obtained from the measured scattering

signal. Furthermore, the microscopic structure of the material can be inferred.

In the beginning of this chapter, the theoretical framework of the scattering

process will be derived. Therein, it will be distinguished between the non-coherent

and the coherent scattering process. In the first case, the electrons in the scattering

volume considered are uncorrelated, yielding the total scattered field from the sum

of the electromagnetic fields of all individual electrons. In the coherent case, the

correlations between the electrons have to be included by considering their distribu-

tion functions to account for the position and the velocity of each electron. It will

be shown that the scattering signal in this case is directly proportional to the total

dynamic electron structure factor.

The scattering signal of a partially ionised plasma has two distinct features,

namely, a frequency-shifted part, related to the dynamically free electrons, and an

unshifted one (Rayleigh peak), due to scattering from electrons that follow the ion

motion. Following ideas originally developed by Chihara [Chihara, 1987, 2000], it

will be shown that the electron structure factor can be decomposed into different

parts associated with these distinct features. After the derivation for an electron-

ion system, the treatment will be generalised to systems with multiple ion species

[Wünsch et al., 2011]. This is of particular interest as recent scattering experiments

have been performed on composite materials, such as plastic [Barbrel et al., 2009]
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and lithium hydride [Kritcher et al., 2009, 2008]. At the end of this chapter, simpli-

fications of the scattering formula that have been used will be highlighted based on

the elements investigated and the constraints of current laser-driven x-ray sources.

3.1 Light scattering as plasma diagnostics

The scattering process of light in matter is here described by considering the incoming

photons as a classical electromagnetic wave and the plasma as a fully interacting

system consisting of electrons and ions 1. For the theoretical description of this

process a few reasonable assumptions have to be made. Firstly, only radiation with

high enough frequencies to penetrate the plasma with negligible attenuation are

considered. This is particularly challenging in the case of warm dense matter with

near solid-state density and above where x-rays are required. Furthermore, the

scattering volume has to be small enough to avoid multiple scattering. The use of

x-rays however reduces this problem due to the small scattering cross section.

As it will be shown later, the scattering process is inversely proportional to

the mass of the particles and, thus, the ion contribution to the scattering process can

be neglected. Nevertheless, the ions have an indirect effect on the coherent scattering

process as bound electrons as well as free electrons forming the screening cloud, are

following the ion motion and, thus, reflect the ion properties. The entire derivation

is also restricted to the non-relativistic case, where the momentum of the photon

can be neglected. This is sufficient as long as the photon energy is much less than

the rest mass of the electron or the fraction of energy transferred is small.

3.1.1 Thomson cross section and incoherent scattering

The basic scattering process can be described in a classical way as follows: an electro-

magnetic wave impinges on a free particle with charge q and mass m. The particle

will be accelerated and self-consistently radiates. In the non-relativistic case, the

contribution of the magnetic field can be neglected and the emitted radiation, that

is the scattered wave, has the same frequency as the incident wave if the particle

was initially at rest.

Scattering by a single electron

First the scattered power of a single electron in an electromagnetic field will be

derived. The incident electromagnetic field is described by a monochromatic plane
1A fully quantum mechanical derivation of the x-ray scattering process can be found in

Ref. [Santra, 2009].
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wave of the form [Jackson, 1999]

Ei(r, t) = ǫ̂i0Ei0 ei(kir−ωit) (3.1)

with the amplitude Ei0, the wavenumber ki, the frequency ωi and the polarisation

vector ǫ̂i0
2. The electron with position r and velocity v gets accelerated in this

electric field. Its equation of motion in the non-relativistic case is given by

me
dv
dt

= −eEi(r, t) . (3.2)

Applying the dipole approximation, the emitted radiation of the electron can be

derived to be [Jackson, 1999]

Es(R, t) =
−e
Rc 2

[n̂s × (n̂s × v̇)] . (3.3)

Here, R denotes the distance between the charge and the observation point and

n̂s is the unit vector in the direction where the scattered radiation is detected (see

Fig. 3.2). A combination of the last three equations leads to the scattered electric

field on the observation point

Es(R, t) =
e2Ei0

meRc2
[n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)] ei(kir−ωit) . (3.4)

The double vector product [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)] defines the polarisation of the scattered

wave, which depends on the polarisation of the incident wave. The time-averaged

power at the scattered wave per unit solid angle is then [Sheffield, 1975]

dPs

dΩ
=
cR2

4π
lim

T→∞
1

T

∞∫

−∞

dt |ES(R, t)|2 =
r2ec

8π
|Ei0|2 [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

2 , (3.5)

where the classical electron radius, re = e2/(mec
2), is introduced. T denotes the

macroscopic time duration of the scattering process.

The polarisation term can be simplified to

[n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]
2 = [(n̂s · ǫ̂i0) · n̂s − ǫ̂i0]

2 = 1 − (n̂s · ǫ̂i0)
2 , (3.6)

whereas the unit vector pointing in the direction of the observation detector can be

expressed in Cartesian coordinates (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) as n̂s = (sin θ cosφ x̂, sin θ sinφ ŷ, cos θ ẑ),

as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. If the incident monochromatic wave is linearly polarised
2The indices ’i’ and ’s’ label incident and scattered quantities, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Scattering geometry in the Cartesian coordinate system to illustrate
the calculation of the polarisation term from the scattered wave observed in the
n̂s direction. The incident radiation is presented as a wave propagating in the ẑ

direction and having a linear polarisation along the x̂-axis. The scattering geometry
is defined by the scattering angle, θ, and the azimuthal angle, φ, lying in the x̂−ŷ

plane.

along the x̂−axis (ǫ̂i0 = x̂), as it can be realised in a free electron laser, the polari-

sation term is finally given as

[n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]
2
∣
∣
∣
lin.pol.

= 1 − sin2 θ cos2 φ . (3.7)

In laser produced x-ray sources, the radiation is however fully unpolarised and, thus,

an average over the azimuthal angle φ has to be performed

[n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]
2
∣
∣
∣
unpol.

= 1 − sin2 θ cos2 φ = 1 − sin2 θ

2
=

1

2

(
1 + cos2 θ

)
. (3.8)

An experimentally useful quantity is the differential scattering cross section that

defines the ratio of the scattered power per unit time and solid angle to the incident

energy flux per unit area and time, i.e. c|Ei0|2/(8π) [Jackson, 1999]. In the case of

an unpolarised incident wave, this quantity is given by

dσ
dΩ

=
1

2
r2e(1 + cos2 θ) . (3.9)

The integration over the solid angle dΩ leads to the total Thomson cross section for
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a single electron

σTh =
1

2
r2e

∫

dΩ(1 + cos2 θ) =
8

3
πr2e , (3.10)

where dΩ = 2π dcos θ is used. This Thomson formula is strictly valid only for

such low frequencies where the momentum of the photon can be neglected. For

higher frequencies, the Compton effect gives significant contributions to the scatter-

ing process and a full quantum mechanical description has to be applied. A suitable

approach was given by Klein and Nishina who derived an approximate total cross

section formula based on the Dirac equation, which also allows relativistic effects to

be included [Klein and Nishina, 1929].

Incoherent scattering

To describe the scattering process within a plasma, the individual contributions of

the electrons have to be added. First, only incoherent scattering will be consid-

ered. This approach is valid when the scattering parameter (1.9) is much smaller

than unity. In this case, the scale length of the scattering volume is smaller than

the characteristic screening length (1.10) and the light scatters on single, randomly

distributed electrons.

In experimental set-ups the detector measures the scattered radiation spec-

trally resolved around the scattered frequency [ωs − dωs

2 , ωs + dωs

2 ]. Thus, the spec-

tral scattered power is introduced, which can be obtained by Parseval’s theorem

[Jackson, 1999]

dPs(R,ω)

dΩ
=
cR2

4π
lim

T→∞
1

Tπ

∫ ωs+dωs/2

ωs−dωs/2
dωs

∣
∣ET

s (R,ωs)
∣
∣
2
, (3.11)

where

ET
s (R,ωs) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ET

s (R, t)e−iωst (3.12)

is the Fourier transform of the scattered field.

To determine this quantity, the equation of the electric field caused by the

scattering on a single electron, j, with position, rj , (see eq. (3.4)) is considered

Esj(R, t) =
e2Ei0

meRc2
[n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)] ei(kirj(t′)−ωit′) . (3.13)

Note that on the right hand side the retarded time, t′, was introduced to account

for the time delay between emission of the wave due to the moving electron and the

detection at the observation point at time t, i.e. t′ = t− R
c , where c is the speed of
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the scattering geometry of an electron moving with velocity
v(t′) in the scattering volume, V , at the retarded time, t′. The observation point
at time, t, is far enough to neglect the distance the electron will move over the
observation time, r(t′), that is, R′ ≃ R.

light [Sheffield, 1975]. If the distance to the observation point R (see Fig. 3.2) is sig-

nificantly larger than the distance that the electron will travel during the observation

time, the retarded time can be approximately written as [Sheffield, 1975]

t′ ≃ t− 1

c

[
R− n̂s · rj(t

′)
]
. (3.14)

The above condition is always fulfilled in the experiments that will be discussed

within this thesis.

To evaluate the scattered electric field in frequency space, it is convenient to

also introduce the retarded time in the Fourier transformation (3.12). The field is

then given by [Hutchinson, 2005]

Esj(R,ws) =
re
R
Ei0 [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

∫

dt′e
i

»

ωs

„

t′+ R
c
− n̂srj (t′)

c

«–

ei[kirj(t
′)−ωit

′]

=
re
R
Ei0 eiksR [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

∫

dt′e−i[ωt′−krj(t
′)] (3.15)

where ω = ωs − ωi and k = ks − ki are the frequency and wavenumber shifts of

the incident photons, respectively and ks = ωs/c. In the non-relativistic case, the

velocity is constant and thus the time integration can be performed

Esj(R,ws) =
re
R
Ei0 eiksR [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)] δ (k · v − ω) . (3.16)

The scattered frequency,

ωs = ωi − k · v = ωi − (ks − ki) · v , (3.17)
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is thus Doppler-shifted from the incident frequency depending on the electron veloc-

ity in the k-direction.

In incoherent scattering, the single electrons are uncorrelated and, thus, the

total spectral power is given by the sum of the individual electric fields multiplied

with a distribution of the electron velocities. As the scattered power is considered

within a frequency range ωs → dωs, only the electrons with the velocity v + dv

that fulfil Eq. (3.17) are relevant, which can be expressed by the velocity distribu-

tion function Ne f(v)dv. Therefore, the scattered power per unit solid angle and

frequency is [Hutchinson, 2005]

d2Ps(R,ωs)

dΩdωs
= Ne

Pi

A
r2e [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

2
∫

dv f(v)δ (k · v − ω) . (3.18)

Pi = cE2
i0A/(8π) denotes here the incident power with the cross section of the

incident beam A. The scattered power can be simplified if the velocity components

are split in the directions of the scattered wave vector k and perpendicular to it, i.e.,

one within the scattering plane and one perpendicular to the scattering plane. Then

the integral can be simplified to [Sheffield, 1975]

d2Ps(R,ωs)

dΩdωs
= Ne

Pi

A
r2e [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

2 f
(ω

k

) 1

k
, (3.19)

where f(ω/k) is the one-dimensional velocity distribution in the k direction.

In conclusion, the scattered frequency spectrum is directly proportional to

the velocity distribution of the electrons for non-relativistic conditions and as long

as the incident wave scatters incoherently on the sample. The latter condition can

be realised in experiments via a backscattering geometry where k is large and the

scattering volume is small.

3.1.2 Coherent scattering

If the incident wave interacts with several electrons simultaneously, their correlations

have to be taken into account. In this case, the scattering parameter (1.9) is roughly

unity or above, that means, the scale length of the measured scattering volume is

comparable to or greater than the characteristic screening length.

The starting point for the derivation of the power spectrum is Eq. (3.15),

the scattered electric field of a single electron in frequency space. To determine the

total electric field generated by the electron ensemble in the scattering volume, the

individual contributions have to be summed in a coherent way, that is, multiplied by

the distribution function accounting for the positions, r(t), and the velocities, v(t),
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of the particles at time, t. This property is given by the Klimontovich distribution

function which is introduced as [Klimontovich, 1975]

fe(r,v, t) =
Ne∑

j=1

δ(r − rj(t))δ(v − vj(t)) . (3.20)

This function describes the microscopic density of the electrons in phase space.

The total scattered field is given by integration over the phase space of the

individual electric fields multiplied by the distribution function [Sheffield, 1975]

ET
s (ωs, R) =

∫

drdvEs(ωs, R)fe(r,v, t
′) . (3.21)

Please note, that the Klimontovich distribution function is also written with the

retarded time, t′. In the non-relativistic dipole approximation, the scattered field is

independent of the velocity and thus the integral regarding v is trivial

ET
s (ωs, R) =

∫

drEs(ωs, R) ̺e(r, t
′) , (3.22)

where

̺e(r, t
′) =

∫

dvfe(r,v, t
′) =

Ne∑

j=1

δ(r − rj(t
′)) (3.23)

is the Klimontovich density. The power spectrum per solid angle and frequency is

then given as [Hutchinson, 2005; Sheffield, 1975](see Eq. (3.11))

d2Ps(R,ωs)

dΩ dωs
=
cR2

4π
lim

T→∞
1

π T

×
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∫

dt′ dr
re
R

eiksREi0 [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)] ̺e(r, t
′)ei[ωt′−k·rj(t

′)]

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

. (3.24)

As used before, ω and k in the exponential function represent the wavenumber

and frequency shift during the scattering process. To evaluate the integral, the

Klimontovich densities have to be expressed in the k− and ω−space, i.e.

̺e(r, t
′) =

∫
dk

(2π)3
dω
2π
̺e(k, ω)e−i(k·r−ωt′) , (3.25)

which leads to
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d2Ps(R,ωs)

dΩ dωs
=
cR2

4π
lim

T→∞
1

πT

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

re
R

eiksREi0 [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

×
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∫

dt′ dω drdk ̺e(k, ω)ei[ω−(ωs−ωi)]t
′

ei[k−(ks−ki)]·ri(t
′)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

. (3.26)

Now, the following properties of the delta distribution can be used

∫

dt ei(x−x0)t = 2π δ(x − x0) and

∫

dx f(x)δ(x − x0) = f(x0) . (3.27)

Applying these forms to introduce δ-distributions in ω- and k-space, one obtains for

the scattered power of the electron ensemble

d2Ps(R,ωs)

dΩ dωs
=

cR2

4π
lim

T→∞
1

πT

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

re
R

eiksREi0 [n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

×
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∫

dω dk ̺e(k, ω)δ(ω − (ωs − ωi))δ(k − (ks − ki))

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

=
c r2eE

2
i0

4π2
[n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

2 lim
T→∞

1

T

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
̺e(ks − ki, ωs − ωi)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

. (3.28)

Again, the statistical ensemble average has to be considered, that is, |̺e(k, ω)|2
is replaced with

〈
|̺e(k, ω)|2

〉
. Thus, the scattered power is characterised by the

correlation function of the density fluctuations [Hutchinson, 2005]

d2Ps(R,ωs)

dΩ dωs
=
r2ePi

2πA
[n̂s × (n̂s × ǫ̂i0)]

2NSee(k, ω) , (3.29)

with

See(k, ω) = lim
T→∞,V →∞

1

TV

〈 |̺e(k, ω)|2
ne

〉

. (3.30)

The last line is equivalent to the definition of the dynamic structure factor (2.60).

The macroscopic variables T and V characterise the time of the probing and the

scattering volume, respectively.

3.2 Electronic structure for partially ionised plasmas

As shown above, the dynamic electron structure factor, which characterises the mi-

croscopic density fluctuations in a many particle system, plays a crucial role in

the description of the light-plasma scattering process. In equilibrium, this quantity
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is given by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (see Eq. (2.66)). This approach is

well-suited for parameter regimes where well-developed approximations for the sus-

ceptibility, χ(k, ω), exist, particularly for fully ionised, weakly coupled plasmas. For

other systems a more direct approach has to be developed.

3.2.1 Partially ionised, strongly coupled plasmas

In a fully ionised plasma, the electromagnetic wave interacts with the free electrons

and the scattering process is well described within the random phase approximation

(RPA) for weakly coupled electrons, which will be discussed in section 5.1.1. In a

strongly coupled plasma, a theory beyond RPA is required to account for correlation

effects. Furthermore, many plasmas which are of interest here are only partially

ionised and, thus, the bound electrons have to be included in the description. A

formula considering all mutual correlations between free, weakly and strongly bound

electrons as well as strongly coupled ions was first derived by Chihara 1987 for metal-

lic fluids and later extended to plasmas [Chihara, 1987, 2000]. Here, this description

is presented. The original concept will then be generalised to systems with multiple

ion species in the following section.

A partially ionised system of Ni nuclei of one species with atomic number

ZA is considered. The total electron number is split into ZbNi bound electrons and

ZfNi free electrons. Following this decomposition, the total electron density, ̺e, can

similarly be split into bound and free contributions ̺b and ̺f , respectively,

̺e(k, t) =

ZANi∑

j=1

exp (ik·rj(t)) = ̺b(k, t) + ̺f (k, t) . (3.31)

The total intermediate scattering function F tot(k, t), defined by Eq. (2.57), describes

the density fluctuations in the plasma and can now be expressed as

NeF
tot
ee (k, t) =

〈

̺e(k, t)̺
∗
e(k, 0)

〉

=
〈

̺e(k, t)̺e(−k, 0)
〉

=
〈

[̺b(k, t) + ̺f (k, t)] [̺b(−k, 0) + ̺f (−k, 0)]
〉

=
〈

̺b(k, t)̺b(−k, 0)
〉

+
〈

̺f (k, t)̺b(−k, 0)
〉

+
〈

̺b(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

+
〈

̺f (k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

=
〈

̺b(k, t)̺b(−k, 0)
〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

+ 2
〈

̺f (k, t)̺b(−k, 0)
〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

+
〈

̺f (k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(3)

.

(3.32)
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the inter-particle correlations in a partially
ionised plasma. The gray dots labelled with α and β denote the ions, whereas
the black dots mark the electrons classified as bound electrons moving around the
ions and free electrons. The corrugated lines indicate the correlations, whereas the
symbols f − f , b − f and b − b stands for free-free, bound-free and bound-bound,
respectively, according to the correlations between the various electrons.

In the last step, it is used that a time shift can be performed within the

ensemble average. Furthermore, the intermediate scattering function is a real func-

tion and symmetric in the wavenumber domain, i.e., F (k) = F (−k). For partially

ionised plasmas, the intermediate scattering function consists of three contributions

describing the various inter-particle correlations in the system: (1) the correlations

between bound electrons, (2) the correlations between free and bound electrons and

finally, (3) the correlations between free electrons as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

Correlations between bound electrons

In the following, the contribution describing the mutual correlations between the

bound electrons will be considered in more detail. The total bound electron among

the nuclei, labelled α, is given by

̺b(k, t) =

Ni∑

α=1

Zb∑

j=1

exp [ik·rjα(t)] . (3.33)

rjα(t) characterises the trajectory of a bound electron, j, around the ion, α. The

introduction of relative coordinates of the electrons to the ion position Rα, that is
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r′jα(t) = rjα(t) − Rα(t), leads to

̺b(k, t) =

Ni∑

α=1

Zb∑

j=1

exp [ik(r′jα + Rα)] =

Ni∑

α=1





Zb∑

j=1

exp [ik·r′jα]



 exp [ik·Rα] . (3.34)

Due to the large mass difference, it is convenient to apply the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation, that is, the electron motion can be separated from the motion of the

nucleus [Martin, 2004]. Furthermore, the bound electron density around any nucleus

is the same as identical ions are considered. This will be visualised in the following

steps of the derivation by setting α = 1 as the representative ion 3. Thus, the bound

electron distribution can be approximately described as

̺b(k, t) ≃ fi(k)

Ni∑

α=1

exp [ik·Rα(t)] , (3.35)

where the ionic form factor fi(k) characterises the form of the bound state density,

fi(k) =

〈
Zb∑

j=1

exp [ik·r′jα(t)]

〉

=

〈
Zb∑

j=1

exp [ik·r′j1(t)]
〉

. (3.36)

This quantity has to be calculated from an appropriate quantum theory taking shell

effects into account for heavier species (see section 5.2).

To determine the correlations between the bound electrons, the ensemble

average of the product of two densities has to be taken

〈

̺b(k, t)̺b(−k, 0)
〉

=

〈
Ni∑

α=1

Zb∑

j=1

exp [ik (r′jα(t) + Rα(t))]

×
Ni∑

β=1

Zb∑

l=1

exp [−ik (r′lβ(0) + Rβ(0))]

〉

. (3.37)

Here, α and β account for the ions while j and l label the electrons in the many-

particle system. This expression can be split into a part where two different ions

are considered (α 6= β) and a part where the electrons are bound to the same ion

(α = β)

3Atoms or ions with a different internal structure must be described by the multicomponent
formula derived in the following section 3.2.2
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〈

|̺b(k, t)|2
〉

=
∑

α,β
α6=β

∑

j,l

〈

exp [ik·r′jα(t)] exp [−ik·r′lβ(0)] exp [ik(Rα(t) − Rβ(0))]
〉

+
∑

α,β
α=β

∑

j,l

〈

exp [ik·r′jα(t)] exp [−ik·r′lα(0)] exp [ik(Rα(t) − Rα(0))]
〉

. (3.38)

After decoupling the ion motion from the electron motion, the first part becomes

〈

|̺b(k, t)|2
〉∣
∣
∣
α6=β

=
∑

α,β
α6=β

∑

j,l

〈

exp [ik·r′jα(t)] exp [−ik·r′lβ(0)]
〉

×
〈

exp [ik(Rα(t) − Rβ(0))]
〉

. (3.39)

The distributions of the electron densities are not correlated to each other here.

Thus, the ensemble average can be separated

〈

exp [ik·r′jα(t)] exp [−ik·r′lβ(0)]
〉

=
〈

exp [ik·r′jα(t)]
〉〈

exp [−ik·r′lβ(0)]
〉

. (3.40)

These two terms describe the ionic form factor for the ions α and β (3.36) which

are equal as the same ion species is considered. The form factors can be treated

statically as the electrons move instantly with respect to the ionic motion.

〈

|̺b(k, t)|2
〉∣
∣
∣
α6=β

= fi(k) fi(−k)
∑

α,β
α6=β

〈

exp [ik(Rα(t) − Rβ(0))]
〉

. (3.41)

The remaining ensemble average describes the autocorrelation function of the ion

distribution, which can be described by the ion-ion intermediate scattering function

(see Eq. (2.57))

Fii(k, t) =
1

Ni

∑

α,β

〈

exp [ik(Rα(t) − Rβ(0))]
〉

. (3.42)

Here, different ions must be considered. Thus, the single particle dynamics, i.e., the

correlations between positions of one and the same particle at different times, have

to be subtracted [Hansen and McDonald, 1990; Chávez-Rojo and Medina-Noyola,

2006], yielding

〈

|̺b(k, t)|2
〉∣
∣
∣
α6=β

= |fi(k)|2 [NiFii(k, t) −NiF
s
ii(k, t)] (3.43)
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with

F s
ii(k, t) =

1

Ni

Ni∑

α=1

〈

exp [ik(Rα(t) − Rα(0))]
〉

. (3.44)

Eq. (3.44) is the self-part of the ion-ion intermediate scattering function.

To determinate the correlations between electrons bound to the same nucleus,

that is the second part of (3.38), the electron motion will be separated again from

the ion motion which leads to

〈

|̺b(k, t)|2
〉∣
∣
∣
α=β

=

Zb∑

j,l=1

〈

exp [ik (r′j0(t) − r′l0(0)]
〉 Ni∑

α=1

〈

exp [ik(Rα(t) − Rα(0))]
〉

.

(3.45)

The first term describes the correlations of bound electrons within the same ion,

which is expressed over the intermediate scattering function Fce(k, t), whereas the

second term yields the self-part of the ion-ion intermediate scattering function (3.44)

〈

|̺b(k, t)|2
〉∣
∣
∣
α=β

= ZbFce(k, t) ×NiF
s
ii(k, t) . (3.46)

Finally, the density-density correlation of two bound electrons in a plasma

with a single ion component is given by the sum of (3.43) and (3.46), that is,

〈

|̺b(k, t)|2
〉

= Ni|fi(k)|2Fii(k, t) +Ni

[
ZbFce(k, t) − |fi(k)|2

]
FS

ii (k, t) . (3.47)

Correlations between free electrons

To describe the correlations between free electrons, the definition of the appropriate

intermediate scattering function can be used directly

Fee(k, t) =
1

ZfNi

〈

̺f (k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

. (3.48)

Thus, the correlations are directly given by

〈

̺f (k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

= ZfNiFee(k, t) . (3.49)

Here, it should be mentioned that the free electrons also form the screening cloud.

Thus, this contribution still contains ionic information as the screening cloud follows

the ion motion.
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Correlations between free and bound electrons

The last contribution of the inter-particle correlations in the plasma is the bound-

free term. To determine this part, the description of the bound electron distribution

(3.35) can be used which yields

〈

̺b(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

= fi(k)

〈
Ni∑

α=1

exp (ik·Rα)̺f (−k, 0)

〉

= fi(k)
〈

̺i(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

, (3.50)

where ̺i(k, t) denotes the ionic density distribution. The average can be expressed

as an electron-ion intermediate scattering function

Fei(k, t) =
1

√
ZfNi

〈

̺i(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

, (3.51)

and one obtains

〈

̺b(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

= Ni

√

Zffi(k)Fei(k, t) . (3.52)

Total electron-electron structure factor

After the decomposition derived above, the total intermediate scattering function of

bound and free electrons (3.32) is given by

NeF
tot(k, t) = Ni|fi(k)|2Fii(k, t) +Ni

[
ZbFce(k, t) − |fi(k)|2

]
FS

ii (k, t)

+ ZfNiFee(k, t) +Ni

√

Zffi(k)Fei(k, t) . (3.53)

To obtain the power spectrum of the electron density-density correlation, the Fourier

transformation with respect to time has to be taken

Stot
ee (k, ω) =

1

2π

∫ ∞

∞
dt F tot(k, t) exp(iωt) ,

and it follows

NeS
tot
ee (k, ω) = Ni|fi(k)|2Sii(k, ω) + ZfNiSee(k, ω) +Ni

√

Zffi(k)Sei(k, ω)

+
NiZb

2π

∫ ∞

∞
dt Fce(k, t)F

S
ii (k, t) −Ni|fi(k)|2SS

ii(k, ω) . (3.54)
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The remaining integral can be expressed as a convolution in the frequency space:

NeS
tot
ee (k, ω) = Ni|fi(k)|2Sii(k, ω) + ZfNiSee(k, ω) +Ni

√

Zffi(k)Sei(k, ω)

+ ZbNi

∫

dω′Sce(k, ω − ω′)SS
ii(k, ω

′) −Ni|fi(k)|2SS
ii(k, ω) (3.55)

= Ni|fi(k)|2Sii(k, ω) + ZfNiSee(k, ω) +Ni

√

Zffi(k)Sei(k, ω)

+ ZbNi

∫

dω′S̃ce(k, ω − ω′)SS
ii(k, ω

′) . (3.56)

In the last step, the dynamic structure factor of the bound electrons of each ion was

introduced

S̃ce(k, ω) = Sce(k, ω) − 1

Zb
|fi(k)|2 δ(ω) . (3.57)

The expression for the total electronic structure factor (3.56) is still not appli-

cable as all partial structure factors are still inter-connected. As already mentioned

in the paragraph on the correlations between free electrons, the electron-electron dy-

namic structure factor See(k, ω) still contains correlations of free electrons forming

the screening cloud and thus ionic properties. The same applies for the electron-ion

structure factor Sei(k, ω). Indeed, the structure factors in a many-particle system

form a set of 1
2K(K + 1) equations where K represents the number of the different

species.

To decouple the different contributions, it is convenient to consider the den-

sity response function, χ(k, ω), related to the structure factor via the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem (2.66). The response function of a fully ionised plasma is given

by a matrix equation [Chihara, 1987]

χ(k, ω) = χ0(k, ω)

[

1−
√

D C(k, ω)
√

D χ0(k, ω)

]−1

(3.58)

with the components being defined as

[ D ]ab = δabna, [ C ]ab = Cab(k, ω), [ χ ]ab = χab(k, ω), and [ χ0 ]ab = δabχ
0
a(k, ω) .

The indices a and b denote the species in the system, that is, electrons and ions. 1

describes the identity matrix and D the density matrix with the particle densities na.

χ(k, ω)0 and χ(k, ω) capture the physics of the non-interacting and the interacting

systems, respectively. C(k, ω) characterises the dynamic direct correlation function,

which was first introduced by Ornstein and Zernike [Ornstein and Zernike, 1914].

It represents the total correlations between two particles over an effective potential
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which includes the effect of the surrounding medium.

For a system with a single ion species, that is a two-component system with

a = e and b = i, the different dynamical response functions are given by 4

χee =
1

∆

(
1 − niCiiχ

0
i

)
χ0

e , (3.59a)

χei =
1

∆

√
neniCeiχ

0
e χ

0
i , (3.59b)

χie =
1

∆

√
neniCeiχ

0
e χ

0
i , (3.59c)

χii =
1

∆

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

)
χ0

i , (3.59d)

with the abbreviation

∆ =
(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

) (
1 − niCiiχ

0
i

)
− neniC

2
eiχ

0
e χ

0
i .

Note, that the symmetry Cei = Cie is used which is valid in translate invariant

systems such as plasmas. In the system of equations (3.59), the mutual connection

between the response functions can be easily seen. For example, the electron-electron

response function (3.59a) depends on all three direct correlation functions, namely,

Cee, Cei and Cii, as well as on the non-interacting response function of the electrons,

χ0
e, and the ions, χ0

i . This function can be rearranged to give two contributions

describing electrons that follow the ion motion (and forming the screening cloud) and

electrons that move independent of the ions. The matrix relation can be inverted

and, applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Eq. (2.66)), finally yields

See(k, ω) =
q2(k)

Zf
Sii(k, ω) + S0

ee(k, ω) , (3.60a)

Sei(k, ω) =
q(k)
√
Zf

Sii(k, ω) , (3.60b)

with the expression for the screening function

q(k) =
neCei χ

0
e

1 − neCeeχ0
e

. (3.61)

Here, S0
ee(k, ω) is the structure factor of a free electron gas. A more detailed de-

scription of the calculation above can be found in the appendix A.

With the relations (3.60), the electron-electron structure factor (3.60a) can

be expressed via the ion-ion structure factor, Sii(k, ω), modulated by the screening

4For simplicity of the notation, the wavenumber and frequency arguments are suppressed.
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function, q(k), and the structure factor for a free electron gas, S0
ee(k, ω). In the

same manner, the correlation between electrons and ions (3.60b) is given by the

microscopic structure of the ions, Sii(k, ω), which is again modified by the screen-

ing function, q(k), to account for the electrons forming the screening cloud. The

screening function (3.61) is defined by the direct electron-electron and electron-ion

correlation functions, Cee and Cei, respectively.

Using equation (3.56) and inserting the definition of the partial structure

factors See(k, ω) and Sei(k, ω) from Eqs. (3.60), the results can be summarised in

the total electronic structure factor for an electron-ion plasma of the form

Ne

Ni
Stot

ee (k, ω) = |fi(k) + q(k)|2 Sii(k, ω) + ZfS
0
ee(k, ω)+

Zb

∫

dω′ S̃ce(k, ω − ω′)Ss(k, ω
′) . (3.62)

As the scattered power is directly proportional to the dynamic structure factor

(see Eq. (3.29)), the spectrum contains three distinct features characterised by each

term of the equation above. The first contribution describes the domain of the

x-ray Thomson scattering signal with small frequency shifts, which strongly depends

on the correlated ions. Here, electrons bound to the nucleus, characterised by the

atomic/ionic form factor fi(k), and the electrons in the screening cloud, described

by q(k), contribute to the scattering of the probe beam. The ion-ion structure

factor, Sii(k, ω), reflects the spatial arrangement and thermal motion of the ions.

The second part of Eq. (3.62) describes the scattering due to the free electrons

that do not follow the ion motion. This part contributes at large frequency shifts

where the inelastic Compton feature as well as collective excitations (plasmons) can

be observed. The last term characterises the inelastic scattering by weakly bound

electrons due to excitations of the inner core electrons to higher lying bound states

or into the continuum (Raman-like scattering).

3.2.2 Generalisation for multiple ion species

Equation (3.62) is limited to an electron-ion system with one ion species. However,

there are many kinds of charge states possible in a plasma. Such a situation can only

be described with Eq. (3.62) by introducing an average charge state. Furthermore,

x-ray scattering experiments have moved to more complex, composite matter due

to the fact that most materials in nature and technological applications consists of

multiple chemical elements. Therefore, to fully study and understand mixtures, a

more general expression for the total electronic structure is required. Within this
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thesis, the Chihara formula (3.62) will be generalised to allow the description of the

x-ray scattering signal for systems with multiple ion species and takes all mutual

correlations, in particular between different ion species, fully into account [Wünsch

et al., 2011]. Here, the different steps needed will be presented and the terms that

have to be treated in a more general way will be highlighted.

Consider a plasma consisting of electrons and Ni ions of K species (labelled

α, β = 1, 2, . . . ,K) with Nα being the particle number of the ion species α and

N1 +N2 + · · · +NK =
∑

αNα = Ni. Then the total electron density can be split

into the free part and contributions of bound electrons associated with theK different

ion species

̺tot
e (k, t) =

K∑

α=1

̺b
α(k, t) + ̺f (k, t) . (3.63)

The total intermediate scattering function is then given by

NeF
tot(k, t) =

〈

̺e(k, t)̺e(−k, 0)
〉

=

〈[
K∑

α=1

̺b
α(k, t) + ̺f (k, t)

]



K∑

β=1

̺b
β(−k, 0) + ̺f (−k, 0)





〉

=

〈
K∑

α=1

̺b
α(k, t)

K∑

β=1

̺b
β(−k, 0)

〉

+

〈
K∑

α=1

̺b
α(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)

〉

+

〈

̺f (k, t)

K∑

β=1

̺b
β(−k, 0)

〉

+
〈

̺f (k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

The two terms describing correlations between bound and free electrons can be com-

bined. Furthermore, the first contribution characterising the correlations between

bound electrons has to be split depending on whether the same ion species is consid-

ered in both densities or if the electrons belong to different ion species. This yields

NeF
tot(k, t) =

〈
∑

α,β
α=β

̺b
α(k, t)̺b

α(−k, 0)

〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

+

〈
∑

α,β
α6=β

̺b
α(k, t)̺b

β(−k, 0)

〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

+ 2

〈
∑

α

̺b
α(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)

〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(3)

+
〈

̺f (k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(4)

. (3.64)

The different contributions reflect the various inter-particle correlations that can be
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α

j

bα−f

bα−bβ
β

bβ−f

bβ−bβ

f - f

•

•

Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of the inter-particle correlations in a plasma with
two ion species, depicted as blue and green dots. The black dots mark the elec-
trons classified as bound electrons moving around the ions and free electrons. The
corrugated lines indicate the correlations, whereas the symbols f − f , bα − f and
bα − bα stands for free-free, bound-free and bound-bound, respectively, where the
index denotes the belongings of the bound electrons to the according ion species α.

observed in a multicomponent plasma (see Fig. 3.4), that is,

(1) correlations between electrons bound to the same ion species,

(2) correlations between electrons bound to different ion species,

(3) correlations between bound electrons and free electrons and

(4) correlations between free electrons.

If K different ion species are considered, then K2 bound-bound terms (including (1)

and (2)), K bound-free terms (3) and one free-free term (4) will be obtained.

Correlations between bound electrons

The first contribution of the intermediate scattering function (3.64), which describes

the density correlations between bound electrons belonging to the same ion species,

can be treated exactly like in the case for a single ion species. For generalisation,

the sum over the ion species has to be taken to account for multiple elements in the

system

〈
∑

α,β
α=β

̺b
α(k, t)̺b

α(−k, 0)

〉

=
∑

α

Nα |fα(k)|2 Fαα(k, t)

+Nα

[

Zb
αF

ce
α (k, t) − |fα(k)|2

]

F s
αα(k, t) . (3.65)
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Here, Nα denotes the number of ions, fα is the atomic/ionic form factor and Zb
α is the

number of electrons bound to ions of species labelled α. Fαα(k, t) and F s
αα(k, t) are

the ion-ion intermediate scattering functions between ions of the same species and

its self-part, whereas F ce
α (k, t) characterises the correlations of the bound electrons

within the ions of species α.

If bound electrons of different ion species are considered, which is the second

part of Eq. (3.64), then no self-part occurs. The equation simplifies in this case to

〈
∑

α,β
α6=β

̺b
α(k, t)̺b

β(−k, 0)

〉

=
∑

α,β

√

NαNβ fα(k)fβ(k)Fαβ(k, t) . (3.66)

The partial ion-ion intermediate scattering function Fαβ(k, t) describes the ensemble

average between the microscopic ion density distributions ̺i
α and ̺i

β of the corre-

sponding ion species α and β.

Correlations between free electrons

The result which describes the interaction between free electrons can be directly

copied from the single ion approach (3.49), that is

〈

̺f (k, t)̺f (−k, 0)
〉

= ZfNiFee(k, t) . (3.67)

Here, ZfNi = Zf

∑

αNα denotes the total number of free electrons in the system.

Correlations between bound and free electrons

The correlations of free electrons with bound electrons can be derived in the same

manner as a single ion species and only need to be generalised by summing over all

species considered in the system

〈
∑

α

̺b
α(k, t)̺f (−k, 0)

〉

=
∑

α

√

Nα

√

ZfNi fα(k)Feα(k, t) . (3.68)

Here, the electron-ion intermediate scattering function, Feα(k, t), is modulated with

the form factor, fα(k), of bound states of component α and the corresponding parti-

cle number, the free electrons, ZfNi, and the ions of the species α, Nα, respectively.
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Total electronic structure factor in a multicomponent system

Finally, all contributions from above can be combined and a Fourier transformation

with respect to time yields the total electron-electron structure factor

N tot
e Stot

ee (k, ω) =
∑

α

Nα |fα(k)|2 Sαα(k, ω) +
∑

α,β
α6=β

√

NαNβfα(k)fβ(k)Sαβ(k, ω)

+
∑

α

√

Nα

√

ZfNifα(k)Seα(k, ω) +
∑

α

ZfNiSee(k, ω)

+
∑

α

NαZ
b
α

∫

dω′ S̃ce
α (k, ω − ω′)Ss

α(k, ω′) . (3.69)

The first two terms can be merged. With the total electron number N tot
e = ZANi,

where ZA is the average atomic number, the structure factor is given by

ZAS
tot
ee (k, ω) =

∑

α,β

√
xαxβfα(k)fβ(k)Sαβ(k, ω) +

∑

α

√

Zfxαfα(k)Seα(k, ω)

+ ZfSee(k, ω) +
∑

α

xαZ
b
α

∫

dω′ S̃ce
α (k, ω − ω′)Ss

α(k, ω′) . (3.70)

Here, the concentrations xα = nα/
∑

α nα were introduced.

Again, both the electron-electron as well as the electron-ion structure factor

contain ionic information as they include correlations between free electrons forming

the screening cloud. To decouple the partial structure factor, the expression for the

density response function (3.58) has to be considered in a more general way. Such a

treatment leads to (see appendix A for a detailed calculation)

See(k, ω) =
∑

α,β

√
xαxβ

Zf
qα(k)qβ(k)Sαβ(k, ω) + S0

ee(k, ω) , (3.71a)

Seα(k, ω) =

√
xα

Zf
qα(k)Sαα(k, ω) +

∑

β 6=α

√
xβ

Zf
qβ(k)Sαβ(k, ω) , (3.71b)

where the generalised expression for the screening functions is defined as

qα(k) =
neCeα(k) χ0

e(k)

1 − neCee(k)χ0
e(k)

. (3.72)

Cea(k) characterises the direct electron-ion correlation function describing the corre-

lations between electrons and ions of species α. The electron-electron structure factor

(3.71a) can be separated in an electron-ion correlation, determined by the structural
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properties of the ions and the correlations of the free electrons to the ions contained

in the screening function q(k), and a contribution of a free electron gas describing

the kinetically free electrons in the system. The free-bound structure factors (3.71b)

can furthermore be described by the microscopic structure of the several ions in the

system modulated by the screening function. It should be pointed out here, that

the structure factors Seα(k, ω) are not only defined by microscopic properties of the

ion species α, which is given by the first part of Eq. (3.71b). Moreover, they also

contain structural information associated with the other ion species as the various

ions may strongly interact. In appendix A, the equations are explicitly given for a

system with two ion species as an example.

The final results can be summarized in the total electron-electron structure

factor of a multicomponent system

ZAS
tot
ee (k, ω) =

∑

α,β

√
xαxβ [fα(k) + qα(k)] [fβ(k) + qβ(k)]Sαβ(k, ω) + ZfS

0
ee(k, ω)

+
∑

α

xαZ
b
α

∫

dω′ S̃ce
α (k, ω − ω′)Ss

α(k, ω′) . (3.73)

This equation reflects again the three distinct features in the x-ray scattering signal.

The first term describes quasi-elastic scattering of bound and screening electrons

associated with different ion species. The second term contains the full dynamic

response of the kinetically free electrons, whereas the contribution of the last term

is from excitations or ionisations of bound electrons by the x-rays.

Expression (3.73) allows to analyse x-ray scattering experiments of strongly,

coupled plasmas with multiple ion species. Therefore, it will be the central equation

of this thesis. Due to the novel decomposition, all mutual correlations can be taken

fully into account which opens the way to observe and study mixtures under extreme

conditions. It contains the well-known result (3.62) derived by Chihara [Chihara,

1987, 2000] by setting α=β. Moreover, it reduces to the approximate description of

Gregoriet.al. for weakly coupled systems described within RPA [Gregori et al., 2006].

3.3 Current experimental limitations

To generate the probe beam for the scattering experiment, laser-produced x-ray

sources are applied. They allow for sufficiently high photon energies that can pen-

etrate plasmas at solid densities and also have enough flexibility to adjust the

wavenumber in angularly resolved measurements. Successfully tested experimen-

tal platforms are, e.g., titanium Ly-α, He-α and K-α lines [Glenzer et al., 2003a;
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Kritcher et al., 2008], manganese He-α line [Lee et al., 2009], chlorine Ly-α line

[Glenzer et al., 2007; García Saiz et al., 2008] and copper K-α line [Barbrel et al.,

2009]. The bandwidth of these x-ray sources are narrow enough to observe collective

oscillations of the electrons which arise as plasmon peaks shifted by around 20−60 eV

from the elastic Rayleigh peak for solid densities [Urry et al., 2006]. In contrast, the

collective oscillations of the ions appear in the vicinity of the ion plasma frequency

ωi
Pl or at even lower frequencies determined by the ion acoustic wave [Gregori and

Gericke, 2009]. Thus, for the best case of a hydrogen plasma with solid density

(ni = 5 × 1022 cm−3) the ion acoustic modes could be observed at an energy shift

of around ~ωi
Pl ≈ 0.2 eV in the scattering signal. This low frequency part cannot be

resolved in current laser experiments and, hence, it is sufficient to treat the partial

ion-ion structure factors in Eq. (3.73) statically, that is, Sαβ(k, ω) = Sαβ(k)δ(ω).

Please note that, Sαβ(k) is a frequency-integrated quantity. For this reason, the

static ion structure will be discussed in detail in section 4. The future use of free

electron lasers might allow for experimental access to the frequency scale relevant

for Sαβ(k, ω). Then, the full dynamic response of the ions has to be included in the

description.

The x-ray probe beam can also excite tightly bound electrons. This process

contributes to the inelastic scattering of the x-rays [Issolah et al., 1991]. This scat-

tering contribution is a Raman transition which occurs if the energy transfer during

the scattering process is higher than the binding energy of the inner core electrons.

Theoretically, it is described by the last term of Eq. (3.73). Here, S̃ce(k, ω) accounts

for the correlations between bound electrons and Ss(k, ω) represents the thermal

motion of the ions. Approximations to calculate these quantities can be found in

e.g. Refs. [Gregori et al., 2003; Sahoo et al., 2008].

For light elements, such as beryllium, the contribution is small compared to

the inelastic Compton feature of the free electrons [Gregori et al., 2003]. As most

materials investigated by current scattering experiments are low Z materials, this

contribution will be neglected in the following. Furthermore, the main focus of this

thesis is the elastic Rayleigh peak, which is not affected by the Raman transition as

it contributes to the high-frequency part of the x-ray scattering signal.
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Chapter 4

Static ion structure in warm dense

matter

Structural properties in warm dense matter are of great importance for the analysis

of the x-ray scattering signal as presented in the previous section. In particular,

the elastic Rayleigh feature strongly depends on the microscopic arrangement of the

ions. The nature of warm dense matter, that is, strongly coupled but fluid-like ions

and partially degenerate electrons, makes the theoretical description challenging, as

standard plasma or solid state theories, mainly based on perturbation theories, lose

their applicability.

In the beginning of this chapter, several methods to determine the microscopic

structure in WDM will be introduced. Mainly the integral equation approach from

classical fluid theory will be described. The following section presents first results and

highlights the characteristics in strongly coupled systems. Furthermore, the section

will validate the different methods introduced in various plasma regimes mainly

by comparisons with MD simulations. Effective quantum potentials will then be

investigated which are derived to mimic quantum effects in the classical calculations

[Wünsch et al., 2008a]. To discuss their applicability in WDM, a comparison with

full quantum simulations (DFT-MD) will be presented. This also allows to study

the effective ion-ion interaction in WDM. It will be shown that derivations from the

screened Coulomb potential arise for partially ionised plasmas [Wünsch et al., 2009a].

In the final section, the effect of several ions species in more complex, composite

plasmas will be discussed and the need of a full multicomponent treatment will be

presented for strongly coupled systems.
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4.1 Methods to determine the structural properties of

classical particles

In the beginning, analytical expressions for the structural properties will be presented

which are valid in weakly coupled systems, such as, high temperature plasmas with

low densities. For denser and more strongly coupled systems, the rising correlations

cannot be treated as a small perturbation. Thus, an integral equation derived in fluid

theory will be introduced. The Ornstein-Zernike relation can, in principle, describe

all mutual correlation in the system. However, a closure relation is required to solve

the system. Here, the hypernetted-chain (HNC) and the mean spherical approxima-

tion (MSA) will be presented as useful closure relations for systems with long-range

Coulomb interactions. A short introduction to simulations, in particular ab initio

simulations, will be presented as further methods to study the microscopic structure

in WDM. The latter one is the most accurate method, however, the high compu-

tational demand limits its applicability, making the integral equations a valuable

everyday tool.

4.1.1 The limiting case of weakly coupled systems

In the limiting case of weakly coupled systems, approximate closure relations for

the BBGKY hierarchy (2.32) can be found to determine analytical solutions for the

reduced distribution function. In the case of the pair distribution function g(r), the

equation of motion in thermodynamic equilibrium is given by [Ichimaru, 2004a]

kBT
∂g(r12)

∂r1
+ g(r12)

∂V12(r12)

∂r1
= −n

∫

dr3
∂V13(r13)

∂r3
F123(r12, r23, r13) . (4.1)

Here, g(r) is coupled with the reduced 3-particle distribution function F123. The

closure relation F123 = 0 which considers only binary interactions but neglects the

surrounding medium, leads to

g(r) = exp {−βV12(r)} . (4.2)

This approximation yields sufficient results for short range potentials and weakly

coupled systems. However, in a plasma featuring the long-range Coulomb potential,

this equation leads to non-physical behaviour as, for example, the potential energy

calculated within this approximation diverges. In a plasma, screening effects play a

crucial rule. To incorporate them in the description an improved closure relation for
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F123 is required to account for the surrounding medium [Kremp et al., 1997]

F123 ≃ F1 · F2 · F3 + F1g23 + F2g13 + F3g12 = 1 + g12 + g13 + g23 . (4.3)

Such ansatz will give a sufficient approximation for the pair distribution function in

the weakly coupled regime [Ichimaru, 2004b], namely

g(r) = exp

{−βq2
r

exp (−κsr)

}

= exp
{
−βV D(r)

}
. (4.4)

This expression was first derived by Debye and Hückel [Debye and Hückel, 1923].

Here, the Coulomb potential between two ions is linearly screened as the electrons are

considered as a polarisable background, which is described by the Debye potential

V D(r) (1.15). κs denotes the inverse screening length, which is defined over the Fermi

integral for the electrons (1.10). For very weakly coupled systems, the exponential

function can be expanded to

g(r) = 1 − β
q2

r
exp (−κsr) . (4.5)

The static structure factor, defined by Eq. (2.49), for an isotropic system is then

given by

S(k) = 1 +
4π

k
n

∞∫

0

dr r sin (kr)[g(r) − 1] ,

= 1 − 4πβq2n
1

k

k

k2 + κ2
s

,

S(k) =
k2

k2 + κ2
D

. (4.6)

In the last step, the definition of the inverse screening length in the classical limit,

κD (1.12), was used.

Now, a two component system consisting of electrons and ions will be studied.

To calculate the static ion structure factor in the weakly coupled limit, the ion-ion

pair distribution (2.41) is required

gii(r) = 1 − β(Zie)
2

r
exp (−κDr) . (4.7)

Moreover, the inverse screening length is now a sum over the particles, which is given
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in the non-degenerate limit as

κD =

√
∑

a

κ2
a =

√
∑

a

4πnaq2a
kBT

(4.8)

with a = e, i characterising electron and ion properties, respectively. Similar to the

calculation from the one-component system, the static ion-ion structure factor is

given by [Kremp et al., 2005]

Sii(k) =
k2 + κ2

e

k2 + κ2
e + κ2

i

. (4.9)

As the ions in WDM can be treated as classical particles, the expression above

describes the ionic system sufficiently as long as the inter-particle forces are weak.

4.1.2 Ornstein-Zernike relation

The weak-coupling approximations (4.4) or (4.5) fail for strongly coupled ions, where

the correlations cannot be treated as a small perturbation to the thermal energy.

To include higher-order correlations, an integral equation approach developed in

fluid theory can be used. Here, a multicomponent version based on the well-known

Ornstein-Zernike relation that connects the direct correlation function, cab, with the

total correlation function hab = gab(r) − 1 is applied [Ornstein and Zernike, 1914;

Hansen and McDonald, 1990; Kremp et al., 2005]

hab(r) = cab(r) +
∑

c

nc

∫

dr′cac(r
′) hcb(|r − r′|) . (4.10)

The Ornstein-Zernike relation is an integral equation determining the total corre-

lations between particles, which can be decomposed into a direct and an indirect

contribution. The first part describes the direct correlations between two particles,

represented by cab(r). The second term in the Orstein-Zernike equation characterises

the indirect influence of the medium via correlations to all components.

A Fourier transformation of the Ornstein-Zernike relation (4.10) leads to an

algebraic expression that can be easily inverted

hab(k) = cab(k) +
∑

c

nc cac(k)hcb(k) . (4.11)

With the aid of the Ornstein-Zernike relation, the BBGKY-hierarchy (2.32)

can be formally decoupled [Kremp et al., 2005; Schwarz et al., 2007]. It is an exact
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expression defining the direct correlation function, c(r), which requires, however,

a second equation, the so-called closure relation, to determine both h(r) and c(r).

Several approximations for such a closure relation were developed. Depending on the

system considered, they can describe the structural and thermodynamic properties

sufficiently well. In general, the Ornstein-Zernike equation must be solved numeri-

cally. However, a few closures were developed for simple model systems which can

be solved analytically.

4.1.3 Mean spherical approximation (MSA)

One of the approximations, which allows for an analytical solution, is the mean spher-

ical approximation (MSA) designed for systems with charged hard spheres [Hansen

and McDonald, 1990]. The inter-ionic potential is here given by

V (r) =







∞ for r < σc

Vii(r) =
Z2

i e2

r for r > σc

(4.12)

with the particle diameter, σc. In MSA, the radial distribution function and the

direct correlation functions are set to

gii(r) = 0 for r < σc and cii(r) = −βV C
ii (r) for r > σc . (4.13)

Thus, this model considers the plasma ions as positively charged hard spheres with a

diameter σc, that interact via Coulomb forces in a uniform, neutralising background

of the electrons. For such a OCP-like model system, one can find an analytical

solution [Palmer and Weeks, 1973; Singh and Holz, 1983]. The ion-ion structure

factor is then given by the relation [Gregori et al., 2007]

SOCP
ii (k) =

1

1 − cii(k;σc)
, (4.14)

where the direct correlation function is a functional of the cut-off parameter σc

cii(k;σc) =
24η

k6

{
y0k

3 (sin k − k cos k) + y1k
2
[
2k sin k −

(
q2 − 2

)
cos k − 2

]

+ y2k
[(

3k2 − 6
)
sin k −

(
k2 − 6

)
k cos k

]

+ y3

[(
4k2 − 24

)
k sin k −

(
k4 − 12k2 + 24

)
cos k + 24

]

+
y4

k2

[
6
(
k4 − 20k2 + 120

)
k sin k

−
(
k6 − 30k4 + 360k2 − 720

)
cos k −720] −γk4 cos k

}
, (4.15)
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with

y0 = −(1 + 2η)2

(1 − η)4
+

h2
0

4 (1 − η)2
− (1 + η)h0χ

12η
−
(
5 + η2

)
χ2

60η
, (4.16)

y1 = 6ηh2
1 , (4.17)

y2 =
χ2

6
, (4.18)

y3 =
η

2

(
y0 + χ2h2

)
, (4.19)

y4 =
ηχ2

60
. (4.20)

Further abbreviations are defined as

h0 =
1 + 2η

1 − η

[

1 −
√

1 +
2 (1 − η)3 χ

(1 + 2η)2

]

, (4.21)

h1 =
h2

0

24η
− 1 + η

2

(1 − η)2
, (4.22)

h2 = −1 + η − η2

5

12η
− (1 − η)h0

12ηχ
. (4.23)

The model is fully determined by the following dimensionless parameters

η =
π

6
niσ

3
c , γ =

Z2e2

σckBT
and χ =

√

24ηγ . (4.24)

The particle diameter, σc, is the only free parameter in this model. It can either

be obtained by the best fit in comparison with experimental results or by other

considerations. A sensible approach is to request that the radial distribution function

should be continuous at the hard-sphere boundary, which can be achieved by setting

h1 = 0 [Gillian, 1974]. This yields a conditional equation for the particle’s diameter.

The upper solution must be modified if screening by the electrons should be

incorporated in the MSA. To retain the analytical solution, one applies a weak empty-

core pseudo-potential of the form Vei(k)=−(Ze2/k2) cos(kσc/2) for the electron-ion

interactions. This potential yields the screening function [Ashcroft, 1966; Gregori

et al., 2007; Chaturvedi et al., 1981]

f(k) =
κ2

i

k2
cos2(kσc/2)

[
1

ε(k)
− 1

]

= −κ
2
i

k2
cos2(kσc/2)

[
κ2

e

k2 + κ2
e

]

, (4.25)

where κi and κe are the inverse ion and electron screening length (1.10), respectively.
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ε(k) characterises the static dielectric function of the electrons, which is given in the

weakly coupled limit as ε(k) = 1 + (κ2
e/k

2).

The ion-ion structure factor for the screened ionic subsystem is then given by

Sii(k) =
SOCP

ii (k)

1 + f(k)SOCP
ii (k)

. (4.26)

To avoid any unphysical behaviour of Sii(k) and to ensure smooth electron wave

functions, the electron-ion pseudo-potential, Vei(k), is usually truncated after the

first node [Chaturvedi et al., 1981].

4.1.4 Hypernetted-chain approach (HNC)

A general closure relation for the Ornstein-Zernike relation can be determined by

the diagrammatic method, which is a series expansion into powers of the density

based on an idea of Mayer and Montroll [Mayer and Montroll, 1941]. Thereby, the

various integrals can be expressed as diagrams which are sorted by different features

[Hansen and McDonald, 1990]. A detailed analysis of the diagrammatic expansion

of the pair distribution function was provided by [van Leeuwen et al., 1959] and is

given by

gab(r) = exp [−βVab(r) +Nab(r) +Bab(r)] . (4.27)

Here, Bab(r) expresses a special type of diagrams which are known as bridge dia-

grams. In the context of this method, the Ornstein-Zernike relation (4.10) is often

written as

hab(r) = cab(r) +
∑

c

nc

∫

dr′cac(r
′) hcb(|r − r′|) = cab(r) +Nab(r) , (4.28)

where the nodal diagrams, Nab(r), characterise the contributions of the indirect

correlations between the particles. This system of equations, that is, the closure

equation and the Ornstein-Zernike relation, are an exact integral representation of

the BBGKY hierarchy that fully determines the structure in classical systems. Un-

fortunately, the form of the bridge functions, Bab(r), is unknown and, therefore,

different approximations have been applied.

The hypernetted-chain (HNC) approximation, which neglects the bridge di-

agrams (Bab = 0), yields very good results for Coulomb-like systems [Baus and

Hansen, 1980]. This closure relation is then given by

gHNC
ab (r) = exp [−βVab(r) +Nab(r)] . (4.29)
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For a single component system, the HNC equations, (4.28) and (4.29), can

be solved by iteration going back and forth from real to Fourier space and vice

versa. For systems with K components, the system of equations is more complex

as K(K + 1)/2 different correlation functions have to be considered. This number

already accounts for the symmetry, hab = hba and cab = cba, which follows from

translational invariance. Therefore, it is convenient to express the Ornstein Zernike

relation in the form of a matrix equation

H(k) = C(k) + D C(k)H(k) , (4.30)

whereby the matrices are defined as

H(k) =









h11(k) h12(k) . . . h1b(k)

h21(k) h22(k) . . . h2b(k)
...

...
. . .

...

ha1(k) ha2(k) . . . hab(k)









, C(k) =









c11(k) c12(k) . . . c1b(k)

c21(k) c22(k) . . . c2b(k)
...

...
. . .

...

ca1(k) ca2(k) . . . cab(k)









with the density matrix D = δabna. With these definitions, the following system of

equations determines the HNC approximation for multicomponent systems

G(r) = H(r) − 1 = (exp {−βVab(r) +Nab(r)})ab , (4.31a)

C(r) = H(r) −N (r) or C(k) = H(k) −N (k) , (4.31b)

H(k) =
[

1− C(k)D
]−1

C(k) . (4.31c)

These equations are the HNC closure relation, the definition of the nodal diagrams

based on the Ornstein-Zernike relation and the Ornstein-Zernike equation itself, rear-

ranged to express the total correlation function in Fourier space. To solve this set of

equations, an iterative method can be used. As a start solution, the weakly coupled

limit for the pair distribution function is applied, that is, g0
ab(r) = exp (−βVab(r)),

and the contributions from the nodal diagrams are set to zero. With Eq. (4.31c), an

improved pair distribution can be calculated by applying a numerical matrix inver-

sion for each k-value. The resulting matrix C(k) is then reassembled into functions

cab(k) and transformed back to real space. Here, the closure relation is used to cal-

culate new total correlation functions, hab(r). These newly obtained functions are

now used as an improved form and the loop runs again until convergence is achieved.

To make the method reliable for Coulomb systems, further consideration are

needed. The asymptotic behaviour for the pair distribution function and the total
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correlation functions are

lim
r→∞

g(r) = 1 =⇒ lim
r→∞

h(r) = 0 , (4.32)

which leads for Coulomb systems to a long range term for the nodal diagrams,

lim
r→∞

N(r) ∼ V (r) ∼ 1

r
. (4.33)

This behaviour prohibits a direct numerical Fourier transformation. To overcome

this problem, [Springer et al., 1973] defined the auxiliary short-range functions

N s(r) = N(r) − βV l(r) , (4.34a)

cs(r) = c(r) + βV l(r) , (4.34b)

V s(r) = V (r) − V l(r) , (4.34c)

which allow a numerical Fourier transformation. The indices ’l’ and ’s’ characterise

the long-range and short-range functions, respectively. The long-range potential,

V l(r), is defined in such a way that it has the same asymptotic behaviour as the

Coulomb potential, whereas the short range potential V s(r) should only contribute

for small distances. Examples of such potentials can be [Springer et al., 1973]

V l(r) =
q2

r
[1 − exp(−αr)] , (4.35a)

V s(r) =
q2

r
exp(−αr) , (4.35b)

where α is a free parameter defining the range of the short range function. These

potentials also have the advantage of an analytical form in the Fourier space

V l(k) = 4πq2
α2

k2(k2 + α2)
. (4.36)

The system of equations for the HNC approximation (4.31) is now modified by

applying the short range defined functions above

G(r) = H(r) − 1 =
(
exp

{
−βV s

ij(r) +N s
ab(r)

})

ab
, (4.37a)

Cs(r) = H(r) −N s(r) , (4.37b)

H(k) =
[

1− C(k)D
]−1

C(k) . (4.37c)

A flow diagram of the implemented iterative HNC process is shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Interaction potential: vab(r)

vs
ab(r) = vab(r) − vl

ab(r)

First guess: csab
0(r) = −βvs

ab(r) and Ns
ab

0(r) = 0

csab(k)

cab(k) = csab(k) − vl
ab(k)

Matrix: C und Cs

Ornstein-Zernike relation: H =
[

1− CD
]

−1

C

Ñs
ab(k) = hab(k) − csab(k)

Ns
ab(r)

Closure relation g′ab(r) = exp [Ns
ab(r) − vs

ab(r)]

|g′ab(r) − gab(r)| < δ Solution: g′ab(r)

gab(r) = g′ab(r) und hab(r) = gab(r) − 1

csab(r) = hab(r) −Ns
ab(r)

Introducing short-range potential

FFT

Matrix notation

Matrix inversion

Extracting components

IFFT

Improved pair distribution function g′
ab

(r)

Convergence test

YES

NO

Improved correlation function cab(r)

FFT

•

•

Figure 4.1: Flow diagram of the iterative HNC process.
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For the transformations from real to Fourier space, a fast Fourier transforma-

tion (FFT) has been implemented. This tool, as well as the technique for the matrix

inversion, was taken from the Numerical Recipes [Press et al., 1994].

The HNC method above is limited to within the convergence area of the

iterative process, which is practical given by the coupling strength as expressed in

the classical coupling parameter Γ (see Eq. (1.5)). For systems with purely repulsive

forces, such as the ion components in a plasma, the full fluid region is accessible.

In contrast, attractive electron-ion interactions pose a considerable problem which

is mitigated by the use of weaker pseudo-potentials that are employed to mimic

quantum effects in classical systems (see section 4.3). Such a treatment allows HNC

solutions up to moderately coupled plasmas with Γi ≈ 1.

4.1.5 Numerical simulation techniques

Numerical simulations, such as molecular dynamics (MD), can precisely predict

the ionic structure in strongly coupled systems but require large numerical efforts

[Hansen and McDonald, 1978, 1981]. With a given inter-particle potential, the MD

method simulates the time dependent behaviour on a microscopic scale by solving

the classical equation of motion in the force field considered [Fehske et al., 2008].

The simulations were used here to verify the accuracy of the HNC results since they

intrinsically include all correlations, especially the bridge diagrams neglected in the

HNC approach. All simulations were performed by Dr Zoltán Donkó from the Hun-

garian Academy of Sciences in Budapest. For each set-up, several thousand ions

contained in a cubic volume with periodic boundary conditions were considered.

When extracting the structural information, the average over many independent

configurations was taken to reduce the numerical noise due to finite system size.

The accuracy of MD simulations strongly depends on the chosen interaction

potential, which limits its capability in the WDM regime as the effective potential

it not exactly known for such complex many-particle systems. An alternative way

is the combination of electronic structure methods and MD simulations. Based on

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electron motion can be decoupled from

the ion motion. This allows the calculation of the forces acting on the nuclei from

a given electronic structure which can be directly used in the MD simulations. The

electron configuration for a given ion arrangement is calculated, e.g., by density-

functional theory. This method is know as ab initio MD simulations as the effective

interaction potential is directly obtained from the electron configuration. Thus, no

further approximations are required which made this method a powerful tool in many

scientific areas [Marx and Hutter, 2005].
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To calculate the electronic structure in the WDM regime, density functional

theory (DFT) has proven to yield accurate results as it incorporates quantum effects

as well as correlation effects between the electrons. The basic principle of DFT is the

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem which proves that the physical system is completely de-

termined by the ground state density [Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964]. With this “basic

variable” all properties of the many-particle system can be written as a functional

of the density, for example, the many-body wave function ψ = ψ[n]. The practical

application of this fundamental theorem was dramatically improved by the Kohn-

Sham ansatz, which connects the original interacting many-particle system with an

auxiliary, non-interacting system by demanding that the ground state density is kept

[Kohn and Sham, 1965]. The Hamiltonian of the auxiliary, non-interacting system

is then given by (in atomic units) [Martin, 2004]

Ĥσ
KS = −1

2
∇2 + V σ

KS(r) , (4.38)

where V σ
KS(r) characterises the effective potential of the Kohn-Sham system, which

reproduces the exact ground state density of the original interaction system. This

can be decomposed as

V σ
KS(r) = Vext(r) + VHartree[n] + V σ

xc[n] . (4.39)

The first term describes the external potential due to the nuclei or any other external

fields, the second contribution is the Hartree potential and the last term characterises

the exchange-correlation potential. This approach is an exact description as long

as the exchange-correlation potential, which contains all the many-body effects, is

known. However, in most correlated systems this quantity is not known and must

be approximated. Many studies have been made to find reasonable approximations

for the exchange-correlation potential which leads to sufficient results for various

systems. Some widely used approximations are the local density approximation

(LDA) and the generalised gradient approximation (GGA) [Martin, 2004]. The first

approach assumes that the exchange-correlation energy for each particle is equivalent

to the energy of a homogeneous electron gas with the same density. This can be

expanded to the more general local spin density approximation (LSDA). The GGA

still approximates the exchange-correlation energy locally, but it takes the gradient

of the density into account. This leads to improvements for many cases. With an

approximate exchange-correlation potential, the Kohn-Sham equations can be solved

in a self-consistent way: with an initial ground state density, the effective potential
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(4.39) can be estimated. Then, the generalised Schrödinger equation [Martin, 2004]

[

−1

2
∇2 + V σ

KS(r)

]

ψσ
i (r) = ǫσi ψ

σ
i (r) (4.40)

can be solved which leads to a new expression for the electron density. These newly

obtained functions can be used as an improved guess until convergence is achieved.

The original DFT approach was derived for a pure ground state in the T = 0

limit, which is not applicable in the WDM regime. Here, temperature effects have

to be included, which can be done based on the work of Mermin [Mermin, 1965],

who expanded the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem to non-zero temperature systems.

R. Car and M. Parrinello combined later the electron structure calculation

DFT with MD simulations [Car and Parrinello, 1985]. For an initial ionic structure,

the electron configuration is calculated via DFT, which allows the determination of

the interaction potentials required for the MD simulations. According to the forces,

the ions are moved to a new configuration and the loop can start again. As for

classical MD simulations, the system needs to reach thermodynamic equilibrium in

the beginning of each run, before physical properties can be extracted.

All the DFT-MD simulations presented in this thesis were performed by

J. Vorberger applying several packages, such as VASP [Blöchl, 1994; Kresse and

Hafner, 1993, 1994a,b; Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996a,b; Kresse and Joubert, 1999;

Perdew and Zunger, 1981; Perdew et al., 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997; Vanderbilt, 1990]

and abinit [Gonze et al., 2002, 2005, 2009] which implement density functional the-

ory and combine it with a MD solver for the ions. DFT-MD exactly meets the

requirements to describe fully interacting quantum systems such as WDM, but it

is a very computationally intensive method. Run times of DFT-MD simulations on

high performance computers can easily exceed a couple of days, which limits their

applicability as an analysis tool for experimental support. Here, DFT-MD simu-

lations are mainly used to benchmark the HNC results and, thus, investigate the

effective inter-particle potential in WDM.

4.2 First results for the ionic structure

After the introduction of the techniques to calculate the structural properties in a

plasma, this section presents results for the pair distribution function or the structure

factor. At the beginning, a system with only one ion species will be studied within

two models: i) the one-component plasma (OCP) and the ii) the Yukawa model. In

the first approximation the ions interact exclusively through the Coulomb potential
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Figure 4.2: Radial pair distribution functions for a hydrogen plasma obtained by
MD simulations applying the Yukawa model for different coupling strengths. The
inverse screening length is set to κ = 2 d−1

i . (Courtesy of Dr. Z. Donkó).

whereas the electrons are considered as a uniform and structureless background to

ensure the charge neutrality in the plasma. In the Yukawa model the electrons

are described as a polarisable background resulting in a statically screened ion-ion

Coulomb potential.

Figure 4.2 presents pair distribution functions in the Yukawa model obtained

by MD simulations for a plasma at various coupling strengths. The inverse screening

length is set to be κ = 2 d−1
i where di denotes the mean inter-particle distance. The

different curves illustrate the appearance of a short-range structure with increasing

coupling strength characterised by the classical coupling parameter, Γ (1.5). For

weakly coupled systems, that is, Γ = 0.1, the pair distribution function shows nearly

a constant value of unity. This is the typical characteristics for uncorrelated systems

such as an ideal gas. For small distances, the Coulomb interactions lead to a repul-

sion between the ions causing a decrease of the probability density. Thus, the pair

distribution function goes to zero at the origin. For moderately coupled plasmas with

Γ ≥ 1, the correlation hole for small separations increases due to the rising interac-

tion strength between the ions. For Γ ≥ 10 the pair distribution functions exhibit

oscillations which indicate the formation of a short-range structure in the plasma.

With further increases of the coupling strength, the oscillations become more pro-

nounced until maxima and minima are well formed to indicate high probabilities for

next neighbours at these positions.
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Figure 4.3: Pair distribution functions of a hydrogen plasma calculated in the Debye-
Hückel limit (4.4) and its linear expansion (4.5) for different coupling strengths in
comparison with results obtained by MD simulations to discuss the area of validation.
Please note, the variations in the x-axis indicate the appearance of a short-range
structure with the increase of the coupling strength.

In the following sections, the limits and accuracy of the techniques mentioned

above to calculate the microscopic structure in a plasma will be discussed for different

systems, mainly by comparisons with results from MD simulations.

4.2.1 Limit of the weak coupling theories

For weakly coupled plasmas, expressions for the radial distribution function can be

derived analytically. To discuss the area of validity, these solutions will be compared

with results obtained by MD simulations which accurately describe the microscopic

structure. Fig. 4.3 presents the pair distribution functions for a hydrogen plasma

with different coupling strengths: (a) a weakly coupled plasmas, i.e. Γ = 0.1, (b)-(c)

moderately coupled plasmas, with Γ = 1 to 3, and (d) a strongly coupled plasma

with Γ = 10. A screened Coulomb potential (1.15) is used as effective inter-particle
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potential with a fixed inverse screening length of κ = 2 d−1
i . In addition to the results

from the MD simulations, the pair distribution calculated in the Deby-Hückel limit

(4.4) and its linear expansion (4.5) are plotted.

As expected, the analytical expressions for the pair distribution function are

in very good agreement with the results from the simulations for weakly coupled

systems with Γ = 0.1. The linear expansion of the Debye-Hückel expression (4.5),

however, cannot describe the microscopic structure for small distances as it is only a

linear approximation resulting in a divergent behaviour for r → 0. Already for small,

but finite, distances both approximations merge with the pair distribution function

obtained by the MD simulation and thus, show the correct long-range behaviour.

For moderate coupling strength, shown in Fig. 4.3 (b), the analytical expres-

sions still show the correct long-range behaviour of the pair distribution function.

However, for small distances, the discrepancies between the models increase with

higher coupling strength. Again, the linear expansion of the Debye-Hückel limit

shows the divergent behaviour for r → 0 but it still merges in the curves obtained

by the simulations at larger distances.

For strongly coupled plasma with Γ ≥ 3, the weak coupling theories present

significant qualitative differences to the simulation results, which get more pro-

nounced for Γ = 10 as seen in Fig. 4.3 (d). The radial distribution function, obtained

by MD simulations, shows a steep slope for small distances with the appearance of a

peak. In contrast, the weak coupling approximations cannot reproduce the formation

of the short-range structure as they do not incorporate higher order inter-particle

correlations. This yields a significant underestimation of the correlation strength.

In summary, the Debye-Hückel approximation can be used to characterise the

structure of the plasma, up to moderate coupling strength with Γ . 1, whereas the

linear expansion should only be applied for weakly coupled systems with Γ ≪ 1.

4.2.2 The validation of the HNC method

Although MD simulations can accurately describe the structure in strongly coupled

plasmas [Hansen and McDonald, 1978, 1981], the numerical effort limits its appli-

cability as an efficient analysis tool. In contrast, the HNC approach is a much less

computationally intensive method, which makes access to high performance comput-

ing facilities unnecessary. Furthermore, noisy results, due to a poor statistics in the

simulations, are not an issue, as the method works in the thermodynamic limit.

To verify the accuracy of the HNC method and, in particular, to estimate

the error due to the neglect of the bridge diagrams, Fig. 4.4 presents a comparison

with MD simulation data for a fully ionised hydrogen plasma with various coupling
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of HNC results with pair distribution functions obtained by
MD simulation data for different coupling strengths of fully ionised hydrogen plasma.
The effective interaction potential is a statically screened Coulomb potential with
κ = 2 d−1

i . Please note, the variations in the x-axis indicate the appearance of a
short-range structure with the increase of the coupling strength.

strengths. Again, the interaction potential is a statically screened Coulomb poten-

tial (1.15) with a fixed inverse screening length κ = 2 d−1
i . In a moderately coupled

plasma, see figures 4.4 (a) and (b), the pair distribution functions obtained by the

HNC approach are in an excellent agreement with the MD simulation data [Hansen

and McDonald, 1981].

For a coupling strength of Γ = 30, small differences between HNC results

and MD simulation data arise. These are caused by the fact that the correlations

described by the bridge diagrams are neglected within the HNC approach. This leads

to an underestimation of the coupling strength, which is well known for strongly

coupled Coulomb systems [Baus and Hansen, 1980]. These differences become more

pronounced for more strongly coupled systems, like that presented in the last panel of

Fig. 4.4. To overcome this problem, several approximations for the Bridge diagrams
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have been suggested. These models are often based on fits to simulation results

[Iyetomi et al., 1992].

Nevertheless, the accuracy of the HNC method emphasises its applicability

for the determination of the microscopic structure for a wide range of conditions,

including strongly coupled plasmas. Moreover, this method can easily be expanded to

treat multiple species, which hardly increases the numerical effort. This allows for the

study of the influence of electrons or various ion species in the system. Consequently,

the HNC method will be the main analysis tool for the study of the ionic structure

in warm dense matter in this thesis.

4.2.3 Limits of the mean spherical approximation (MSA)

Another closure relation for the Ornstein Zernike equation (4.10) that has been used

is the mean spherical approximation (MSA), which was derived for systems with

hard core repulsions. Although it introduces further drastic approximations, it has

the advantage of an analytical solution while the HNC approach relies on an iterative

numerical treatment. In the following, a comparison of results obtained by MSA and

HNC calculations will show under which conditions MSA can be used and when the

HNC method must be applied.

MSA does not compute pair distribution functions, rather it calculates the

structure factors directly. Therefore, static structure factors for systems of different

coupling strengths, due to a variation in temperature, are compared in Fig. 4.5. The

inverse screening length is calculated self-consistently for the temperatures given via

the definition (1.10), applying the Fermi distribution to account for the partially

degenerate electrons in warm dense matter. In the comparisons, the OCP and the

Yukawa model, that is, a pure Coulomb and a screened Coulomb system, will be

considered respectively.

In the OCP model, the structure factors from HNC and MSA calculations

are in good agreement for all coupling strengths considered. The more approximated

MSA gives slightly higher and shifted peaks. This documents that the extra cut-off

in the MSA only has a minor effect on the ionic structure. Since direct classical

simulations, such as MD, showed good agreement with HNC results, as shown in the

last section, the MSA can be considered to be reasonably accurate for OCPs up to

high coupling strengths.

The screening of the Coulomb interactions introduces new characteristics: the

structure factors increase for small wave vectors, k, and the oscillations for larger

k are damped due to the weaker interactions. In general, the structure is more

affected by screening when calculated by the HNC equations than within the MSA
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Figure 4.5: Static ion-ion structure factore Sii(k) for doubly charged ions with a
density of ni = 1.5× 1023 cm−3 at different temperatures obtained by MSA and
HNC calculations. The effective ionic coupling strengths according to the plasma
parameters are displayed in each figure by the classical coupling parameter, Γii.

approach. These differences increase strongly with the coupling strength where the

screening by the electrons becomes stronger as well. For the moderately coupled ions

in Figs. 4.5(a) and (b), both approaches give similar results. On the other hand, the

results shown in Figs. 4.5(c) and (d) display qualitative differences between the two

approaches. This behaviour is connected to the way screening is treated within the

MSA. Here, the highest wavenumber, where the structure factor is screened (first

node in the electron-ion pseudo-potential), becomes smaller with coupling strength.

In Figs. 4.5(c) and (d), this cut-off is already less than the first peak of the structure

factor, Sii(k). Accordingly, the screened MSA coincides with the OCP result for

most k values and spatial correlations are vastly overestimated.

These results show that MSA fails to incorporate the crucial effect of screening

for plasmas with strongly coupled and screened ions in the entire wavenumber space.

This effect occurs due to the early truncation of the screening function at very small

k. Thus, the determination of the microscopic structure appling MSA should be

limited to moderately coupled or weakly screened plasmas [Wünsch et al., 2009b].
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4.3 Results for electron-ion systems

The HNC approach can describe the microscopic structure of classical plasmas in

the strongly coupled regime. So far, the electrons were only considered implicitly via

their effect on the ion-ion interaction within a linear screening model. To improve

this description, and thus go beyond linear screening, the electrons can be included

as a separate species in a multicomponent version of the HNC method which allows

the treatment of electrons and ions on equal footing. However, quantum diffraction

or exchange effects, that are intrinsic for the electrons, must be incorporated into the

classical scheme. Several efforts were made in the past to integrate quantum effects

approximately, mainly based on the use of effective quantum potentials which were

designed to mimic the quantum behaviour in classical calculations.

Quantum diffraction effects must be incorporated in the system if the thermal

de Broglie wavelength, λee = ~/(
√
mekBT ) [Kraeft et al., 1986], of the electrons is of

the magnitude of the inter-particle interaction characterised by the screening length.

Such potentials can be obtained by identifying the two-particle Slater sum

with an auxiliary quantum potential in the classical partition function [Kraeft et al.,

1986]. This procedure follows the original idea of Morita [Morita, 1959]. In the

limiting case of weak degeneracy and small coupling strength, Kelbg and co-workers

evaluated the sum with a perturbation theory for a Coulomb system and obtained

[Kelbg, 1964b,a]

V Kelbg
ab (r) =

qaqb
r

[

1 − exp

(

− r2

λ2
ab

)

+

√
πr

λab

(

1 − Φ

(
r

λab

))]

. (4.41)

Φ(x) = 2√
π

∫ x
0 dt exp(−t2) denotes the Gaussian error function. The Kelbg-potential

neglects higher-order interactions and thus, is only applicable for weakly coupled

systems with Γ < 1.

Another widely used quantum pseudo-potential was derived by Klimontovich

und Kraeft [Klimontovich and Kraeft, 1974]. In the original work, a screened

Coulomb system is studied. However, as HNC self-consistently incorporates screen-

ing effects within the species considered, the potential was modified to be used in

multicomponent HNC calculations, which leads to [Schwarz et al., 2007]

V KK
ei (r) = −kBTξ

2
ei

16

[

1 +
kBTξ

2
ei

16Ze2
r

]−1

, (4.42)

where ξei = (Ze2β)/(λei). This form, however, was only derived for the electron-ion

interaction.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the effective quantum potentials used with the classical
Coulomb potential for a plasma with T = 105 K, ni = 1.23 · 1023 cm−3 and Z = 2.

A further effective quantum potential which describes quantum diffraction

approximately was suggested by Deutsch [Deutsch, 1977]

V Deutsch
ab (r) =

qaqb
r

[

1 − exp

(

− r

λab

)]

. (4.43)

This form simplifies the Kelbg-potential.

In Fig. 4.6, the potentials discussed are plotted for a plasma with T = 105 K,

ni = 1.23·1023 cm−3 and Z = 2. The main difference between the quantum potentials

and the classical Coulomb potential is the finite value at the origin. This fact is due to

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in the quantum mechanical description. Thus,

the singularity of the Coulomb potential for r → 0 is removed. The smallest value

at the origin is obtained by the Klimontovich-Kraeft (KK) potential, that means,

it generates a very weak electron-ion interaction. In contrast, the Kelbg potential

leads to the strongest interaction between electrons and ions. For large distances,

all effective potentials coincide with the Coulomb potential.

Radial distribution functions gei(r) and gii(r) and static structure factors

Sei(k) and Sii(k) obtained by HNC calculations applying the different effective quan-

tum potentials, defined above, are presented in Fig. 4.7 for a hydrogen plasma with

density ni = 1022 cm−3 and temperatures of T = 4.5 × 104 K. As the Klimontovich-

Kraeft potential is only defined for the electron-ion interaction, a Kelbg potential is

used for the interaction between two electrons and a Coulomb potential for the ion

interaction.
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Figure 4.7: Pair distribution functions and static structure factors for an electron-
ion system obtained by HNC method applying various effective quantum potentials.
The plasma parameters for the hydrogen system considered are ni = 1022 cm−3 and
T = 4.5 × 104 K.

Due to the attractive interaction, the electron-ion pair distribution function,

gei(r) increases for values smaller then the mean particle distance, di. The slope

here is directly related to the strength of the effective quantum potential applied.

Therefore, the radial distribution function obtained by the HNC calculation applying

the Kelbg potential presents the steepest rise, whereas the use of the Klimontovich-

Kraeft potential yields only a gradual increase. The differences in the ion-ion pair

distribution functions, gii(r), are an indirect effect since, for the ions, quantum

effects are negligible and, hence, the ion-ion potential is pure Coulomb. The Kelbg

potential, which is characterised by a strong electron-ion interaction, leads to a

strong shielding of the ions by the electrons resulting in a weak effective ion-ion

interaction. This can be seen as the corresponding ion-ion distribution function

shows a weak coupling behaviour with a small correlation hole. In contrast, the

gii(r) obtained by calculations using the Klimontovich-Kraeft potential shows the

strongest coupling strength of all the curves presented. This is related to the weak

electron-ion interaction which causes almost no screening between the ions due to

the electrons.

The partial structure factors for this example are shown in Fig. 4.7 (b). Note

that the structure factor, Sei(k), is defined as the Fourier transformation of gei(r)

without adding unity (see Eq. (2.48)). That leads to a decrease of the function in the

limit, limk→∞ Sei(k) = 0. The small k-behaviour of the ionic structure factor, Sii(k),

gives an indication of the strength of the effective screening in the system considered.

The Sii(k) obtained by HNC calculations using the Klimontovich-Kraeft potential
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nearly goes to zero at the origin, which is a typical OCP-like behaviour, that is, there

is effectively no screening. In contrast, the magnitude of the ion-ion structure factor

at the origin, Sii(k = 0), has the highest value for the calculation using the Kelbg

potential. This consistently indicates that the Kelbg potential yields the strongest

screening between the ions of the quantum potentials considered.

In summary, the effects of the various quantum potentials on the predicted

partial pair distribution and structure factors yield significant differences for small

distances, r, or wavenumbers k, in warm dense matter. To study the effective inter-

particle potential, comparisons with either experimental results or full quantum sim-

ulations are necessary. The experimental access to the microscopic structure in warm

dense matter is still a challenging task as it relies on the theoretical models of the ma-

terial under consideration. As the different quantum potentials yield very different

results, and are known to be applicable in a small parameter regime only, we have to

conclude that these calculations have small predictive value [Wünsch et al., 2008a].

In contrast, ab initio simulations, such as density functional molecular dynamics

(DFT-MD), aim to describe fully interacting quantum systems.

4.4 Comparison with quantum simulations

Density functional molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) (see section 4.1.5) describe the

strong correlations of the ions as well as the degeneracy of the electrons in a consistent

way. As it is an ab initio simulation, it uses Coulomb forces modified for technical

applicability only. It self-consistently calculates the effective inter-particle forces

from electronic structure methods. This treatment meets the requirements of warm

dense matter exactly, but such simulations demand high computing power.

By benchmarking the results of the HNC approach against DFT-MD data,

the effective inter-particle potential within the system can be investigated [Schwarz

et al., 2010]. In particular, the applicability of the effective quantum potentials,

introduced in the previous section, can be studied. Once the effective interaction is

understood, the ionic structure in WDM can be determined very efficiently by the

HNC approach.

Fig. 4.8 presents ionic radial distribution functions obtained by HNC and

DFT-MD simulations for warm dense beryllium under several compression levels

changing its density. The temperature and the ion charge state for the HNC runs

are set to T = 13 eV and Z = 2 which gives plasma parameters similar to recently

performed scattering experiments on beryllium [Glenzer et al., 2003a, 2007; Lee et al.,

2009].
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Figure 4.8: Ion-ion pair distribution functions for warm dense beryllium with differ-
ent densities obtained by HNC calculations applying different effective interaction
potentials and DFT-MD simulations. The normal solid density is ̺0 =1.848 g/cm3,
temperature is T = 13 eV and the ion charge is Z = 2.

The HNC calculation applying the Klimontovich-Kraeft potential uses the

Kelbg potential between the electrons and the Coulomb potential between the ions

as the Klimontovich-Kraeft potential can describe only the electron-ion interactions.

It can be seen, that the results from the two-component HNC method using effective

quantum potentials lead to pair distributions that rise less sharply than the data

obtained by the DFT-MD simulations. Furthermore, the pair distribution function,

gii(r), are shifted to the right. This is the typical behaviour for too strongly cou-

pled ions or, equivalently, less effectively screened ions. As already discussed in

the previous section, the quantum potentials, in particular the Klimontovich-Kraeft

potential, generate weak electron-ion interactions, yielding almost OCP-like result

where no screening is incorporated.

In contrast, the model which considers only ions via linearly screened Coulomb

forces, that is, the Yukawa model (labelled HNC-Y), works rather well when com-
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lium obtained by HNC calculations applying different effective interaction potentials
and DFT-MD simulations. The plasma conditions are the same as in Fig. 4.8 (d).

paring its outcome to the DFT-MD data for lower densities. As it can be seen in

Fig. 4.8 (a), the large distance behaviour as well as the shoulder of the pair dis-

tribution function is well described. With the increase of the density, however, the

Yukawa model seems to underestimated the coupling for smaller distances, as it

cannot reproduce the rising peak. Nevertheless, the results from the comparison

indicates that screening can be considered to be linear for larger distances.

The underestimation of the small r behaviour can be understood by consid-

ering the electronic configuration of warm beryllium: with the degree of ionisation

Z = 2, the beryllium ions still have an intact 1s2 shell. In simple terms, the wave

functions of the core electrons are not allowed to overlap due to the Pauli exclusion

principle. Therefore, an additional repulsion force occurs for distances smaller than

the binding radius of the 1s states. This effect can be modelled by an additional

short-range repulsion (SRR) term added to the Debye potential. We suggested a

Lennard-Jones-like structure of the form [Wünsch et al., 2009a]

V Y +SRR
ij (r) =

(a

r

)4
+
ZiZje

2

r
exp (−κr) . (4.44)

A fit to the potential directly extracted from the DFT-MD simulations yields the

power of the SRR contribution. The parameter, a, is a fit parameter to match

the HNC results to the DFT-MD data. It defines the strength of the short-range

repulsion and stays constant for the same material under conditions where the charge

state does not change.
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Figure 4.10: Pair distribution functions and static structure factors for the ions in a
lithium plasma obtained by HNC calculations applying different effective interaction
potentials and DFT-MD simulations. The plasma parameters are given by T = 5eV,
̺ = 0.85 g/cm3 and Z = 1.6.

Applying the modified Debye potential (4.44) in the HNC approach (labelled

HNC-Y+SRR) yields g(r)’s with a larger correlation hole and a steeper rise at small

distances. In particular, for the highly compressed beryllium in Fig. 4.8 (d), the

additional repulsion is sufficient to reproduce the correct inter-particle spacing and,

thus, a pair distribution function which is now in very good agreement with results

from DFT-MD simulations.

In Fig. 4.9, the static ion-ion structure factor for beryllium with three-times

the solid density, that is, the case from Fig. 4.8(d), is displayed. The data from the

DFT-MD simulations cannot describe the very small k-behaviour as the simulations

are restricted to k values larger then 2π/L, where L characterises the length of the

simulation box. Therefore, HNC calculations are a valuable method if the effective

ionic interaction is understood as they can predict the small wavelength behaviour.

The Klimontovich-Kraeft potential used in the HNC method leads a OCP-like

behaviour as already described, that is, Sii(k = 0) ≈ 0. Similarly, the application

of the Deutsch potential in the HNC calculations yields a structure factor with a

small value at the origin. As for the pair distribution function, the best agreement

with the DFT-MD data can be achieved by the use of the Debye potential with an

additional short-range repulsion (labelled HNC-Y+SRR).

Fig. 4.10 shows the predicted microscopic structure of warm dense lithium

obtained by DFT-MD simulations and HNC calculations applying various inter-

particle potentials. The plasma parameters are ̺ = 0.85 g/cm3 , T = 5eV and

Z = 1.6. These were taken from recent scattering experiment on shock compressed
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Figure 4.11: Pair distribution functions and static structure factors for the ions
in an aluminium plasma obtained by HNC calculations applying different effective
interaction potentials and DFT-MD simulations. The plasma parameters are given
by T = 1.1 eV, ̺ = 3.4 g/cm3 and Z = 3.

matter [García Saiz et al., 2008]. Once more, the HNC results applying the quantum

potentials, namely, the Klimontovich-Kraeft potential and the Deutsch potential,

yield distribution functions and structure factors which are too strongly coupled.

Thus, these potentials fail to describe the effective screening in warm dense lithium

correctly. In contrast, the HNC approach with the Debye interaction leads to results

that are in very good agreement to the simulation data. Here, a modification of

the Debye potential with an additional short-range repulsion is not required as the

lithium ions do not have an intact inner 1s2 shell for the charge state considered.

As a last example, warm dense aluminium is considered for plasma parameters

̺ = 3.4 g/cm3, T = 1.1 eV and Z = 3. The corresponding pair distribution functions

and static structure factors for the ions are presented in Fig. 4.11. The DFT-MD

simulation leads to a pair distribution function with well-pronounced maxima and

a large correlation hole which is a typical behaviour for strongly coupled systems

expected under the plasma parameter considered. A similar shape, however slightly

shifted to the right, is obtained by HNC calculations when unscreened Coulomb

interactions are applied between the ions (labelled HNC-OCP).

The negligence of screening effects in the OCP model systems seems, however,

physically questionable. Thus, HNC calculations were performed for the Yukawa

model to account for linear screening. The resulting pair distribution strongly un-

derestimates the correlations in warm dense aluminium when being compared to

DFT-MD data. However, so far the effects of the inner shells of the aluminium

ions were neglected. These bound electrons lead, in the same way as discussed for
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the beryllium plasma, to an additional repulsion for small distances. After taking

the SRR contribution (4.44) into account, the ion-ion pair distribution functions,

obtained by the HNC approach, also show the typical characteristics of strongly

coupled systems and agree well with the simulation data. Thus, core electrons in

warm dense aluminium influence the ionic structure by raising correlations for small

distances if the inter-particle distance is comparable to the bound state radius.

In summary, the comparisons presented here lead to two main conclusions:

Firstly, the quantum potentials, which mimic quantum effects in classical methods

like HNC, exceed their applicability in the warm dense matter region. They strongly

underestimate the effective screening in the system due to a weak electron-ion in-

teraction. This effect then leads to too strongly coupled ions. Secondly, the ionic

structure in WDM can be described by a simple linearly screened Coulomb potential.

If partially ionised ions are considered, an additional short range repulsion due to the

forbidden overlap of the wave functions of bound electrons has to be incorporated

in the description. An easy algebraic expression is capable to mimicking this effect

and, thus, allows the application of the HNC approach to efficiently calculate the

microscopic structure in warm dense matter.

4.5 Extension to multiple ion species

So far, the microscopic structure of simple materials, that is, plasmas with a single

ion species, has been considered. However, most materials in nature consist of ions in

different charge states or with multiple chemical elements. Accordingly, the partial

ionic structure factors are required (see Eq. (3.73)) to account for all mutual corre-

lations and to allow for an interpretation of the x-ray scattering signal in mixtures

or composite materials.

The HNC approach can be used to study multicomponent effects as all the

various ion species can be included as further components in the generalised mul-

ticomponent version. Fig. 4.12 shows the microscopic ionic structure of a strongly

coupled CH plasma obtained by a two-component HNC calculation. Here, hydro-

gen is fully ionised and the carbon ions are fourfold charged. Both were taken as

separate components. The densities of hydrogen and carbon ions are nH = nC =

2.5 × 1023 cm−3 and the temperature is set to be T = 2 × 104 K. As a comparison,

the results from a further HNC run for an isolated hydrogen plasma under the same

conditions are plotted in the figure as a green dashed line.

All three partial pair distribution functions show the typical behaviour of

a strongly coupled system: a correlation hole, a sharp rise and well-pronounced
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Figure 4.12: Partial pair distribution functions and partial static structure factors
for ions in a CH plasma obtained by HNC calculations. The plasma parameters
are given by T = 2 × 104 K and nH = nC = 2.5 × 1023 cm−3 whereas the hydrogen
and carbon ions are fully and fourfold ionised, respectively. The dashed line, labelled
“H,Z = 1”, shows results for an isolated hydrogen plasma under the same conditions.

oscillations indicating the occurrence of a short-range structure in the system. As

the carbon ions are fourfold ionised, the carbon-carbon coupling is the strongest,

yielding a pair distribution function and a structure factor with the most pronounced

maxima. In contrast, the pair distribution function obtained by the one-component

HNC calculation of isolated hydrogen plasma presents only a moderately coupled

system with a monotonically rising function without further oscillations. Thus, the

comparison in Fig. 4.12 shows that the highly charged carbon ions imprint their

structure onto the proton subsystem in the CH mixture. These results illustrate

the requirement for a full multicomponent description as such an effect cannot be

described by a single-ion approach, using an average state of the system.

The partial structure factors, shown in Fig. 4.12 (b), illustrate the highly

non-linear coupling of the carbon ions in the mixture as well. Whereas the large

k-behaviour of the hydrogen structure factor obtained by a single-ion approach is in

agreement with the data from the multicomponent version, the small k characteris-

tics presents qualitative differences. The screening of the hydrogen ions due to the

carbon ions modifies the long-range part of the proton-proton potential yielding an

increase of the hydrogen-hydrogen structure factor, SHH(k), for small wavenumbers.

The partial structure factor, SCH(k), between protons and carbon ions presents the

typical characteristic with the large k limit of zero. Due to the definition of the

partial structure factors (see Eq. (2.48)), negative values for small k can occur for

the cross terms showing the repulsive correlations.
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As the HNC approach self-consistently includes the screening contributions

of all species considered, all mutual correlations can be described within the system.

This is significant as highly charged ions imprint their structure onto the subsystem

of the ions with lower charge states. The generalisation of the HNC approach to

multiple ion species is theoretically unlimited. The only practical restriction might

come from run time issues which will be significant for a large number of species

(K & 100).

Although a full multicomponent description is required, present theoretical

descriptions of the microscopic structure in complex systems often rely on an ap-

proximate treatment based on a one component system via relation [Gregori et al.,

2006]

Sαβ(k) = δαβ +

√
nαnβ

n

ZαZβ

Z2
f

[

S1comp
ii (k) − 1

]

. (4.45)

S1comp
ii (k) characterises the single-ion structure factor calculated for an average state

of Zf =
∑

α nαZα/
∑

α nα. The expression (4.45) is exact in the limit of weakly

coupled systems where the random phase approximation is valid.

Most x-ray scattering experiments are nowadays performed in moderately

to strongly coupled systems. Therefore, the approximation (4.45) should be vali-

dated by comparisons with results from full multicomponent calculations. Such a

comparison can be found in Fig. 4.13 where a CH plasma is considered again. The

different temperatures generate moderately coupled (Fig. 4.13 (a)) and strongly cou-

pled (Fig. 4.13 (b)) systems. The effective inter-ionic potential used here is a linearly

screened Coulomb potential. The dashed lines are the partial structure factors ob-

tained by relation (4.45) after a single-ion HNC calculation was performed for the

system with an average ion charge state of Zf = 2.5. In contrast, the solid lines

illustrate the outcome from the multicomponent HNC calculations.

In the moderately coupled system, that is Fig. 4.13 (a), differences can be

observed in the carbon-carbon structure factor, SCC(k), only. Here, the function

is shifted down and to the right. For small k values, the partial structure factor

obtained by the approximation is negative, which is an unphysical behaviour. This

effect gets more pronounced for the strongly coupled case presented in Fig. 4.13 (b).

Furthermore, the position of the peak is significantly shifted to the right. For strong

coupling, the hydrogen-hydrogen structure factor presents qualitative differences as

well. Whereas the structure factor obtained by the multicomponent approach has a

minimum, the approximate treatment predicts a maximum. These differences occur

as the intrinsic mutual correlations in the complex CH plasma cannot be described

by the relation (4.45). Again, this approach being based on the one-component
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of partial static structure factors for a CH plasma using the
full multicomponent description and calculations applying an average charge state.
The plasma has a density of ni = 5×1023 cm−3 and an average ion charge of Zf = 2.5.
In the two-component calculation, fully ionised hydrogen and fourfold ionised carbon
ions with nH = nC = 2.5 × 1023 cm−3 are considered. The temperatures used are
T = 10 eV(left) and T = 1eV (right).

treatment is unable to account for the non-linear effects in strongly coupled plasmas.

As a result, we find that the partial structure factors can be deduced from

single-ion calculations only in weakly to moderately coupled plasmas. In strongly

coupled systems, however, a multicomponent description is essential.
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Chapter 5

Electronic structure in warm

dense matter

Chihara suggested an artificial decomposition of the electron densities to describe the

total electronic structure in a plasma, which is the key quantity for the description

of the x-ray scattering signal. Based on this idea, Chihara split the electrons into

free and bound electrons, where the latter are considered to be tightly bound core

electrons. Furthermore, free electrons form the screening cloud around the ions. As

these are co-moving with the ions, their contributions can be treated statically as

the ion dynamic cannot be resolved in current scattering experiments using laser

produced x-ray sources. The response of kinetically free electrons, however, requires

a dynamic description as it gives rise to collective excitations.

In this chapter, the electronic structure in warm dense matter will be studied,

starting with the dynamic description of the free electrons. As the electrons are par-

tially degenerate and only weakly coupled, they are described well within the random

phase approximation (RPA). This approach is one of the most commonly used stan-

dard approximations in many particle systems. Based on RPA, collective properties

of the free electron structure factor will be discussed, such a plasma oscillations, and

the application for x-ray scattering will be highlighted. An outlook at the end of the

section gives suggestions to go beyond RPA and improve the description for more

coupled and collisional systems.

Afterwards, the electrons following the ion motion will be considered: firstly

the tightly bound core electrons which are characterised by the atomic form factor.

Then the screening cloud is considered. The latter one can be described using the

linear response theory whereas a pseudo-potential approach is applied to account for

additional core electrons in partially ionised plasmas [Gericke et al., 2010].
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5.1 Description of the free electron feature

The response of the kinetically free electrons in a plasma to the x-ray probe beam

is given by ZfS
0
ee(k, ω) (see eq. (3.73)). To calculate the dynamic structure factor,

the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (2.66) can be used

S0
ee(k, ω) =

1

π

1

exp (−β~ω) − 1
Im χee(k, ω) ,

where χee(k, ω) characterises the density response function of the free electrons in

the system. As already pointed out, the response function in a many-particle system

is difficult to determine. However, useful approximations can often be applied that

sufficiently describe the physical properties. For instance, the electrons in warm

dense matter are partially degenerate and only weakly coupled. This fact makes

it possible to apply a linear response theory, which was first developed by Bohm

and Pines [Bohm and Pines, 1953; Pines, 1953]. This theory, known as the random

phase approximation (RPA), was applied for a degenerate electron gas to described

the collective density response in a Coulomb force field.

In the beginning of this section, the susceptibility in the random phase ap-

proximation will be studied, yielding a suitable expression for the dynamic structure

factor. This allows the determination of the free electron feature in the x-ray scat-

tering signal. Based on this theory, the typical characteristics in the various plasma

regimes considered will be highlighted [Gregori et al., 2003; Redmer et al., 2005].

Thereby, it will be demonstrated how basic plasma parameters, namely the elec-

tron density and the electron temperature, influence the behaviour of the response

function and the dynamic structure factor providing a sensitive method for their

measurements.

5.1.1 Susceptibility within random phase approximation (RPA)

The random phase approximation (RPA) is a linear response theory which neglects

non-linear interactions between the density fluctuations [Ichimaru, 2004a]. There-

fore, it cannot describe collisions in the system, which significantly influence the

behaviour of strongly coupled plasmas, and thus, limits its applicability to weakly

coupled systems. Nevertheless, it is capable of capturing essential properties of a

free electron gas, as for instance collective plasma oscillations (plasmons).

In RPA, the susceptibility is determined by the response of an uncorrelated
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system, χ0
a, and the Coulomb potential in Fourier space, V (k) [Kremp et al., 2005]

χRPA
ab (k, ω) = χ0

a(k, ω) +
∑

c

χ0
a(k, ω)Vac(k)χRPA

ab (k, ω) . (5.1)

This relation is the general expression for multicomponent systems where the indices

’a’, ’b’ and ’c’ account for the particle species in the systems. In the case of a free

electron gas, this equation simplifies to

χRPA
ee (k, ω) = χ0

e(k, ω) + χ0
e(k, ω)Vee(k)χRPA

ee (k, ω)

χRPA
ee (k, ω) =

χ0
e(k, ω)

1 − Vee(k)χ0
e(k, ω)

=
χ0

e(k, ω)

εRPA
ee (k, ω)

. (5.2)

Here, εRPA(k, ω) is the dielectric function in RPA which can be generally expressed

via the susceptibility by [Ichimaru, 2004a]

εRPA(k, ω) = 1 −
∑

a

Vaa(k)χ0
ab(k, ω) . (5.3)

The response function of an uncorrelated system is given by [Kremp et al., 2005]

χ0
ab(k, ω) = χ0

a(k, ω)δab = δab

∫
dk

(2π)3
fa(k) − fa(k + k′)

~ω + Ea(k) − Ea(k + k′) + iǫ
. (5.4)

Here, Ea(k) denotes the kinetic energy of the particle a. Applying the Fermi distri-

bution in thermodynamic equilibrium (1.2), the real and the imaginary part of the

susceptibility for an electron gas is given by

Reχ0
a(k) =

(2sa + 1)σ2
a

16π2kBTk
P
∫ ∞

−∞

dk′

k′

{

ln

[

1 + e−
(k′+∆+

a )
2

σa
+βµa

]

+ ln

[

1 + e−
(k′+∆−

a )
2

σa
+βµa

]}

(5.5)

Imχ0
a(k) =

(2sa + 1)σ2
a

16πkBTk

{

ln

[

1 + e−
(∆

+
a )

2

σa
+βµa

]

− ln

[

1 + e−
(∆

−

a )
2

σa
+βµa

]}

(5.6)

with the abbreviations

σa =
makBT

me
and ∆±

a (k, ω) =
k

2
± ma

me

ω

2k
. (5.7)

For the calculation of the real part, the Chauchy mean value integral, P, with the

singularity at k = 0 has to be solved.
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As the susceptibility is a complex quantity, the response function between

the free electrons can be rearranged to

χRPA
ee (k, ω) =

Reχ0
e − Vee

[(
Reχ0

e

)2
+
(
Imχ0

e

)2
]

+ i Imχ0
e

(1 − Vee Reχ0
e)

2 + (Vee Imχ0
e)

2 . (5.8)

Applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (2.66) leads to the following expression

of the dynamic structure factor

S0
ee(k, ω) =

1

π

1

exp (−β~ω) − 1

Imχ0
e

(1 − Vee Reχ0
e)

2 + (Vee Imχ0
e)

2 (5.9)

within the random phase approximation.

In many cases, it is convenient to rewrite this expression in terms of the

dielectric function, ε(k, ω). In RPA, the dielectric function and the susceptibility are

connected by Eq. (5.3) which can be simplified in a free electron gas to εRPA(k, ω) =

1 − Vee(k)χ0
ee(k, ω). The electronic dynamic structure factor is then given by

S0
ee(k, ω) = − 1

πVee

1

exp (−β~ω) − 1
Im
(
εRPA

)−1
. (5.10)

For the numerical evaluation of the principle value integral for the real part

of the susceptibility (5.5), the idea of [Longman, 1958] for a decomposition of the

integral together with a Gaussian quadrature [Press et al., 1994] was implemented.

The imaginary part of χ0
a(k, ω) can be directly computed from the analytical expres-

sion (5.6). The required chemical potential was calculated from the ideal relation for

the temperature and densities given. To this end, the function [Kremp et al., 2005]

na =
2sa + 1

Λ3
a

I 1
2

(
µa

kBT

)

, (5.11)

has to be inverted. For fermionic systems, one has to account for the spin degeneracy,

2s + 1 = 2, here. Iν(x) is the Fermi integral defined by Eq. (1.11). The chemical

potential is analytically known for non-degenerate (Boltzmann statistics), βµ =

ln 1
2nΛ3, and highly degenerate (Fermi statistics), µ = ǫF = ~

2

2me
(3π2ne)

2/3 (1.3),

electrons [Kremp et al., 2005]. To avoid numerical issues, the exponential functions

in the real and imaginary part of χ0
a(k, ω), Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), need to be treated

with care for extreme cases.
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5.1.2 Results for the dynamic structure factor of the free electrons

Characteristics in collective and non-collective regimes

Depending on the wave vector considered, the frequency spectrum of the dynamic

response of a plasma possesses two different behaviours, namely, the collective and

the non-collective regime. In the short-wavelength regime, that is, k ≫ κs, where κs

denotes the inverse screening length (1.10), the plasma particles are uncorrelated.

The associated frequency spectrum shows the characteristics of a single-particle be-

haviour, that is, the shape of the spectrum is proportional to the velocity distribu-

tion of the particles. However, if the wave vector k is of the order of the inverse

screening length or smaller (k ≪ κs), the probed density fluctuations show collective

behaviour. Two peaks arise in the spectrum near the plasma frequency which are

collective modes with quasi-particle characteristics (plasmons).

The two different frequency spectra of the plasma excitations are presented

in Fig. 5.1 for a free electron gas with ne = 1020 cm−3 and T = 10 eV. The inverse

screening length for this system is κs = 0.0224 a−1
B . The wave vectors were chosen

in such a way, that Fig. 5.1a presents the non-collective regime with k
κs

> 1 and

Fig. 5.1b the collective region with k
κs
< 1.

The spectral function of longitudinal excitations (collective or otherwise) is

given by

Im
(
εRPA

)−1
=

− Im εRPA

(Re εRPA)2 + (Im εRPA)2
. (5.12)

The real and the imaginary part of the dielectric function as well as the imaginary

part of the inverse dielectric function are also plotted in Fig. 5.1 for the collective

and the non-collective regime. All quantities were calculated within RPA. In the

non-collective regime of Fig. 5.1a, the real part of the dielectric function is only

slowly varying over the entire frequency space. Therefore, the frequency spectrum

is dominated by the characteristics of the imaginary part of the dielectric function.

In the collective regime (see Fig. 5.1b), Re ε(k, ω) features two zeros. The first

zero occurs when the imaginary part of ε(k, ω) is large. As Im ε(k, ω) indicates

the damping in the system, this mode is strongly damped and no excitations arise.

However, the second zero is located in the high frequency part where the imaginary

part of the dielectric function is small. This causes a sharp rise in the imaginary

part of the inverse dielectric function yielding the plasmon peaks in the frequency

spectrum.

The plasmon resonance ωres is given by the plasma dispersion relation which

can be approximately calculated using the relation Re ε(k, ω) = 0. A calculation
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Figure 5.1: Dynamic structure factor, the real- and the imaginary part of the
dielectric function as well as the imaginary part of the inverse dielectric function
calculated in RPA for an electron gas with ne = 1020 cm−3 and T = 10 eV. In panel
(a), the wave vector is k = 0.05 a−1

B and it is k = 0.008 a−1
B on the right. The inverse

screening length for this system is κs = 0.0224 a−1
B .

based on RPA leads to [Kremp et al., 2005]

ωres = ωP l

(

1 +
1

2

k2

~2m2
e

〈p2〉
ω2

P l

)

(5.13)

with the plasma frequency ωP l (1.7) and the average of the square of the momentum

〈p2〉. The latter one can be analytically calculated in limiting cases. For example,

for classical systems 〈p2〉 = 3mekBT [Kremp et al., 2005]. The second term in the

dispersion relation takes the thermal motions of the electrons into account, which was

first derived by Bohm and Gross [Bohm and Gross, 1949]. An improvement including

quantum diffraction was given in Ref. [Höll et al., 2007; Thiele et al., 2008]. From

Eq. (5.13), it can be seen that the plasmon resonance position is mainly determined

by the plasma frequency. Therefore, the plasmon frequency shift provides a sensitive

method for the determination of the free electron density if small k values are used.
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Figure 5.2: Dynamic structure factors of a free electron gas (a) for a weakly coupled,
non-degenerate system with ne = 1019 cm−3 and (b) warm dense matter with ne =
1021 cm−3 calculated in RPA for various electron temperatures. The scattering angle
is θ = 90 °. The plasma parameters are given in table 5.1.

It is important to notice that this method is independent of any models for the ion

structure properties in dense plasmas.

Temperature dependency in weakly non-ideal and WDM plasmas

In the following, the temperature dependency of the dynamic structure factor will

be studied. Here, the dynamic structure factor of a free electron gas is calculated for

(a) a weakly coupled, non-degenerate plasma and (b) warm dense matter which is

partially degenerate and moderately coupled. The results are presented in Fig. 5.2

and the plasma parameters are listed in table 5.1.

The lower density system is accessible with optical lasers, that is, wavelength

of λ0 = 500nm, whereas for probing the denser plasma a wavelength of below

λ0 = 4nm is required. The scattering angle is set to θ = 90 ° for both systems.

In the collective regime, that is, the red curve in Fig. 5.2a, the structure factor of

the weakly non-ideal plasma shows the two distinct symmetric plasmon peaks in the

vicinity of the plasma frequency ~ωP l = 0.12 eV. With the increase of the tempera-

ture, the maxima broaden as the characteristic screening length κs (1.10) decreases.

Thus, the electrons start to behave like uncorrelated scatterers. For temperatures

above T = 2keV, the well-known individual particle-like spectra is obtained (black

curve in Fig. 5.2a).

With the higher density used in Fig. 5.2b, the plasma frequency increases

and the quantum effects contained in the Bose function become more important. As

an effect the plasmon peaks become asymmetric where the red shifted peak (ω < 0)
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Table 5.1: Plasma parameters as used for the calculation of the dynamic structure
factors in Fig. 5.2. α is the scattering parameter (1.9) for 90° scattering.

ne / cm−3 T / eV neΛ
3 Γ α λ / nm

1019 200 1.1 × 10−6 2.5 × 10−3 2.1 500
1019 500 2.9 × 10−7 1.0 × 10−3 1.3 500
1019 1000 1.0 × 10−7 5.0 × 10−4 0.9 500
1019 2000 3.7 × 10−8 2.0 × 10−4 0.6 500

1021 1 0.330 2.30 2.9 4
1021 5 0.025 0.46 1.3 4
1021 10 0.010 0.23 0.9 4
1021 20 0.004 0.11 0.6 4

is more pronounced. This asymmetry depends on the equilibrium temperature, T ,

of the relevant frequency. It is referred to as detailed balance

S(k, ω)

S(−k,−ω)
= exp

(
~ω

kBT

)

. (5.14)

This relation reflects that the ratio of the cross-section for the scattering process

of a photon with initial momentum, ki, and frequency, ωi, into the final state:

(ki, ωi) → (ks, ωs) and reverse, (ks, ωs) → (ki, ωi), is equal to the ratio of the

statistic weights of the states |i〉 and |s〉, which is given by the Boltzmann factor

[Höll et al., 2007; Hansen and McDonald, 1990].

In principle, the detailed balance relation can be used as a measurement

tool to determine the temperature in the system, as it is independent of any model

assumption for the structural properties in the dense plasma. However, only few

experiments fulfil the requirements of sufficient temperatures, densities and signal-

to-noise ratios to resolve the blue shifted (ω > 0) plasmon needed for this relation.

Dependency on the scattering angle

In Fig. 5.3, the dependency of the dynamic structure factor on the scattering angle

is studied. Here, an electron gas with a density of ne = 1023 cm−3 and a temperature

of T = 5eV is considered. To access this strongly coupled (Γ = 2.15) and degenerate

system (neΛ
3 = 2.96), hard x-ray radiation with a wavelength of λ0 = 0.26 nm are

required. In this case, scattering at a small angle accesses the collective scattering
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ne = 1023 cm−3, temperature T = 5eV and initial photon energy of E0 = 2.96 keV.
The legend labels the scattering angles with the associated scattering parameters.

regime and collective behaviour of the plasma can be studied. Due to the initial

photon energy and the temperature of the system, the blue shifted plasmon peak

can only be observed for very small scattering angles (see red curve in Fig. 5.3).

With the increase of the scattering angle, the dynamic structure factor is red-shifted

and broadened.

For scattering angles from θ ≥ 90°, the non-collective scattering regime is

reached. Examples for the structure factor in this case are given by the black and the

green curves in Fig. 5.3. The scattering parameter is α < 1 giving a backscattering

geometry. As presented in the previous section 3.1.1, the scattering signal is in this

case proportional to the velocity distribution function and down-shifted due to the

Compton effect [Glenzer and Redmer, 2009]

∆EC =
~

2k2

2m
. (5.15)

By varying the scattering angle, the collective or the non-collective mode can be

accessed, which allows to study various features of the system under investigation.
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Influence of the degeneracy parameter

As mentioned above, the scattering spectrum in the non-collective scattering regime

is proportional to the velocity distribution of the electrons, which is a Maxwell-

Boltzmann function for classical plasmas and a Fermi distribution function for highly

degenerate plasmas [Glenzer and Redmer, 2009]. The influence of the degeneracy

parameter, nΛ3, of the dynamic structure factor is presented in Fig. 5.4. Here,

S(k, ω) of a free electron gas is calculated in RPA for various temperatures and, thus,

different degeneracy parameters. The probe beam is considered to be detected in

backward scattering geometry with θ = 160° and an initial energy of E0 = 2.96 keV.

For small temperatures, the system is highly degenerate and the shape of

the scattering spectrum is parabolic. For sufficiently high degeneracy, the parabolic

form becomes temperature independent, as presented by the almost identical curves

associated to the electron temperatures T = 1eV and T = 0.5 eV. Therefore,

the Compton line provides a sensitive measurement method to obtain the electron

density in highly degenerate systems.

An increase of the temperature, and thus a decrease of the degeneracy param-

eter, causes a lowering and broadening of the peak. For non-degenerate systems, the

scattering signal reflects the exponential shape of the Maxwell-Boltzmann function,

which is temperature but not density dependent. Thus, in the non-degenerate case,

the electron temperature can be determined by the spectrum of the down-shifted

Compton line.
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5.1.3 Improvements of the description

The RPA is a linear response theory which neglects higher-order terms in the density

fluctuations. These neglected correlations are, however, essential to describe inter-

particle correlations in WDM, which are of particular importance for the correct

behaviour at short distance. For example, the radial distribution function calculated

in RPA leads to negative values for small distances, which indicates the limits of this

approximation [Mahan, 2000].

To account for short distance correlations as well as exchange effects in the

case of quantum plasmas, Hubbard suggested a correction factor for the RPA re-

sponse function, the so called local-field correction (LFC) [Hubbard, 1957]. The

LFC describes the differences between the interaction by a pure Coulomb potential

and the interaction by a screened potential accounting for density fluctuations due

to correlation effects in the full many-body system. The response of such a system

is then given by [Ichimaru, 2004b]

χ(k, ω) =
χ0(k, ω)

1 − V (k) [1 −G(k, ω)]χ0(k, ω)
. (5.16)

G(k, ω) denotes the dynamic local field corrections (DLFC). By setting G(k, ω) = 0,

the RPA response function can be recovered. Many approaches were suggested to find

approximative solutions for the calculations of the LFC (e.g. see Refs. [Ichimaru,

2004b; Mahan, 2000]). With such correction factors, the collective behaviour in

moderately coupled systems can then be approximately described. As the electrons

in WDM are often only weakly coupled, these corrections should only have a small

effect on the dynamic structure between the free electrons. Nevertheless, it could be

considered for further work to improve the description.

Due to the neglect of higher-order correlations, the RPA can only described

collisionless plasmas, as higher-correlation terms are essential to incorporate colli-

sions. Following the idea of Mermin, a modified response function can be derived

which accounts for electron-ion collisions [Mermin, 1965; Höll et al., 2007; Kremp

et al., 2005]

χM(k, ω) =

(

1 − iω

νei

)(

χ0(k, z)χ0(k, 0)

χ0(k, z) − iω
νei
χ0(k, 0)

)

(5.17)

with z = ω − Im νei(ω) + iRe νei(ω). For the calculation of the collision frequency

νei(ω), the Born approximation can be used leading to the Born-Mermin approach

[Thiele et al., 2008; Fortmann et al., 2009]. This description was successfully ap-

plied for the analysis of the x-ray scattering signal in beryllium [Thiele et al., 2008].
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It could be shown, that the inclusion of electron-ion collisions leads to additional

damping and broadening of the plasmon resonances. Thus, the description with

RPA would overestimate the plasma parameters extracted from the experimental

spectrum. An extended Mermin approach which also incorporates static LFC was

published by Fortmann et al. to account for correlation effects and collisions in a

two-component plasma simultaneously [Fortmann et al., 2010].

The expansion of the current description of the free electron feature by the

Born-Mermin approach would be worthwhile for future work. In particular, the

use of free electron laser facilities will deliver high precision measurements for more

accurate spectrally resolved x-ray scattering spectra and a much improved signal-to-

noise ratio. In such experiments, small changes will be measurable which require a

better theoretical description to extract the correct plasma parameters.

For current x-ray sources, the results obtained in RPA are, however, often

sufficient to yield the plasma parameters from the scattering signal. Furthermore,

the data obtained by RPA are still applicable for higher coupling strength in case of

non-collective scattering [Gregori et al., 2003].

5.2 Description of the bound electrons

The bound electrons are described by the atomic/ionic form factor which is defined

by the Fourier transformed charge density ̺b(r) around an atom/ion

f(k) =

∫

dr̺b(r) exp (−ik·r) . (5.18)

The density distribution can be calculated by the wave functions of the electrons as

̺b(r) = |ψ(r)|2. In the case of a hydrogen plasma, the wave functions of the ground

state 1s electrons are well-known yielding

fi,H(k) =

∫

dr
∣
∣
∣
∣

2√
4π
a
−3/2
B exp

(

− r

aB

)∣
∣
∣
∣

2

exp(−ik·r)

=
[

1 + (kaB/2)
2
]−2

. (5.19)

For other elements, the wave function of the many-particle system can be

approximated through the mean-field approximation of Hartree [Fehske et al., 2008].

This approach reduces the many-particle problem to a one-electron Schrödinger

equation, where each electron is presented by its own single-particle wave function

with its own energy. Then, the single electron is moving in the force field pro-

duced by the nuclei and an average potential caused by the other electrons. This
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Figure 5.5: Comparisons of different calculations for the ionic form factors for
threefold charged aluminium ions and sixfold charged iron ions using pure hydrogen-
like wave functions (labelled H-like), hydrogen-like wave functions with a screening
constants (labelled H-like with Zscr) and results from DFT calculations.

potential depends on the density distribution which is, however, calculated from

the electron wave functions themselves. Now, in a self-consistent manner, the wave

functions build the density distribution which yield the average potential to solve the

Schrödinger equation to obtain an improved wave function. This iterative process

continues until a self-consistent wave function is achieved. The final wave function

of the N -particle system is then given by a product of the single-electron wave func-

tions. Later, Fock improved this method by including the exchange effect due to

antisymmetrised wave functions (Hartree-Fock calculations).

Here, the density distributions and the wave functions are calculated by

means of density functional theory [Soler et al., 2002] performed by J. Vorberger [Wün-

sch et al., 2008b]. Thereby, the electron-electron correlations are approximated by an

exchange-correlation term which is considered within the GGA approximation (see

section 4.1.5). Work by Dharma-wardana showed that the electron density distribu-

tion in a plasma can often be well approximated by those of isolated atoms [Dharma-

wardana and Perrot, 1992; Wünsch et al., 2008b]. This limits the numerical effort

significantly.

Another, fully analytical approach for the determination of the form factor

was suggested by Pauling who described the bound states by hydrogen-like wave

functions which include a screening constant, zscr, to account for other bound elec-

trons [Pauling and Sherman, 1932; Hubbel et al., 1975]. Pauling and Sherman cal-

culated the screening constant for several ion species which is, of course, different
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for each element [Pauling and Sherman, 1932]. Following this idea, the form factor

for elements with 1s electrons can then be evaluated analytically by

fI,1s =
[

1 + (kas/2)
2
]−2

(5.20)

where as = aB/(ZA − zscr) is the effective bound state radius with the screening

constant, zscr, and the nuclear charge, ZA.

A comparison of this approximate treatment to DFT results is presented

in Fig. 5.5 for aluminium ions and for iron ions with charge states of Z=3 and

Z=6, respectively. The results following from hydrogen-like wave functions without

further corrections overestimate the ion form factor due to the neglect of the internal

screening effects. By including the screening constant as suggested by Pauling and

Sherman [Pauling and Sherman, 1932], the resulting ionic form factor is in good

agreement with DFT calculations for aluminium. Even for a high Z material, such

as iron, the approximate treatment still yields fairly accurate results in comparison

with DFT.

5.3 Description of the electron screening cloud

Following the idea of Chihara, the electrons in a plasma can be decomposed into

bound and free electrons. The latter are considered kinetically free and give rise to

the free electron feature in the spectrum as well as form the screening cloud. The

free electron feature is independent of the ions and can be described by the RPA

approximation as presented in the first section of this chapter. The screening cloud

is co-moving with the ion motion. As current x-ray sources cannot resolve the low

frequency part of the ion dynamics, a static treatment of the screening function is

sufficient.

To describe the x-ray scattering signal, the Fourier transformed density of

the screening electrons is required. This density is defined by the static structure

factors in a two-component system (see Eq. (3.60b))

q(k) =
√

Zf
Sei(k)

Sii(k)
. (5.21)

Here, Sei(k) is the electron-ion structure factor which contains only kinetically free

electrons. Thus, a method that can describe the electron-ion structure in a moder-

ately to strongly coupled, partial degenerate system is required for the calculation

of q(k). The challenge of such a task was already discussed based on the unknown-
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effective inter-particle potential in such a highly non-ideal system.

Another approach to calculate this quantity approximately is based on the

linear response theory. The screening density is then given by [Gericke et al., 2010]

q(k) = χee(k)Vei(k) (5.22)

with the susceptibility of the free electrons in the static limit, that is ω → 0.

The electron response function is given in the random phase approximation by

χRPA
ee (k) = χ0

ee(k)/ε
RPA(k) (see Eq. (5.2)). In the static limit, the susceptibility

of the uncorrelated system is χ0
ee(k) = κ2

e/4πe
2 and the dielectric function can be

expressed as εRPA(k) = (k2 + κ2
e)/k

2 with the electron screening parameter κe [Ichi-

maru, 2004a]. Vei(k) = 4πZe2/k2 is the pure Coulomb potential between electrons

and ions. Using these expressions in the definition of the screening function (5.22)

yields

qRPA(k) = Z
κ2

e

k2 + κ2
e

. (5.23)

This approximate expression is derived in RPA for Coulomb fields as in fully ionised

plasmas. It leads to the correct long wavelength limit, that means, limk→0 q(k) = Z.

The bare Coulomb potential can only be applied in this description if the

ions are fully ionised. For partially ionised systems, the interaction between the free

electrons and the nuclei is influenced by the bound states which cause an additional

repulsion for small distances. This effect might be described by an effective electron-

ion potential which is modified near the nucleus and merges in the Coulomb potential

for large distances.

A simple form for such a pseudo-potential, often used in solid state physics

where it approximately describes the properties of the electrons, is known as empty-

core potential [Ashcroft, 1966]

V ec
ei (r) =

{
Ze2

r for r > rcut

0 otherwise
. (5.24)

Here, rcut defines the cut-off radius which classifies the area occupied by the nucleus

with its bound states. Outside of this radius, the inter-particle force is the Coulomb

potential. The core radius is a free parameter which can be varied to match experi-

mental data on transport and optical properties of the material under consideration

[Hafner and Heine, 1983; Balbas et al., 1984; Vora, 2007]. Applying the Fourier

transformation of this potential and inserting the result in Eq. (5.22) leads, within
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Figure 5.6: Effective electron-ion potentials used for the linear response description
of the screening function. The soft-core potential, defined by Eq. (5.26), is shown
for exponents α = 2 and α = 6. The curve labelled DFT gives the norm-conserving
potential for beryllium used in the DFT-MD simulation when the 1s electrons are
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the linear response theory, to a screening function of the form

q(k) = Z
κ2

e

k2 + κ2
e

cos(krcut) . (5.25)

The hard cut-off at rcut yields several unphysical properties. These issues can

be mitigated by a soft cut-off of the form [Gericke et al., 2010]

V soft
ei (r) =

Ze2

r

[

1 − exp

(

− rα

rα
cut

)]

. (5.26)

The parameter, α, controls the steepness of the core edge whereas the cut-off ra-

dius, rcut, determines the depth of the minimum. α can also be seen as a further

fitting parameter. To determine the screening function, the Fourier transform of

this potential is required, which was done numerically using an FFT from Numerical

Recipes [Press et al., 1994].

Fig. 5.6 presents the pseudo-potential to be used in the analysis. Furthermore,

a norm-conserving pseudo-potential is displayed, which was created to describe the

effective interaction between valence electrons and partially charged ions in density

functional calculations. The benefit of such a potential lies in the reduction of the

numerical computational effort as less electrons have to be considered explicitly. The

potential shown as the red curve in Fig. 5.6 is for simulations with the VASP package
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(see section 4.1.5) containing double charged beryllium ions, where the 1s electrons

are frozen out.

Fig. 5.6 shows the hard jump in the empty core potential at the cut-off radius

and the softening of the edge due to the exponential function in the soft-core potential

(5.26). A small value of α leads to a very soft pseudo-potential, whereas for α→ ∞
the empty-core potential can be reproduced. The potential used in DFT-MD can be

matched reasonable well by the soft-core potential with α = 6 and a cut-off radius

of rcut = 0.75 Å.

In the following, a beryllium plasma with solid density, ̺ = 1.848 g/cm−3 ,

a temperature of T = 12 eV and double charge ions will be considered. Such a

system was experimentally investigated in recent scattering experiments [Glenzer

et al., 2003a, 2007]. Fig. 5.7 presents the associated screening functions obtained in

linear response theory applying the different effective potentials described above. For

comparison, the black curve in the figure presents the calculation using a Coulomb

potential, that is, Eq. (5.23). It can be seen, that the screening function calculated

with the pseudo-potentials is significantly reduced for wavelengths k < 3 a−1
B . Even

negative values can be observed for intermediate wavelengths, which is a well-known

feature from solid state physics [Louis and Ashcroft, 1998]. The electron density

in real space must be positive. However, the screening charge can be negative in

Fourier space. The reason for the different behaviours lies in the fact that bound
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electrons cause a strong repulsion at short distances. This leads to a reduction of

screening near the nucleus as the valence electrons cannot enter this space. Due

to charge neutrality in a plasma, the screening needs to be compensated at larger

distances causing negative values of the Fourier component of the screening charge

at intermediate k values.

The qualitative form of the screening function depends on the functional

form of the pseudo-potential used as well as on the choice of the cut-off radius. In

Fig. 5.8, the screening function calculated with the soft-core potential (5.26) with

α = 6 is displayed applying various cut-off radii. A small cut-off radius leads to

a Coulomb-like behaviour whereas a large cut-off radius causes strong oscillations

yielding a significant reduction of screening effects for intermediate wavelengths. In

the literature, a wide variety of cut-off radii was proposed due to various experimental

techniques to fit the parameter. The presented cut-off radii in the Fig. 5.8 are within

the range found in published papers [Hafner and Heine, 1983; Balbas et al., 1984;

Vora, 2007].

The influence of tightly bound electrons on the screening of ionic cores in

partially ionised plasmas can be studied by applying effective pseudo-potentials.

Even for low-Z materials, such as beryllium, this treatment causes significant changes

in the description of the screening function leading up negative values at intermediate

k values in extreme cases. Nevertheless, an evaluation of this effects requires further

work and comparisons with more accurate theories or experimental results.
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Chapter 6

Theoretical predictions for the

x-ray scattering process

After a detailed discussion of methods to describe the various scattering features

in the previous chapters, the theoretical framework is now available to calculate a

complete synthetic x-ray scattering spectrum for a wide range of plasma parameters.

However, to generate a theoretical spectrum for a scattering process comparable

to experimental results, some experimental constraints have to be considered. For

example, the finite bandwidth of the probe beam, the finite resolution of the detector

and the finite sample size modify the measured signal [Urry et al., 2006]. All these

effects can be approximately included in an instrumental response function, which

will be introduced in the beginning of this chapter. Afterwards, the sensitivity of

the scattering signal to the plasma parameters will be investigated which allows the

specification of the probed sample. In the non-collective scattering regime, the main

plasma parameters can be extracted from the electron response alone, whereas the

ionic structure is required as well to characterise the system in the collective mode.

The elastic Rayleigh peak, which will be discussed in detail in the second

section, arises from the microscopic ion structure and the electron density around

the ions. The elastic scattering feature can be treated statically as current x-ray ex-

periments cannot resolve the small frequencies of the ion motion. It will be demon-

strated how the various theoretical models for the ionic structure as well as for the

free electrons forming the screening cloud significantly affect the elastic part of the

scattering feature. Thereby, the conditions under which these differences can be

tested by experimental measurements will be highlighted.

Based on the novel decomposition of the electron structure factor in multi-

component systems, as derived in section 3.2.2, it will be demonstrated at the end of
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Figure 6.1: Synthetic scattering spectra for a beryllium plasma at solid density in the
(a) non-collective and the (b) collective scattering regime. The parameters applied
are given in Tab. 6.1. As the elastic scattering feature is only treated statically the
Rayleigh peak appears as a delta peak at ~ω = 0.

this section that the Rayleigh peak is very sensitive to the ratio of different elements

in the probe volume. Thus, x-ray Thomson scattering is a viable method for probing

mixing properties of material in the WDM region. Important implementations for

inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research and planetary physics will be presented.

6.1 Synthetic x-ray scattering spectrum

In the preceding sections, the theoretical models to describe the various quantities

needed to describe the scattering process were discussed in detail. Based on these

approaches, the complete x-ray scattering spectrum for arbitrary scattering angles

and initial photon energies can now be generated. To ensure that the entire dynamic

response to the probe beam is considered, the energy range required is estimated by

the Compton shift or the plasmon position in the vicinity of the plasma frequency, in

the case of a non-collective or collective scattering regime, respectively. Furthermore,

the step width in the energy scale needs to be accurate enough to resolve all features.

This is particularly relevant for small scattering angles, where plasma oscillations can

be observed. The code, developed for this work, automatically calculates the energy

range required and the approximate width of the peaks arising in the free electron

contribution. The program is efficient for this application as the energy grid is then

sufficient to resolve the sharp peaks of the plasma oscillations with only minimal

computer resources needed.

Synthetic scattering spectra are shown in Fig. 6.1 for a beryllium plasma
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Table 6.1: A detailed list of the plasma parameters used for the calculation of the
synthetic scattering spectra presented in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2.

non-collective collective

mass density ̺ 1.848 g/cm−3 1.848 g/cm−3

temperature T 53 eV 13 eV
charge state Z 2.7 2
photon energy Ei 4.75 keV 2.96 keV

scattering angle θ 120° 20°
scattering parameter α 0.24 3.19
degeneracy parameter neΛ

3
e 0.28 1.97

coupling parameter Γ 0.3 1.2
FWHM ∆E 45 eV 6 eV

for conditions similar to experiments performed in backward and forward scattering

geometry by Glenzer et al. to access the non-collective Compton regime and the

collective scattering mode, respectively [Glenzer et al., 2003a, 2007]. A detailed list

of the plasma parameters used is given in table 6.1 for both cases. As the elastic

ion feature is treated statically, that is Sii(k, ω) = Sii(k)δ(ω), the Rayleigh peak

appears as a delta function at ~ω = 0. Obviously, such a spectrum cannot be used

for comparisons with experimental data as the finite x-ray probe bandwidth and the

finite spectrometer resolution cause a broadening of the spectra which is not yet

accounted for in the theoretical profile [Glenzer and Redmer, 2009]. Therefore, the

dynamic structure factor, Stot
ee (k, ω), will be convolved with a weighting function to

account for these experimental constraints.

6.1.1 Instrument response function

The x-ray source spectrum has a finite bandwidth in ω-space and the spectrometer

possesses a finite resolution. Both effects will be combined in an instrument response

function, g(ω), which will be used for the convolution with the spectrum generated

theoretically. Thus, the dynamic structure factor, applicable for comparisons with

experimental results, is calculated by [Glenzer and Redmer, 2009]

Sexp
ee (k, ω) = See(k, ω) ∗ g(ω) . (6.1)
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Figure 6.2: Synthetic scattering spectra for a beryllium plasma as a function of the
frequency shift, ~ω, convolved with a Gaussian instrument response function with a
bandwidth of (a) ∆E/E = 0.01 and (b) ∆E/E = 0.002 for the non-collective and
the collective scattering regime, respectively. The plasma parameters are listed in
Tab. 6.1.

Here, a normalised Gaussian distribution of the form

g(ω) =
1√
2πσ

exp

(

− ω2

2σ2

)

(6.2)

is used as an instrument response function. The standard variance is given by

σ = 0.425 · FWHM with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian

function incorporating the finite bandwidth of the probe beam and the finite res-

olution of the detector. As the elastic ion feature is only calculated in the static

limit, the convolution simplifies here to a multiplication with the weighting function.

Finally, the generated spectrum is calculated for a single ion system as

Sexp
ee (k, ω) =

1√
2πσ

{

|f(k) + q(k)|2 Sii(k) exp

(

−(ω − ωi)
2

2σ2

)

+Zf

∫

dω′S0
ee(k, ω

′) exp

(

−(ω − ωi − ω′)2

2σ2

)}

, (6.3)

where ωi denotes the initial photon energy. In the second term the complete con-

volution integral has to be evaluated. Here, a convolution using a Fast Fourier

Transformation (FFT) from the Numerical Recipes was applied [Press et al., 1994].

Schematic scattering spectra for both the non-collective and the collective

scattering regime convolved with a Gaussian instrument response function are shown

in Fig. 6.2. The plasma parameters are listed in Tab. 6.1. The non-collective scatter-
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Figure 6.3: Synthetic scattering spectra for a lithium plasma in the collective and
the non-collective regime convolved with a Gaussian function with various FWHM
in the energy (∆E). The plasma parameters are T = 1.7 eV, ni = 1.6 × 1023 cm−3

and Z = 1 with the initial photon energy Ei = 2.96 keV and the scattering angles
(a) θ = 40° and (b) θ = 120°. The corresponding bandwidths are listed in Tab 6.2.

ing regime presents the incoherent scattering by the free electrons yielding a down-

shifted peak due to the Compton effect which is furthermore broadened by their

thermal motion. The unshifted peak reflects the elastic scattering by weakly and

tightly bound electrons. Its intensity depends on ZB , the number of bound elec-

trons. This low-frequency resonance of the Rayleigh feature is also present in the

collective scattering mode, see Fig. 6.2b. In the high-frequency part, collective os-

cillations arise from the free electrons yielding a red (~ω < 0) and a blue (~ω > 0)

shifted plasmon peak in the vicinity of the plasma frequency under these conditions.

The resonance frequency is given by Eq. (5.13). The inset on the upper left in

Fig. 6.2b magnifies the collective scattering by the free electrons to highlight the

asymmetric behaviour of the blue and red-shifted plasmon peaks due to the detailed

balance (see Eq. (5.14)).

For spectrally resolved x-ray scattering experiments certain constraints are

required for the bandwidth of the x-ray sources and the resolution of the detectors

used. To fully resolve all the scattering features, bandwidths of ∆E/E ≃ 0.01 for the

non-collective and ∆E/E ≃ 0.002 for the collective mode are required [Glenzer and

Redmer, 2009; Urry et al., 2006; Landen et al., 2001]. Furthermore, the number of

scattered x-ray photons needs to be high enough to get a reasonable signal-to-noise

ratio, which is particular important to access the collective plasmon peaks. Fig. 6.3

presents theoretical scattering spectra in the collective and the non-collective regime

convolved with a Gaussian function with various FWHM in the energy scale (∆E)
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Table 6.2: The FWHM of the Gaussian instrument response function ∆E and the
associate bandwidth ∆E/E for the scattering spectra plotted in Fig. 6.3

non-collective collective

∆E ∆E/E ∆E ∆E/E

20 eV 0.0067 3 eV 0.0010
30 eV 0.0101 5 eV 0.0017
40 eV 0.0135 7 eV 0.0023
50 eV 0.0169 10 eV 0.0034

to study the spectral blurring due to the finite resolution of the probe beam and the

detector. As an example, a lithium plasma with single charged ions at solid density

is considered. The initial photon energy is Ei = 2.96 keV and the scattering angles

are chosen in such a way that Fig. 6.3a presents the non-collective mode (θ = 120°)

and Fig. 6.3b the collective regime (θ = 40°). To generate the Rayleigh feature, the

static ionic structure factor, Sii(k), the screening function, q(k), and the form factor,

f(k), are required. Here, a HNC approach, applying the Debye potential, was used

to obtain Sii(k). q(k) was calculated in linear response theory using equation (5.23)

and the form factor describes the remaining 1s2 electrons. The dynamic response of

the free electrons is calculated in RPA.

The black dashed curves present in both cases the unconvolved theoretically

generated scattering spectrum. In table 6.2 the bandwidth ∆E/E for each presented

curve is listed. It can be seen from the figure that a bandwidth of ∆E/E . 0.01

is sufficient to separate the down-shifted Compton line from the Rayleigh peak in

the non-collective scattering regime. To experimentally access the plasmon peak

in the collective scattering mode a ∆E = 7eV or less is required. Here, the plas-

mon peak can be clearly separated from the Rayleigh peak. However, due to the

small Thomson cross section and thus the small number of scattered x-ray photons,

the signal-to-noise ratio is too low to experimentally measure the plasmon peak, in

particular for the blue-shifted plasmon. To get a strong scattering signal from the

collective oscillations, a low Z material should be chosen, as the Rayleigh peak will

be comparatively small.

Furthermore, the uncertainty regarding the scattering angle and thus the

wavenumber has to be considered. To incorporate such k-vector blurring, the scat-

tering spectrum is convolved again with a function representing the range of scat-
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Figure 6.4: Synthetic scattering spectra for a carbon plasma convolved with a
Gaussian function with various FWHM for the wavenumber (∆k). The plasma
parameters are T = 1eV, ni = 5 × 1023 cm−3 and Z = 4 with the initial photon
energy of Ei = 8keV, the scattering angle of θ = 85° and a bandwidth of ∆E/E =
2.5 × 10−3. The black dashed line presents the theoretical generated scattering
spectrum with no k-vector blurring effects.

tering angles. Often it is sufficient to use a Gaussian function for the wavenumber.

Then the spectrum is given by

Stot
ee (k, ω) =

1

2πσk

∫

dk′ See(k
′, ω) exp

(

−(k − k′)2

2σk

)

. (6.4)

To demonstrate the effect of the k-vector blurring, Fig. 6.4 shows a theoretical scat-

tering spectrum for a carbon plasma convolved with a Gaussian function with various

widths ∆k. The static structure factor, which was obtained by HNC calculations

applying the Yukawa model, is also shown as inset in Fig. 6.4 highlighting the wave

vectors measured in the case where k = 2.9± 0.12 a−1
B , corresponding to 10% uncer-

tainty in the scattering angle. The free electron scattering contribution was calcu-

lated in RPA. The black dashed line presents the theoretically generated scattering

spectrum where no k-vector smearing is considered.

The k-vector blurring affects mainly the Rayleigh peak. Here, with increase

of the uncertainty in the wavenumber probed (∆k) the intensity of the Rayleigh

peak decreases. The relevance of this effect is, however, strongly dependent on the

chosen scattering angle. For θ = 85°, that is, k = 2.9 a−1
B , the static structure factor
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has a maximum. Thus, the static structure factor significantly declines for slightly

smaller or larger wavenumbers. This fact causes the decrease of the elastic scattering

intensity, which can be measured. For other wavenumbers probed, the effect of

the k-vector blurring can be much less significant, especially, when increasing and

decreasing contributions cancel for nearly linear increase/decrease in the structure

factor.

6.1.2 Sensitivity of scattering profile from plasma parameters

To extract the plasma parameters from the measured scattering signal, theoretically

generated spectra are fit to the experimentally measured data by changing temper-

ature, density and ionisation degree. The best fit is then considered to yield the

conditions within the sample. Therefore, it is important to understand the sensitiv-

ity of the various plasma features of the scattering signal to the plasma parameters,

which will be discussed in this section for different plasma regimes.

Non-collective scattering regime

Firstly the non-collective scattering regime will be considered, that is, conditions

with α < 1. Taking a beryllium target as an example, synthetic scattering spectra

are generated for various electron densities, temperatures and ionisation degrees. To

generate the scattering profile, RPA is applied for the response of the free electrons.

To evaluate the scattering contribution of the weakly and tightly bound electrons,

ionic structure factors of the HNC approach are applied in the Yukawa model. The

screening functions are used in linear response to a Coulomb field given by Eq. (5.23)

and the form factors are taken from DFT calculations for isolated beryllium ions.

Fig. 6.5 presents synthetic scattering profiles for a beryllium plasma at various

electron temperatures. The variation of the temperature mainly affects the Compton

down-shifted line, which gets broadened and lower for higher temperatures due to

the increase of the thermal motion of the free electrons. As the plasma parameters

considered describe a non-degenerate system with neΛ
3
e < 0.1 for all temperatures,

the inelastic Compton line reflects the Gaussian form of the Maxwell-Boltzmann

velocity distribution of the electrons. Therefore, the width of the Compton line is

directly related to the electron temperature in the system.

In degenerate plasmas, however, Fermi distributions have to be applied to

describe the velocity distribution of the free electrons. Therefore, the width of the

Compton down-shifted line is now proportional to (ǫF )1/2, the Fermi energy (1.3),

which provides the electron density [Landen et al., 2001]. To describe a degenerate
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Figure 6.5: Synthetic scattering spectra for a beryllium plasma for various temper-
atures with ni = 1023 cm−3 and Z = 2. The initial photon energy is Ei = 4.75 keV,
the bandwidth is ∆E/E = 0.01 and the scattering angle is θ = 160° probing at
k = 2.5 a−1

B . The main figure (a) magnifies the Compton down-shifted line whereas
(b) presents the scattering spectrum over the entire energy scale.

plasma, the electron temperature was decreased to T = 5eV yielding a degeneracy

parameter of neΛ
3
e > 6 for all densities considered. The resulting scattering profiles

are displayed in Fig. 6.6. To demonstrate the density dependence, the ion density was

varied from ni = 1023 cm−3 to ni = 1024 cm−3 while the charge state of the beryllium

ions stays constant. With the highest density the plasma is highly degenerate with

neΛ
3
e = 59. The inelastic scattering spectrum gets broadened and the intensity

decreases with the increasing electron density. The Compton down-shifted line also

shows the parabolic form due to the Fermi distribution.

The effect of the charge state of the ions on the x-ray scattering signal can

be seen in Fig. 6.7 for a beryllium plasma. In the case of non-integer degrees, like

Z = 2.3, the full multicomponent version of the x-ray scattering formula derived

in chapter 3 (see Eq. (3.73)) is used. Then two ion species accounting for double

and threefold charged beryllium ions are taken as basic species. The increase of

the charge state causes an increase of the inelastic scattering feature whereas the

intensity of the Rayleigh peak decreases. For large k-values, the contribution of the

screening function is small and the ionic structure factor is around unity. Thus,

the intensity of the Rayleigh peak is directly related to the form factor and thus to

the number of bound electrons, that is, Ielast ∼ Z2
b . In contrast, the intensity of

the inelastic scattering feature is directly related to the number of free or weakly
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Figure 6.6: Synthetic scattering spectra for a beryllium plasma for various electron
densities. with T = 5eV and Z = 2. The initial photon energy is Ei = 4.75 keV, the
bandwidth is ∆E/E = 0.01 and the scattering angle is θ = 160°. The main figure
(a) magnifies the Compton down-shifted line whereas (b) presents the scattering
spectrum over the entire energy scale.

bound electrons, that is, Iinelast ∼ Zf [Gregori et al., 2003]. It should be mentioned,

that this number does not necessarily reflect the ionisation degree of the material

under investigation. It accounts for all electrons for which binding energy is smaller

than the Compton energy, that is, Eb < EC . In cases of large scattering angles

the Compton energy is often larger than the binding energies of the outer shell

electrons. Consequently, these electrons give contributions shifted according to the

Compton energy and, thus, contributing to the inelastic scattering feature. However,

the number of weakly bound electrons gives an upper limit of the ionisation degree

Z. Nevertheless, the ratio between the inelastic to elastic scattering intensity can be

used to infer the ionisation ion charge state, Z. In isochorically heated matter with

known mass density, the measurement of the free electron density also leads directly

to the charge state of the ions.

In most scattering experiments, the plasma is partially degenerate, causing

the inelastic scattering feature to have a temperature and density dependency. In

highly degenerate systems, the electron feature is, however, roughly temperature

independent and other methods are required to reveal the temperature of the system.

In summary, several plasma parameters can be inferred from the scattering signal

in the non-collective scattering regime without further information about the ionic

structure, and thus, relatively free from theoretical uncertainties.
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Figure 6.7: Synthetic scattering spectra for a beryllium plasma for various ionisation
degrees with ni = 1.23 × 1023 cm−3 and T = 53 eV. The initial photon energy is
Ei = 4.75 keV, the bandwidth is ∆E/E = 0.01 and the scattering angle is θ = 160°.
In the case of non-integer ionisation degrees the full multicomponent version of the
x-ray scattering formula (3.73) is used.

Collective scattering regime

To study the sensitivity of the plasma parameters on the x-ray scattering profiles in

the collective scattering regime, the scattering angle was set to θ = 25° whereas the

other parameters are unchanged to the cases presented previously. The same theories

as in the non-collective regime were implemented to generate the synthetic scattering

spectra. However, the FWHM of the Gaussian instrument response function is now

reduced to ∆E = 7eV to separate the plasmon peak from the Rayleigh peak.

In the forward scattering geometry the signal of collective oscillations arise in

the scattering spectrum. The position of the plasmon resonance is density dependent,

which is presented in Fig. 6.8 for solid density beryllium. The temperature is here

set to be T = 5eV yielding a scattering parameter of α = 1.8 . . . 2.35, depending

on the density. For an ion density of ni = 1023 cm−3 the plasmon is red-shifted by

∆EPl = 22.6 eV as highlighted in the figure. The exact position of the plasmon

resonance is given by the dispersion relation, (5.13), where the main contribution

is given by the plasma frequency at ~ωP l = 16.6 eV. The difference between these

numbers reflects the thermal motion of the electrons as well as corrections due to

the fact that the system is partially degenerate with neΛ
3
e = 5.9. The latter effect

was included in an enhanced dispersion relation given by Thiele et al. [Thiele et al.,
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Figure 6.8: Synthetic scattering spectra calculated for a beryllium plasma with
T = 5eV and Z = 2 for various electron densities in the collective scattering regime.
The initial x-ray energy is Ei = 4.75 keV and the scattering angle is θ = 25° prob-
ing at k = 0.55 a−1

B . The plasmon frequency shifts and the corresponding plasma
frequencies are listed in table 6.3 for each density.

2008]. A detailed list of the plasma frequency shifts and the plasma frequencies for

all densities considered is given in table 6.3. With the increase of the density, the

plasma frequency shift gets larger yielding a sensitive method to extract the electron

density in the system. An enhancement of the accuracy for the extraction of the

electron density from the plasmon frequency shift is discussed, for example, in the

work of [Thiele et al., 2008]. Here, an improved description of the dynamic response

of the free electrons due to the inclusion of collision effects via the Born-Mermin

approach was applied as well.

The plasmon signal also contains a temperature dependency [Döppner et al.,

2009] as the increase of the thermal motion of the electrons yields a further broaden-

ing of the plasmon peaks. Thus, the shape of the plasmon signal can be used to infer

the temperature. However, further effects influence the shape, such as damping due

to collisions which are not included in the RPA description [Neumayer et al., 2010].

Another temperature dependence is given by the ratio of the intensities of

the blue- and red-shifted plasmons (detailed balance Eq. (5.14)). To emphasise this

effect, the scattering angle was adjusted to θ = 15° as this effect becomes more

pronounced for smaller wavenumbers where the plasmon peaks are more distinct.

Fig. 6.9 presents calculated synthetic scattering spectra for a beryllium plasma at
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Table 6.3: The plasmon frequency shifts ∆EPl and the corresponding plasma fre-
quencies, ωPl, for a solid density beryllium target with T = 5eV and Z = 2 for
various electron densities, ne, according to the dynamic structure factor presented
in Fig. 6.8.

ne [cm−3] ∆EPl [eV] ~ωPl [eV]

2 × 1023 22.6 16.6
3 × 1023 26.5 20.3
4 × 1023 29.5 23.4
5 × 1023 31.8 26.3
6 × 1023 34.4 28.7

various temperatures. Due to the scattering angle chosen, the system is probed at

k = 0.33 a−1
B yielding scattering parameters of α = 2.6 . . . 3.0. With the increase of

the temperature in the system, the intensity of the blue-shifted plasmon peak in-

creases whereas the intensity of the red-shifted plasmon signal decreases. In Fig. 6.9,

the required quantities to apply the detailed balance relation, that is, the energy

transfer, ~ω, of the scattered photon and the intensities of the red- and blue-shifted

plasmon signal, are highlighted for the case T = 25 eV .

The detailed balance relation can provide an accurate technique to infer the

electron temperature of the system considered as it does not rely on any other as-

sumption except that the system has to be in a thermodynamic equilibrium. How-

ever, the experimental access to the blue-shifted plasmon peak is challenging as the

scattering intensity is low and thus this feature lies mostly below the noise level.

First measurements with sufficiently high temperatures could be achieved in recent

scattering experiments on a beryllium target, which allow the application of the

detailed balance to extract the electron temperature [Döppner et al., 2009].

A third option to infer the temperature from the scattering signal is given by

the ratio of the red-shifted plasmon intensity to the intensity of the Rayleigh peak

as the elastic scattering feature is directly related to the ionic structure and, thus,

affected by the ion temperature. In Fig. 6.10b, synthetic scattering spectra generated

for 4.75 keV x-rays scattered on beryllium at solid density under an scattering angle

of θ = 25° are shown for various temperatures. It can be seen that the increase of

the temperature leads to an increase of the intensity of the Rayleigh feature. The

differences are caused mainly by the changes in the microscopic structure of the

ionic subsystem characterised by the static ion-ion structure factors. This quantity
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Figure 6.9: Synthetic scattering spectra calculated for a beryllium plasma with solid
density ni = 1023 cm−3 and ionisation state Z = 2 for various temperatures. The
initial x-ray energy is Ei = 4.75 keV and the scattering angle is θ = 15° probing at
k = 0.33 a−1

B . ~ω denotes the energy transfer of the scattered photon.

is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6.10. With an increase of the temperature from

T = 1eV to T = 9eV, the intensity of the Rayleigh feature increases by a factor of

around 2.5. The same increase can be observed in the static structure factors for the

wave vector probed.

The latter approach to infer the temperature relies heavily on a correct the-

oretical model for the ionic structure and the electron density around the ions char-

acterised by the screening function, q(k), and the form factor, f(k). As already

discussed in chapter 4 as well as in section 5.3, these quantities are strongly depend-

ing on the effective inter-particle potential applied which is still a topic of ongoing

research in warm dense matter. Vice versa, accurate measurement of plasma pa-

rameters and the spectra can be used to validate theoretical predictions and, thus,

improve the understanding of the microscopic structure in warm dense matter.

6.2 Elastic scattering feature

The electron density fluctuations due to the form factor (bound states) and the

screening cloud scatter light elastically. The corresponding scattering feature is the

Rayleigh peak at the initial photon energy. This contribution is directly related to the

ionic microscopic structure, characterised by the ion-ion structure factor, describing
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Figure 6.10: Synthetic scattering spectra calculated for a beryllium target with solid
density ni = 1023 cm−3 and ionisation state Z = 2 for various temperatures. The
initial x-ray energy is Ei = 4.75 keV and the scattering angle is θ = 25° probing
at k = 0.55 a−1

B . The left picture presents the associated static structure factors
obtained by HNC method applying a screened Coulomb potential. The gray line
indicates the position of the probed k-vector.

the spatial arrangement and the thermal motion of the ions. The elastic part of the

scattering spectrum can be treated statically as typical laser-driven x-ray sources and

also current free-electron lasers have a bandwidth that cannot resolve the dynamics

of the ion motion. In this case, the measured elastic feature is fully characterised by

the frequency integrated area under the Rayleigh peak. Theoretically, this quantity

is described by the weight of the Rayleigh peak (see Eq. (3.62))

WR(k) = [fi(k) + q(k)]Sii(k) , (6.5)

where the form factor, f(k), and the screening cloud, q(k), account for the tightly

bound and the free electrons, respectively, and Sii(k) is the static ion-ion structure

factor.

Due to the connection with the structure factor, the Rayleigh peak contains

information of the ionic subsystem, such as, ion density, ion temperature and ioni-

sation degree. In the case of collective scattering, the plasmon frequency shift leads

to the electron density and the temperature can be revealed from the weight of the

Rayleigh peak. The latter also yields information of the coupling strength which

leads to the ion charge state and, via the electron density obtained by the plasmon

frequency shift, to the mass density.

To fully extract the plasma parameters from the x-ray scattering signal, in
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Figure 6.11: Form factors, f(k) (solid lines), obtained by DFT simulations and
screening functions, q(k) (dashed lines), calculated in linear response to a Coulomb
field (5.23) for (a) a carbon and (b) an aluminium plasma at T = 1eV. The mass
density of carbon is ̺C = 2.2 g/cm3 yielding the inverse screening length of κs =
1.12 a−1

B for double charged (upper panel) and κs = 1.26 a−1
B for fourfold charged

ions (lower panel). The mass density of aluminium is ̺Al = 3.4 g/cm3 leading to
κs = 1.12 a−1

B with an ionisation degree of Z = 3.

particular from the Rayleigh peak, an excellent theoretical description of all quanti-

ties involved is required. In chapter 4 and chapter 5, different methods were intro-

duced to calculate these quantities, namely, the structure factor, S(k), the ionic form

factor, f(k), and the screening function, q(k). This section will study the influence

of these models on the elastic part of the x-ray scattering signal. Thereby, conditions

will be discussed which might allow for an experimental verification of the various

theoretical models available.

6.2.1 Electron density around the ions

For the evaluation of the Rayleigh peak, the electron density around the ions in the

Fourier space is required, that is, the form factor, f(k), and the screening function,

q(k). The form factor describing the tightly bound electrons is obtained from DFT

simulations of an isolated ion. The contribution of the electrons forming the screening

cloud is calculated in linear response to a Coulomb field after Eq. (5.23). Fig. 6.11

shows the results for the electronic structure for warm dense carbon with double

(upper panel of Fig. 6.11a) and fourfold (lower panel of Fig. 6.11a) charged ions as

well as for an aluminium plasma.

The bound electrons are closely localised around the nuclei yielding a function

which is widely spread in the Fourier space. In contrast, the electrons forming the
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screening cloud are less localised in real space so that their contribution in Fourier

space is mainly concentrated at small k-values. In the long wavelength limit, that

is, k = 0, the form factor reflects the number of bound electrons, Zb, whereas the

screening functions present the charge state of the ions.

For double ionised carbon (upper panel of Fig. 6.11a), two electrons form

the screening cloud and the remaining 2s electrons contribute to the form factor.

Obviously, the contribution of the bound electrons to the scattering process is higher

than that of the screening cloud. In contrast, in the case of fourfold ionised carbon

(lower panel of Fig. 6.11a), the contribution of the screening function for small

wavenumbers is larger than from the bound electrons. This is caused by the fact

that all electrons except the K-shell are ionised and, thus, contribute to the screening

cloud. If accurately measured, the slope of WR(k) in k-space can give information

on the charge state distribution in the sample investigated.

In the case of threefold ionised aluminium, see Fig. 6.11b, the scattering

contribution of the bound electrons clearly dominates, as only 3 electrons account

for the screening cloud whereas all remaining 10 electrons of the K- and L−shell are

included in the form factor. Therefore, for elements with a large number of bound

electrons, the contribution of the screening function is less important and will only

be relevant for small k-values as for the evaluation of the Rayleigh peak both terms

need to be added.

6.2.2 Influence of various models for the ionic structure

In chapter 4, the effect of different inter-particle potentials on the ionic structure

in warm dense matter was discussed. Now, the influence of the various models on

the elastic scattering feature will be studied. Here, three models will be considered:

(i) the one component plasma (OCP) model (ii) the Yukawa model (Y) and (iii) the

Yukawa model with an additional short range repulsion (Y+SRR). The first two

model systems are widely used. The OCP model, which considers the ions interacting

by a pure Coulomb potential (see section 4.2), often yields similar results as an

electron-ion system when the electron-ion interaction is described by a weak pseudo-

potential (see section 4.3). In the second model, the electrons are taken into account

and a linearly screened ion-ion Coulomb potential is used. The third model includes

an additional short-range repulsion term to the Debye potential to mimic the effect

of bound electrons in partially ionised systems (see section 4.4).

Fig. 6.12 shows the weight of the Rayleigh peak, WR(k), for a silicon plasma

calculated in the three different model systems described above. In the upper right

panel of the figure, the related ion-ion structure factors are presented. Here, the
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Figure 6.12: The weight of the Rayleigh peak, WR(k), for a silicon plasma with
T = 4.7 eV, ̺ = 2.33 g/cm3 and Z = 4 calculated for three different model systems
applied in the HNC approach, namely, the OCP, the Yukawa (Y) and the Yukawa
model with a short-range repulsion (Y+SRR). The related ion-ion structure factors
are displayed in the top right panel, showing furthermore the structure obtained by
DFT-MD simulations. The electronic structure, that is, the form factor, f(k), and
the screening function, q(k), are presented in the bottom right picture for the system
considered. The first quantity is obtained from DFT simulations of an isolated ion
and the second is calculated after Eq. (5.23). The gray lines in WR(k) indicate the
wave vectors which will be used to discuss the behaviour of the x-ray scattering
signal in the non-collective and collective regime.

results from the HNC approach are compared with data obtained by DFT-MD sim-

ulations. It can be seen, that the HNC calculations applying the OCP model can

reproduce the first peak in the ionic structure as shown in the data gained by the

simulations. However, the small k-behaviour is not correctly described as screening

effects are neglected in this model. The use of the Debye potential in the HNC

method (line labelled HNC-Y), however, cannot described the correct spatial cor-

relations in this strongly coupled system. Following the discussions of section 4.4,

the bound electrons of the fourfold charged silicon ions cause a further repulsion for

small distances which can be mimicked by an additional short-range repulsion term

added to the Debye potential. Applying this model potential in the HNC code can

reproduce the ionic structure obtained by DFT-MD very well.

The electron distribution around the silicon ions is displayed in the lower

right panel of the Fig. 6.12. Here, the form factor, f(k), which is obtained by

DFT simulations, describes the tightly bound 2s and 2p electrons of the K- and L-
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and the non-collective scattering regime, respectively.

shell, respectively. The screening function, q(k), describes the four valence electrons

contributing to the screening cloud. The latter one is calculated in linear response

to a Coulomb field (5.23).

The weight of the Rayleigh peak varies significantly for the different models

applied. For experimental verifications, the wave vectors probed should be chosen

at the positions where the most discrepancies arise. These positions are given for

small distances around k = 1.24Å−1 and around the peak position at k = 3.55Å−1

(corresponding to the first gray lines in WR(k) presented in Fig. 6.12). The first

wave vector probes the system in the collective mode with a scattering parameter of

α = 1.9 whereas the second wavenumber yields α = 0.6, that is, probing occurs at

the border of the non-collective scattering regime.

To compare with experimental results, the Rayleigh peak has to be broad-

ened with an instrument response function to account for the energy blurring (see

section 6.1.1). Fig. 6.13 presents the resulting elastic Rayleigh peak for the three

different wave vectors highlighted as gray lines in Fig. 6.12. The discrepancies be-

tween the different models for the ion structure are small for the largest wave vector

at k = 4.17Å−1 and will lie below the experimental noise level. This characteristic

can be traced back to the form of the related ion-ion structure factors which show a
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Figure 6.14: The theoretically generated dynamic Rayleigh peak for the silicon
system as described in Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 now convolved furthermore with a
Gaussian instrument response function with various FWHM for ∆θ to include the
k-vector blurring. The scattering angles are θ = 30 ° and θ = 95 ° to access the
collective and non-collective regime, respectively.

similar behaviour for all models considered at this wavenumber.

Directly on the position with the peak in the ion-ion structure factor at

k = 3.55Å−1, the differences between the various models can be clearly seen. It still

might be challenging for current experimental accuracy to distinguish the various

models as the height of the Rayleigh peak varies around 15%. However, between the

Yukawa model, which predicts the smallest peak, and the OCP model, which leads

to the largest value, differences of 30% arise which might allow the experimental

validation of the influence of screening effects in WDM.

In the collective scattering regime, under a scattering angle of θ = 30°, the

influence of the various ionic models strongly affects the predictions of the scattering

signal. Here, discrepancies up to 75% arise between the OCP model and the Y+SRR

model and differences of 50% between the Y+SRR model and the pure Yukawa

model. These effects are caused by the different small k-behaviour of the related

ion-ion structure factors whose absolute values vary by a factor of two between the

models in the selected scattering regime. These large differences in the Rayleigh

peak makes the different theories experimentally testable.

Besides the broadening in the energy space, an uncertainty in the scattering

angle needs to be considered for experimental comparisons. Therefore, the theo-

retical scattering spectra from Fig. 6.13 will be further convolved with a Gaussian

function to account for the k-vector blurring. The results are presented in Fig. 6.14
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for the two scattering angles with the largest discrepancies between the various ionic

models, that is, θ = 30 ° and θ = 95 °. Here, errors up to ±12.5% (or ∆θ = 25%)

are investigated, as these uncertainties might occur in current x-ray experiments

[Glenzer and Redmer, 2009]. Interestingly, the k-vector blurring does not change

the scattering signal in the collective regime. The reason for such a behaviour lies

in the characteristics of the weight of the Rayleigh peak, which is approximately

linear around the wave vector considered. Therefore, the k-vector blurring causes no

significant contribution. In contrast, WR(k) is strongly non-linear around the peak

position. Here, the k-vector blurring yields a reduction of the elastic Rayleigh peak,

most significantly for the data applying the OCP model. An error up to ±12.5%

in the determination of the scattering angle, that means, θ = 95 ± 12 °, can smear

out the results in such a way, that the previous differences of 30% between the OCP

and the Yukawa model will be reduced to 15%. Obviously this fact, will make an

experimental verification even more challenging.

In summary, the different ion structure models significantly change the theo-

retically predicted scattering spectra and, thus, the interpretation of the experimen-

tal data. This is particularly important in the collective scattering regime, as the

height of the elastic Rayleigh peak is currently used to extract the temperature and

the ionisation degree of the system. Therefore, an experimental verification of the

various theories is highly desirable for the advanced development of x-ray Thomson

scattering as a reliable diagnostics tool in WDM. For an optimal testing ground,

a strongly coupled, partially ionised system should be considered as the different

theories will predict the largest differences. Furthermore, the wave vector probed

should be chosen carefully to access the regions with the most discrepancies under

consideration of experimental uncertainties due to sample size, scattering geometry,

bandwidth of x-ray source and finite detector resolution.

6.2.3 Influence of various models for the screening cloud

In section 5.3 a pseudo-potential approach to investigate the effect of occupied core

states on the interaction of free electrons was introduced. This model accounts

for the screening cloud around an ion in a partially ionised plasma. Thereby, the

contribution of the tightly bound electrons is condensed into an effective potential

(see Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.26)) between electrons and nuclei. As a main result, it

could be shown that the corresponding screening function, q(k), is strongly modified

with respect to the Debye result (5.23). Now, the impact of these discrepancies

between the different theoretical approaches on the interpretations of the elastic

x-ray scattering feature will be discussed.
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Figure 6.15: Weight of the Rayleigh peak for a beryllium plasma at solid density
with T = 12 eV and Z = 2. The ion-ion structure factor was obtained by HNC
calculations applying a Yukawa model with an additional short-range repulsion (see
Fig. 4.8) and the form factor is taken from DFT simulations. The used screen-
ing function, q(k), shown in the right panel, applies several pseudo-potentials (see
Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.26)) in linear response. The soft-core potential (labelled soft
cut-off) is shown for exponents 2 and 6, respectively. The free cut-off parameter in
the pseudo-potentials is set to be rcut = 1Å. For comparison, WR(k) is also shown
for the case where the screening function is set zero.

The weight of the Rayleigh peak was calculated applying various models

to describe the screening cloud for a beryllium plasma. The results are shown in

Fig. 6.15. For a better understanding, the right picture shows the related screening

functions obtained by the pseudo-potential approach, as already presented in Fig. 5.7.

The labels in the figure refer to the used potentials: a pure Coulomb potential (1.14),

an empty core potential (5.24) and a soft-core potential (5.26). For comparison, the

weight of the Rayleigh peak is also presented for the case where the screening function

is set zero. Fig. 6.15 shows that the intensity of the Rayleigh scattering is strongly

reduced for k < 5Å−1 if pseudo-potentials are applied. It increases, however, again

for small wavenumbers k < 2Å−1 merging finally in the result applying the Coulomb

potential for the long wavelength limit, that is, k = 0. This rise in the intensity of the

Rayleigh peak cannot be reproduced if the screening function is neglected completely,

that is, q(k) = 0.

The possibility of a significantly reduced Rayleigh peak due to the screening

function has important implications for the development of x-ray Thomson scatter-

ing as a reliable diagnostic tool. The intensity of the Rayleigh peak in the collective
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scattering regime has often been found to be much lower then predicted by the the-

ory obtained from linearly screened interactions [Döppner et al., 2009; Glenzer and

Redmer, 2009]. However, structure factors which were obtained by HNC calculations

applying these screened ion-ion potentials yield very good agreements in comparisons

with ab initio simulations [Wünsch et al., 2009a]. Therefore, the observed, reduced

intensity might indicate a small or even negative screening function.

Although the simple description with pseudo-potentials needs improvements,

the trend of the effect is in agreement with experimental findings. It shows also

qualitative agreement with DFT-MD simulations [Desjarlais, 2011]. Further work

is required to obtain more realistic electron-ion pseudo-potentials to allow for a

quantitative comparison with experiments and improve the understanding of the

electronic structure in warm dense matter.

6.3 Warm dense mixtures

Recent x-ray scattering experiments have moved from studying simple elements,

such as, beryllium [Glenzer et al., 2003a, 2007] and lithium [García Saiz et al.,

2008], to investigate more complex, composite materials, such as lithium-hydride,

LiH [Kritcher et al., 2008, 2009], and plastics, CH [Sawada et al., 2007; Barbrel

et al., 2009]. For the analysis of their x-ray scattering signals several components

must be included in the description to account for all mutual correlations between

the ion species considered. The corresponding theoretical framework was derived in

detail in section 3.2.2. In the following, the main focus will lie on the elastic scattering

feature, as the free electron feature is not affected by the different ion species. The

corresponding weight of the Rayleigh peak is defined in a multicomponent system

as (see Eq. (3.73))

WR(k) =
∑

α,β

√
nαnβ

ni
[fα(k) + qα(k)] [fβ(k) + qβ(k)]Sαβ(k) . (6.6)

The summation runs over the different ion species, α and β, with the corresponding

ion densities, nα. ni denotes the total ion density in the system. In this generalised

version, the form factors, fα(k), and the screening functions, qα(k), associated with

the specific ion species α are required. The partial structure factors, Sαβ(k), con-

tain all the structural information of the ionic subsystem and, thus, all the mutual

correlations between the different ion species. Methods to calculated these structure

factors were introduced in section 4.5.

Fig. 6.16 presents the ionic structure as well as the weight of the Rayleigh peak
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Figure 6.16: Structure factors and weight of the Rayleigh peak for a CH plasma
with nC = nH = 5 × 1022 cm−3 and a temperature of T = 8eV. The ion charge
states are ZH = 1 and ZC = 2. The left panel shows the weight of the Rayleigh
peak, WR(k) (solid line), and its three contributions (dashed lines). The right panel
presents the associated partial structure factors obtained by a two-component HNC
approach applying the Yukawa model. The screening functions are calculated in
linear response to a Coulomb field and the form factor for C2+ is taken from DFT
simulations.

for a dense CH plasma. In the right picture the partial structure factors are shown

which are obtained by a two-component HNC approach applying a linearly screened

Coulomb potential between the ions. For the plasma parameters considered, the

higher charged carbon ions exhibit a more distinct structure than the protons or the

cross term. In fact, the protons are only moderately coupled with a classical coupling

parameter of Γ = 1.3. They can nearly be described as a uniform background

as demonstrated by the almost constant structure factor that is typical for weakly

coupled systems. Note, that the partial structure factor, SCH(k), presents the typical

characteristics of the cross terms. As unity is not added in the definition (2.48), it

yields negative values for small wavenumbers, k, and the long-range limit is zero.

The total structure factor, however, is positive definite.

Fig. 6.16a shows the weight of the Rayleigh peak calculated by Eq. (6.6)

for a CH plasma. The required form factor for the double charged carbon ions is

taken from DFT simulations. Due to the fact that hydrogen is fully ionised, only the

screening function and no atomic form factor has to be considered. The contributions

of the screening clouds are calculated in linear response (5.23) for the carbon and

for the hydrogen ions separately. The resulting weight of the Rayleigh peak is shown

as a red solid line in the figure. Furthermore, the three contributions related to the
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Figure 6.17: Comparisons of the weight of the Rayleigh peak for a pure carbon,
a CH and a CH2 plasma with a constant ion density of ni = 5 × 1022 cm−3. The
related carbon-carbon structure factors are shown in the right picture obtained by
the HNC approach. The ionisation degree of carbon, ZC = 2, and the temperature
of T = 8eV are fixed for all systems. For the calculations of CH and CH2 fully
ionised hydrogen is assumed. The required electron distribution, f(k) and q(k), are
calculated as described in Fig. 6.16.

different combinations of C and H ions are plotted as dashed lines in the figure.

This comparison makes it clearly visible that the elastic ion peak is mainly given

by the scattering on the C2+ ions due to the higher number of electrons, bound as

well as valence electrons. The contribution of the C−H term is negative for small

wavenumbers, k, due to the behaviour of the related structure factor SCH(k).

To investigate the influence of a second material in the system, a pure carbon,

a CH and a CH2 plasma will be compared in the next example. Fig. 6.17 shows the

weight of the Rayleigh peak as well as the structure factors for the different cases.

To gain the partial structure factor, SCC(k), a one- and a two-component HNC code

with a screened Coulomb interaction was used. The pure carbon plasma shows the

most pronounced structure. With the increase of the proton density, the associated

structure factor rises for small k values. This is due to the fact that the protons in the

system contribute to further screening between the carbon ions yielding a decrease

of the carbon-carbon coupling. Obviously, this effect becomes more significant with

a higher proton density in the case of CH2.

A significant modification of the weight of Rayleigh peak due to the protons

can be seen in Fig. 6.17a. For a pure carbon system, the Eq. (6.6) simplifies to

WR(k) = [fC(k)+ qC(k)]2SCC(k), whereas three contributions have to be considered

for the two cases of plastics. With the occurrence of protons in the system, the ion
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peak decreases nearly by a factor of two. This reflects the change in the partial

structure factor due to the multicomponent description. Even though the weight

of the Rayleigh peak is dominated by the scattering on the carbon ions, the full

multicomponent description is necessary to get the correct statistical weight given

by the densities of the elements considered. An increase of the proton density, like

given with CH2, leads to a further reduction of the elastic scattering feature WR(k).

The effects on the weight of the Rayleigh peak can be also observed in the scat-

tering intensity characterised by the dynamic electronic structure factor. Fig. 6.18

clearly shows that the Rayleigh peak is very sensitive to the elements in the probe

volume. The occurrence of protons in the CH plasma leads to an almost 50% re-

duction in the intensity of the elastic scattering feature in comparison with a pure

carbon system. A further increase of the proton density by a fixed total ion den-

sity causes another 30% decline in the intensity. These differences should exceed

the experimental uncertainties and, thus, indicate that x-ray Thomson scattering is

capable of probing mixing properties in warm dense matter.

6.3.1 Approximation based on an average state of the system

To apply the full multicomponent description of the x-ray scattering signal presented

in Eq. (3.73), all partial structure factors as well as the associated electron densi-

ties around each ion species considered are required. An approximate treatment for

x-ray scattering experiments with multiple ion species was published by G. Gregori
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of the weight of the Rayleigh peak for a CH plasma
calculated by an approximation published by G. Gregori et al. [Gregori et al., 2006]
that is based on an average state of the system (dashed lines) with results from
a two-component description applying Eq. (3.73) (solid lines). Results for WR(k)
are presented for a Yukawa (red lines) and a OCP model (black lines). The partial
structure factors shown in the right panel are results from HNC calculations in the
Yukawa model only. Considered is a CH plasma with nC = nH = 2.3 × 1023 cm−3,
T = 1eV, ZC = 4 and ZH = 1.

et al. [Gregori et al., 2006]. This description is based on a structure factor for ions

with an average state of the system. Here, the required partial structure factors are

generated from an effective one-component system with an average ion charge state

via Eq. (4.45). As already discussed in section 4.5, this expression is only correct in

the limit of weakly coupled plasmas where the random phase approximation is appli-

cable. Although it yields good agreements in comparisons with full multicomponent

methods up to moderate coupling strengths, see Fig. 4.13, this approximation is

unable to describe the highly non-linear effects in the structure of strongly coupled

ions. A further simplification applied in the method of Ref. [Gregori et al., 2006] is

the use of an averaged screening cloud for all ion species. This assumption will be

applicable as long as the ion charges of the various ion species are similar. In cases

where ions occur with strongly dissimilar charge states, as Z1 = 1 and Z2 = 4, the

simplification is causing error.

The differences that arise in the weight of the Rayleigh peak, by applying

the approximate treatment of Ref. [Gregori et al., 2006] in comparison with the full

multicomponent formula (3.73), are presented in Fig. 6.19a. The required structure

factors are obtained by HNC calculations applying a pure Coulomb potential and

a linearly screened Coulomb potential, that is, the OCP and the Yukawa model,
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respectively. For the effective one-component system an average ionisation degree

of Zf = 2.5 is used for the CH plasma. For a better understanding, the related

partial structure factors are presented in Fig. 6.19b for the Yukawa model. For

their calculation, Eq. (2.48) is applied for the two-component description whereas

Eq. (4.45) is used in the case of the effective average one-component system.

For both, the unscreened and the screened ion systems, the maximum of the

Rayleigh peak is shifted resulting in more than 100% difference in the scattering

signal for k < 3Å−1 which allows for an experimental distinction between the the-

ories. This small k behaviour reflects the fact that the higher charged carbon ions

imprint their structure onto the proton subsystem which cannot be described by the

one-component calculation (see Fig. 6.19b). The mutual screening of the ions is also

neglected in the reduced model of [Gregori et al., 2006] which results in a strongly

underestimated Rayleigh peak. In the OCP case, the Rayleigh peak, obtained by

the approximate treatment, predicts even negative values, which is an unphysical be-

haviour. Thus, in agreement with comparisons presented in section 4.5, for strongly

coupled, multicomponent systems, the analysis of the x-ray scattering signal should

be based on the full multicomponent expression (3.73) derived in section 3.2.2.

6.3.2 Applications to ICF and astrophysics

The possibility of probing mixtures and composite materials under extreme condi-

tions can have important applications for ICF research and planetary physics. In

both cases, mixing properties play a crucial role, for instance, for the energy balance

of planets or for the performance of ICF capsule. Here, it will be shown on two

examples that elastic x-ray scattering is capable of providing information about the

degree of mixing in strongly compressed samples.

First, a mixture of beryllium and hydrogen will be considered as it might be

relevant in experiments related for ICF research. Here, beryllium is considered as

possible shell material in the ICF capsule. During the compression of the target, the

outer layer of the fuel and the ablator will mix due to Rayleigh Taylor instabilities.

In this region, beryllium and hydrogen will occur as two fluids which will later

microscopically mix due to diffusion. The degree of mixing as well as the existence

of both materials as either hydrodynamic or microscopic mixtures is highly relevant

for the performance of the target [Regan et al., 2002, 2004].

Fig. 6.20 presents the weight of the elastic Rayleigh peak and the related

beryllium-beryllium structure factors for beryllium-hydrogen mixtures with various

mixing ratios. The plasma parameters were taken from recent x-ray scattering ex-

periments on pure, shock compressed beryllium [Lee et al., 2009] to demonstrate
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Figure 6.20: The weight of the Rayleigh peak, WR(k), for microscopic mixtures of
beryllium and hydrogen (solid lines) and also for systems that contain both materials
in two pure phases (dashed lines). The concentrations of beryllium are (from top
to bottom): 100%, 80%, 50%, 20%, and 0%. The temperature of the system is
T = 13 eV. The total densities were arranged in a way that the system is in pressure
equilibrium with pure beryllium at ̺Be = 5.544 g/cm3 . The right picture displays
the related partial beryllium-beryllium structure factor.

that the conditions required can be reached with existing experimental set-ups. As

beryllium scatters more efficiently than hydrogen, the pure beryllium (black line in

Fig. 6.20) presents the highest value in the elastic Rayleigh peak for intermediate

wavenumbers. With the occurrence of protons, the intensity of the Rayleigh peak

decreases. Thereby, the strength of the peak is determined by the degree of mix-

ing in the probe volume. An incorporation of 20% hydrogen leads to a decrease of

roughly 30% in the weight of the Rayleigh peak at k = 4.5Å−1 if microscopic mixing

is considered. A mixture of 50% Be and 50% H yields a scattering signal which

is reduced by up to 70% in comparison with the signal obtained from pure beryl-

lium. This behaviour can be understood if one considers the changes in the partial

structure factors between the beryllium ions due to the occurrence of protons in the

system. As already discussed for a CH plasma in the previous section, the coupling

strength between the beryllium ions is reduced by the increasing hydrogen concen-

tration. This causes the increase of the related structure factor, SBeBe(k), for small

k-values. Furthermore, no form factor needs to be considered as the hydrogen ions

are fully ionised. However, the double charged beryllium ions still possesses tightly

bound electrons from the K-shell, which are described by the associated form factor,

fBe2+(k). This contribution is added, according the ratio of the beryllium content,

to generate the weight of the Rayleigh peak and causes a significant contribution for
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Figure 6.21: The weight of the Rayleigh peak for pure hydrogen, pure helium, and
a mixture of both elements at a temperature of T = 5000K. The mixture consists of
7.6% atomic helium and 92.4% fully ionised hydrogen. All systems have an electron
density of ne = 4.7 × 1023 cm−3. The partial structure factors of the three systems
are obtained by DFT-MD simulations.

intermediate wavenumbers.

The elastic scattering feature also provides information about the kind of

mixing of the region probed. Whereas both microscopic mixtures and two-phase

systems scatter very similar at small wavenumbers, significant differences arises in the

weight of the Rayleigh peak for larger k-values. Thus, hydrodynamic and microscopic

mixing can be distinguished if the matter is probed under different angles.

The observed differences in the weight of the Rayleigh peak are large enough

for intermediate wavenumbers to allow experimental investigations of the mixing

properties. In particular, backscattering geometry is required to access intermediate

wavenumbers, that means, probing in the non-collective scattering regime. As dis-

cussed in section 6.1.2, the scattering signal in this regime is less dependent on the

ionic structure which simplifies the theoretical analysis of the scattering signal.

As a second example, the mixture of hydrogen and helium is investigated for

conditions similar to those found in the interior of giant gas planets like Jupiter [Guil-

lot, 1999]. Under the selected plasma conditions, hydrogen is fully ionised whereas

the helium occurs in the atomic phase. To describe the neutral atoms correctly

within the system, DFT-MD simulations were performed by J. Vorberger leading to

the structure factors presented in Fig. 6.21b. Here, the structure factors of the mix-

ture are compared to results for pure hydrogen and helium gas. The mixing process

can lead to either a microscopic mixture or a phase separation into a helium-poor

and a helium-rich phase [Militzer et al., 2008; Lorenzen et al., 2009]. Depending
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on the scattering volume, x-rays could scatter only on the pure substances in the

phase-separated case. The associate weights of the Rayleigh peaks for all cases are

shown in Fig. 6.21a. As hydrogen is fully ionised only the atomic form factor of

helium is required in addition to the screening function for the hydrogen ions, which

was evaluated in linear response to a Coulomb field (5.23).

It can be seen that the weight of the Rayleigh peak shows large differences

between the pure substances and the mixtures. The elastic scattering signal for pure

helium features a maximum around k = 4Å−1, whereas WR(k) is nearly feature-

less for the scattering on a pure hydrogen gas. Due to the ratio of the mixture,

the two-phase system is dominated by the properties of hydrogen, yielding an al-

most featureless weight of the Rayleigh peak, too. The elastic Rayleigh peak of the

mixture, however, shows a monotonic decrease for small wavenumbers.

The reason for the large discrepancies lies not only in the fact that the he-

lium atoms scatter x-rays more efficiently. The different structure factors play an

essential role, too. Pure helium has a strong peak in the structure factor which is

also imprinted in the related strength of the elastic feature. This feature disappears

in the mixture where, due to the concentrations selected, the helium density is too

low to significantly influence the behaviour. Nevertheless, the small fraction of he-

lium affects the coupling strength in the hydrogen subsystem leading to an increased

weight of the Rayleigh peak for small k-values.

The distinction between microscopic mixture and phase-separation can en-

hance the understanding of the structure of giant gas planets as phase separation

of the hydrogen-helium mixture leads to further layers in the mantle of giant gas

planets. Also the evaluation of planets is strongly influenced by mixing/demixing

of the components. Best example is probably Saturn, where the best explanation

of the measured surface temperature is an additional heat source in the planet due

to demixing of hydrogen and helium. Thus, laboratory experiments are needed to

investigate mixing properties of material under extreme conditions. Elastic x-ray

scattering will be an excellent diagnostic for this task.
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Chapter 7

Application of the theory to x-ray

scattering experiments

The application of light scattering to investigate the structural properties of matter is

widely spread in physics. Thomson scattering was successfully applied in low-density

plasmas to accurately extract the plasma conditions [Evans and Katzenstein, 1969;

Sheffield, 1975]. With the development of powerful laser-driven x-ray sources and

free electron lasers (FEL), it is nowadays possible to use this diagnostics for the

investigation of high-density matter as well. In this chapter, the theory presented

is used to describe some recent scattering experiments performed to investigate the

various states of dense matter.

At the beginning of the chapter, the first x-ray Thomson scattering experi-

ments probing solid-density beryllium isochorically heated will be discussed. Here,

spectrally resolved scattering signals were obtained which were used to analyse the

material under investigations. While the extraction process of the plasma condi-

tions is well-understood in the non-collective scattering regime, problems arise in

the analysis of the collective scattering signal. The complexity of the analysis will

be highlighted where special care is taken with respect to the ionic properties in

strongly coupled, dense plasmas.

The second example considers a lithium target which was compressed above

solid density by a laser-driven shock wave. Due to the compression, the mass density

of the system is unknown and needs to be extracted as well from the scattering signal.

This experiment directly addressed the ionic structure in compressed matter. Due to

the combination of experimental analysis and quantum simulations, it was possible

to extract the ion-ion structure factor directly from the scattering signal without

any assumption from theoretical models. This allowed the investigation of the long
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wavelength limit of the ion response in shock-compressed matter.

As a last example, a scattering experiment on warm dense lithium hydride

will be studied. Here, the effect of multiple ion species will be demonstrated. In

particular, the differences arising between the single-ion model and the full multi-

component treatment will be highlighted. Even for a multicomponent treatment,

the experimentally obtained data still show discrepancies when compared with the

theoretical predictions. Thus, the need for further studies addressing the structural

properties in high-density matter becomes obvious.

7.1 Isochorically heated beryllium

The first experiments demonstrating the use of x-ray Thomson scattering to probe

solid density matter were performed by the research group of S.H. Glenzer using

the Omega laser facilities in Rochester, USA [Glenzer et al., 2003a, 2007]. In 2003,

laser-produced x-rays were successfully applied to measure basic thermodynamic

properties of isochorically heated, solid-density beryllium in backscattering geometry

[Glenzer et al., 2003a]. The spectrally resolved scattering profile shows the inelastic

Compton feature. Its line shape was used to reveal the electron temperature within

an error range of 10− 20% in the case of non-degenerate systems. Furthermore, the

ionisation degree was inferred using the ratio of the Compton scattering intensity to

the intensity of the Rayleigh peak. The mass density was constant due to isochoric

heating. The entire system could thus be fully determined from the analysis of the

x-ray scattering signal.

In a second campaign of experiments published 2007, the collective scattering

regime was investigated and the first measurements of plasma oscillations in warm

dense matter could be presented [Glenzer et al., 2007]. The scattering spectrum of

isochorically heated beryllium demonstrates that the plasmon frequency shift can be

used to infer the electron density within 20%. Thus, in principle, all basic plasma

parameters of solid-density matter can be obtained from the x-ray scattering signal if

different geometries, that means, a combination of forward and backward scattering,

are applied as demonstrated in these proof-of-principle experiments.

7.1.1 Experiment

The target material for these x-ray scattering experiments was beryllium at normal

density. Beryllium is of particular interest for the ICF research as it might be used

as shell material in the fusion capsule. Furthermore, beryllium is a low-Z material
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with two conduction electrons. This combination has the effect that the intensities

of the elastic and inelastic scattering feature are comparable in magnitude.

For the heating of the target, the beryllium sample is wrapped into a rhodium

or silver foil which was illuminated by the laser system of the Omega facility. To

heat the sample up to 50 eV, as required for the first scattering experiment, 30 laser

beams with wavelength λi = 351nm, a duration of 1 ns and a total energy of 15 kJ

were used. The rhodium laser plasma converts 5−10% of the laser energy into L-shell

radiation which heats the target. The absorption length is reflected in the geometry

of the beryllium sample which has a cylindric form with 600µm diameter and a

length of 750µm. The heating process is isochoric and homogeneous in the center of

the sample. This was verified by radiation-hydrodynamic modelling which predicts

densities of 2− 3× 1023 cm−3 and temperatures in the order of 30 eV. For the x-ray

scattering experiment in the collective regime, a silver foil and 20 pump lasers from

the Omega facility with a total energy of 10 kJ were used. Here, the temperature was

of the same magnitude as the Fermi energy, that is, Te = 10−15 eV. The advantage

of isochoric heating lies in the constant mass density which allows the extraction of

the ionisation degree directly from the measured electron density or vice versa. This

obviously simplifies the analysis of the x-ray scattering spectrum significantly, as one

thermodynamic quantity is already known.

For these first scattering experiments, laser-produced x-rays from line radi-

ation were applied. The energy has to be sufficiently high to penetrate the solid-

density target. In the case of the experiment in 2003, a titanium foil was irradiated

with 15 laser beams with a total energy of 7 kJ for 1 ns yielding an intensive He-α

radiation at Ei = 4.75 keV. The second laser system was delayed by 1 ns with re-

spect to the heating beams, which allowed the system to be probed at the highest

electron temperature. The bandwidth of the probe beam is ∆E/E ≈ 0.005 which

is within the limit for spectrally resolving the inelastic Compton feature from the

elastic Rayleigh peak. For the second class of experiments, Saran foils were used to

produce x-rays with an energy of Ei = 2.96 keV by the chlorine Ly-α emission line.

To maximise the number of photons in the detector, the x-rays needs to be produced

close to the target as the laser x-ray source emits into 4π steradians.

The scattered photons are observed under a scattering angles of θ = 125°

and θ = 40° in the case of non-collective and collective scattering, respectively. To

spectrally disperse the scattered photons, a high efficiency Bragg crystal is applied.

The x-rays are finally detected by a CCD camera. The resolution of the Bragg crystal

detector is around ∆E/E ≈ 0.003 yielding, together with the narrow bandwidth of

the x-ray sources, a total spectral resolution of 50 eV and 7.7 eV for the scattering
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Figure 7.1: Experimental scattering spectrum of isochorically heated solid-density
beryllium in backscattering geometry: data taken from [Glenzer et al., 2003a]. The
theoretical fit was generated with Eq. (6.3) using the plasma parameters given in
the publication, that is, Te = 53 eV, ne = 3.3 × 1023 cm−3 and Z = 2.7. The
electronic feature was calculated in RPA, the ion feature uses structure factors ob-
tained by HNC and form factors are taken from DFT simulations. A bandwidth of
∆E/E = 0.01 is considered in the instrument response function.

experiment in the non-collective and collective regime, respectively.

A more detailed description of the experiments with schematic pictures of

the target and the set-ups can be found in the related publications of Glenzer et al.

[Glenzer et al., 2003a,b, 2007; Glenzer and Redmer, 2009]

7.1.2 Results for the non-collective scattering regime

An experimentally obtained scattering spectrum in backscattering geometry is shown

in Fig. 7.1 [Glenzer et al., 2003a]. The scattering profile shows two peaks according

to the radiation lines from the titanium foil at 4.75 keV and 4.92 keV. The latter

corresponds to the low intensity Ly-α radiation line. The photons scatter on both

lines elastically causing a Rayleigh peak at the initial photon energies. As the Ly-α

emission is lower in intensity, the related scattering spectra is also reduced in com-

parison with the scattering contribution at the strong He-α radiation line. The latter

line also produces a clearly visible inelastic Compton shifted feature. In the original

publication, a scattering spectrum of cold beryllium was also presented highlighting

the broadening of the Compton feature with the increase of the temperature and thus

the increase of the thermal motion of the electrons in the case of heated beryllium.
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To extract the plasma parameters, one generates synthetic scattering profiles

taking the probe spectrum and the finite resolution of the detector into account.

These profiles will then be matched to experimentally measured data by adjusting

the plasma parameters. The best fit is then considered to yield the conditions of

the material investigated. The applied theory is presented in Ref. [Gregori et al.,

2003], which is based on the RPA approximation. Following this routine, the sample

is characterised by Te = 53 eV, Z = 2.7, ne = 3.3 × 1023 cm−3 and the known mass

density of ̺ = 1.85 g/cm3 . An error range for the temperature of 10 − 20% and for

the density of 20% is given for the heated beryllium.

Based on these plasma parameters, a theoretical scattering spectrum based

on Eq. (6.3) was generated here as well. This spectrum applies the theories presented

in this thesis. That is, the free electron feature is described in RPA and the inelastic

excitations are neglected as their contribution is small in comparison with the free

electron dynamic structure factor [Gregori et al., 2003; Glenzer et al., 2003b]. To

calculate the elastic Rayleigh peak, an ion structure factor obtained by the HNC

approach is used. Here, the applied effective inter-particle potential is less relevant,

as the structure factor is already close to unity (wavenumber of k = 4.27Å−1)

for all ionic structure models. The form factor is obtained from the simulations,

averaged to the non-integer ionisation degree of Z = 2.7 from results for double

and threefold charged beryllium ions. The contribution of the screening cloud can

be neglected for the large wave vector considered. The result of this procedure is

shown in Fig. 7.1 comparing it with the experimental data. Obviously, the synthetic

scattering spectrum agrees very well with the experimental results. As only the He-α

line at 4.75 keV is considered, the second peak is not fitted by this approach.

The used theories are similar to those applied in the original publication

[Glenzer et al., 2003a]. Although the method for the calculation of the ion structure

factor is different, the results are insensitive to these changes in the backscattering

geometry (see section 6.2.2).

In the following, the fitting process to extract the plasma parameters will be

considered in more detail. As discussed in section 6.1.2, the Compton down-shifted

line is sensitive to the electron temperature as long as the system is in a non- or par-

tially degenerate state. This condition is fulfilled here as the degeneracy parameter

is neΛ
3
e ≈ 0.28 for the plasma conditions considered. In Fig. 7.2, the experimentally

measured Compton feature is compared with several synthetic scattering spectra

generated for various temperatures. It can be seen that the shape of the Compton

feature is sensitive to the temperature of the system. For instance, the slope for

T = 30 eV is too steep to fit the experimental data, whereas the slope for T = 70 eV
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Figure 7.2: Experimentally measured inelastic Compton feature from Fig. 7.1 and
theoretical scattering profiles calculated for various temperatures. The electron den-
sity of ne = 3.3×1023 cm−3 and the ionisation degree of Z = 2.7 are fixed. The same
methods of generating the synthetic scattering spectra are applied as in Fig. 7.1.

is too shallow. In the case of cold beryllium, the extraction of the temperature is

less accurate as the system is in a highly degenerate state with neΛ
3
e ≈ 23 if a tem-

perature of T = 2.5 eV is assumed. In this state, the Compton feature presents the

parabolic Fermi distribution which is roughly temperature independent.

Furthermore, the ionisation degree can be inferred by comparing the ratio of

the intensities of the inelastic to the elastic scattering feature as discussed in sec-

tion 6.1.2. Fig. 7.3 displays several synthetic scattering profiles calculated for various

ionisation degrees and compares them with the experimental data. The Rayleigh

peak significantly changes by varying the ionisation degree. This can be understood

as the Rayleigh peak reflects the scattering on bound electrons characterised by the

form factor, which are shown in Fig. 7.3b for different charge states of the beryllium

ions. The best fit yields Z = 2.7 and, as the mass density is known, the electron

density can be determined to be ne = 3.3 × 1023 cm−3.

To accurately describe a system with a non-integer ionisation degree, a two-

component model is required. Here, the double and threefold charged beryllium ions

are taken into account as individual components. However, as the charge states are

similar and the system is in a weakly coupled state with a classical electron cou-

pling parameter of Γee = 0.3, the outcome of the two-component approach is barely

different from results applying an average state of the system (see section 6.3.1).
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Figure 7.3: Experimentally measured x-ray scattering profile from Fig. 7.1 and the-
oretical scattering profiles calculated for various ionisation degrees. An ion density
of ni = 1.23×1023 cm−3 and temperature of T = 53 eV are used. The same methods
to generate the synthetic scattering spectra are applied as in Fig. 7.1. The small
panel presents the form factors for the different charge states of the beryllium ions.

As shown above, the plasma parameters can be extracted with an accuracy

of 10 − 20% from the non-collective scattering spectrum for isochorically heated

beryllium in the warm dense matter region. However, in a system with highly de-

generate electrons, the x-ray scattering spectra is roughly temperature independent

and, thus, further methods are required to fully determine the state of the system.

The analysis is also more complicated in the case of unknown mass density. Here, it

might be likely that several sets of basic plasma parameters, that is, electron density,

temperature and ionisation degree, can be fitted to the experimental x-ray scattering

spectrum and further investigations are required to accurately extract the plasma

conditions.

7.1.3 Results for the collective scattering regime

In a second class of experiments, x-ray scattering was performed on solid-density

beryllium in forward scattering geometry. According to the initial photon energy of

Ei = 2.96 keV and a scattering angle of 40°, the scattering parameter is α = 1.7.

That means, the collective regime was probed. The obtained scattering spectrum

is shown in Fig. 7.4 (data from Ref. [Glenzer et al., 2007]). The measured profile

presents the elastic Rayleigh peak, caused by electrons co-moving with the ions,

as well as the plasmon peak from scattering on kinetically free electrons. These
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Figure 7.4: Experimental scattering spectrum of isochorically heated solid-density
beryllium in forward scattering geometry as published in Ref. [Glenzer et al., 2007].
The theoretical fit was generated after Eq. (6.3) using the plasma parameters
(Te = 12 eV, ne = 3 × 1023 cm−3 and Z = 2.3) as well as the theories described in
the publication. A spectral resolution of ∆E = 7.7 eV is applied in the instrument
response function.

experiments demonstrated the possibility to investigate collective oscillations in the

WDM regime.

For fitting the spectrum and thus extracting the plasma conditions of the

beryllium plasma, the free electron feature was calculated originally in the Born-

Mermin approach (see section 5.1.3) to account for collision effects between electrons

and ions. This theory yields an electron density of ne = 3 × 1023 cm−3 with an

accuracy of 20%. As the mass density is constant for isochoric heating, the ionisation

degree can be derived as Z = 2.3. Furthermore, an upper limit of the temperature

could be revealed from the detailed balance relation to be Te < 25 eV. A more

accurate measurement based on this method requires higher precision scattering

signals, in particular of the up-shifted plasmon peak. The width of the plasmon

peak is also sensitive to the electron temperature yielding Te = 12 eV from the

best fit. For the evaluation of the Rayleigh peak, structure factors were taken from

HNC calculations applying the Klimontovich-Kraeft potential (4.42), which is an

effective quantum potential. The form factor was calculated with hydrogen-like

wave functions for the electrons that feel an effective ion charge (see Eq. (5.20)) and

the screening function was determined according to Eq. (5.21) with partial structure

factors obtained by the two-component HNC method. The height of the Rayleigh
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peak can be used to infer the ion temperature, yielding Ti = 12 eV as well. The entire

theoretical spectrum takes the spectral resolution of 7.7 eV and scattering angles in

the range of 25° < θ < 55° into account.

Based on the descriptions published [Glenzer et al., 2007; Glenzer and Red-

mer, 2009], a theoretical scattering profile is generated here using the extracted

plasma conditions, that is, T = 12 eV, ne = 3 × 1023 cm−3 and Z = 2.3. The result

is shown in Fig. 7.4 in comparison with the measured signal. The discrepancies in

the width of the down-shifted plasmon peak may be caused by the use of RPA to de-

scribed the free electron feature. This approach neglects collision effects which cause

damping and, thus, a further broadening of the plasmon peak. However, the plas-

mon position is not effected by this improvement which allows the electron density

to be inferred with the same accuracy.

As already mentioned in section 6.1.2, the description of the collective scatter-

ing signal strongly depends on the theoretical modelling, in particular for the elastic

Rayleigh peak. Therefore, DFT-MD simulations were performed by J. Vorberger to

investigate the microscopic structure of beryllium under the suggested plasma con-

ditions. The resulting static structure factor as well as the electron density around

the ions in real space are shown in Fig. 7.5b and 7.5c, respectively. Following the

discussions from section 4.4, the static ion-ion structure factor, obtained by the

HNC approach applying the Yukawa model with an additional short range repul-

sion (labelled HNC-Y+SRR) to account for bound electrons, agrees very well with

results from ab initio simulations. In contrast, the use of quantum potentials (here

the Klimontovich-Kraeft (KK) potential) in the HNC equations underestimates the

screening between the ions due to a weak electron-ion interaction yielding results

equal to HNC calculations applying the OCP model. The wave vector k probed in

the experiment is highlighted as the dotted line in the picture showing the struc-

ture factors (Fig. 7.5b). Here, the differences between the various models for the

ion structure are significant. In particular, models that take screening into account

(Yukawa or Yukawa+SRR) and those which neglect or approximate screening (OCP

or KK) strongly differ. The long wavelength limit of the static ion-ion structure

factor, that is limk→0 Sii(k), can be calculated using the compressibility sum rule

[Schwarz et al., 2010]. This limiting case was evaluated for the plasma conditions

of this experiment, yielding a value around limk→0 Sii(k) ≈ 0.4 which is in fair

agreement to the HNC-Y+SRR results.

The electron density around the ions can be derived from DFT-MD simu-

lations as well. Comparing the outcome with the electron distributions of double

and threefold charge beryllium ions, as presented in Fig. 7.5c, indicates that the
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Figure 7.5: The experimental scattering spectrum for solid-density beryllium from
Fig. 7.4 with two theoretical fits. Furthermore, the structure of beryllium is shown:
(b) the static ion-ion structure factor comparing the different interaction potentials
applied in HNC with results from DFT-MD and (c) the electron density around the
ions comparing double and threefold charge beryllium ions with results from DFT-
MD. The first theoretical fit (labelled as HNC-KK) applies the theories described
in Ref. [Glenzer et al., 2007] whereas the second theoretical fit (labelled as HNC-
Y+SRR) uses theories which match best the results obtained by DFT-MD. The
dotted line in the panel presenting SBeBe(k) indicates the wave vector probed.

charge state of the beryllium ions is Zf = 2 for the conditions considered. Taking

these parameters for the evaluation of the synthetic scattering spectrum leads to the

second theoretical fit presented in Fig. 7.5a (labelled with HNC-Y+SRR according

to the method used to obtain SBeBe(k)). It can be seen, that the use of the Y+SRR
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Figure 7.6: The experimental scattering spectrum for solid-density beryllium from
Fig. 7.4 and theoretical scattering profiles calculated with various theories for the
screening functions. The related q(k) are shown in the right panel which was already
described in section 6.2.3 in detail. The labels correspond to the pseudo-potentials
used to calculate q(k) (see Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.26)). The cut-off radius is set to
rcut = 1Å−1. Results are also shown for the case where the screening function is set
to zero (green curve).

model, which correctly describes the ionic structure of the system in comparisons

with DFT-MD simulations, highly overestimates the height of the elastic Rayleigh

peak. This discrepancy might be explained by modifications to the distribution of

free electrons around the ions which are described by the screening function, q(k).

In section 6.2.3, the influence of various models to calculate the screening

function are described. It could be shown, that the use of pseudo-potentials, that ac-

count for the effect of core electrons, significantly changes the weight of the Rayleigh

peak, WR(k), in particular for small wavenumbers, k, (see e.g. Fig. 6.15). Here, the

newly introduced pseudo-potentials, that is, the empty core potential,(5.24), and

the soft-core potential, (5.26), will be used to generate theoretical scattering spectra

with static ion-ion structure factors obtained by HNC applying the Y+SRR model.

The results are shown in Fig. 7.6. The use of pseudo-potentials in the calculation of

q(k) reduces the height of the Rayleigh peak by around 30%, whereas no significant

changes arise between the calculations with the empty-core or the soft-cut-off poten-

tial. Furthermore, the outcome is shown for the case where the screening function is

set to zero, which could be realised by a screening cloud that is infinitely spread in

real space resulting in a function whose main contributions are for very small wave

vectors only, that is, k < 1Å−1. This assumption reduces the Rayleigh peak by 75%
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Figure 7.7: The experimental scattering spectrum for solid-density beryllium from
Fig. 7.4 and theoretical scattering profiles calculated for various temperatures. In
the left picture, the empty core potential is used for the calculation of the screening
function, whereas in the right picture the screening function is set to zero. The ionic
structure is taken from HNC with the Y+SRR model and Zf = 2 is assumed.

in comparison with the linear response approximation applying a pure Coulomb field

(5.23). However, even this quite drastic assumption still leads to an overestimation

of the strength of the elastic Rayleigh peak by a factor of around 3. As already

emphasised, the presented model potentials are quite simple and further studies are

required to fully understand the modification of the electron distribution around the

ions in partially ionised, solid-density matter.

Another possible explanation for the discrepancies found is related to the

temperature extracted from the fitting process. The ion temperature is inferred from

the height of the Rayleigh peak and, thus, strongly depends on the theoretical models

applied. Using the temperature as a fitting parameter to match the experimental

results yields temperatures far below the suggested T = 12 eV, as can be seen in

Fig. 7.7. Given the total energy deposited in the system by the heating beam, a

temperature of ∼ 1 eV is highly questionable. Nevertheless, it might indicate that

the system is not in an equilibrium state and, thus, adjustments need to be done for

the theoretical modelling of the scattering signal. Recent studies by D.A. Chapman

demonstrate that even a small fraction of highly energetic electrons can significantly

influence the synthetic scattering signal [Chapman and Gericke, 2011].

In summary, the differences between the theoretical models, the quantum

simulations and the experimental data highlight that further studies are required to

understand the microscopic structure in WDM. In particular, first principle methods,

such as, temperature measurements through the detailed balance, would be very
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valuable to validate theoretical predicts.

Nevertheless, the plasma parameters can be inferred from the x-ray scattering

signal with a reasonable accuracy, in particular if forward and backward scattering

geometry are combined. For isochorically heated matter, the electron density can be

derived from the plasmon frequency shift and checked by the shape of the inelastic

Compton shift in non-collective scattering regime in the case of partially degener-

ate systems. Furthermore, the ionisation degree can be tested via the ratio of the

intensities of the inelastic to elastic scattering peak in the non-collective regime. In

a similar manner, the electron temperature could be revealed from the Compton

shape and checked by the width of the plasmon peak. The determination of the ion

temperature, however, still presents challenges. As the Rayleigh peak is less sensitive

to the ionic structure and, thus, to the ion temperature in the non-collective regime,

the temperature required needs to be revealed from the collective scattering spec-

trum. However, the microscopic structure in the collective regime is still an ongoing

research topic.

7.2 Shock-compressed lithium

One way to create a warm dense matter state is laser-driven compression launching a

shock wave and creating warm matter with densities above solid density. The analysis

of the x-ray Thomson scattering signal in shock-compressed materials is challenging,

as the mass density is now an additional unknown variable. This quantity is directly

connected to the elastic Rayleigh peak and, thus, to the structural properties of the

material under investigation. García Saiz et al. performed a scattering experiment

which was designed to investigate the long-wavelength limit of the ion structure

in shock-compressed matter [García Saiz et al., 2008]. By combining experimental

results and quantum simulations, the structural properties for the wave vector range

with the largest discrepancies between the various ionic structure models could be

studied.

Our group was actively involved in the theoretical support and the analysis of

the experimental results by performing DFT-MD simulations and HNC modelling.

7.2.1 Experiment

The experiment was performed at the Vulcan laser facility, Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory. The target material was lithium, a simple material with an electron

configuration 1s2 2s1, i.e., it has only a single valence electron. Inner excitations can
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Figure 7.8: A schematic set-up of the x-ray scattering experiment on shock-
compressed lithium as published in Ref. [García Saiz et al., 2008]. It shows the
two drive and the four back-lighter beams as well as an image enlargement of the
target assembly with the Cu shield, the Parylene-D foil generating the x-ray radia-
tion, the Ag pinhole to collimate the probe beam and the Li sample. Furthermore,
the direction of the detector for the scattered photons is highlighted.

be neglected as the average energy transfer during the scattering process is much

less than the ionisation energy of the K-shell electrons.

To compress the 250µm thick lithium foil, two drive beams directly illumi-

nated the foil for a duration of 1 ns with a total energy of around 50 J. This leads

to an average irradiance of around 3 × 1013 W/cm2 on a 400µm focal spot which

creates a shock wave. One-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulations were

performed using the HELIOS code [García Saiz et al., 2008]. The code predicts

around (2−3) times compressed lithium with an electron temperature of Te < 10 eV

at peak compression.

The x-ray probe beam was generated by illuminating a Parylene-D foil with

four back-lighter beams of around 100 J for 1 ns yielding a chlorine Ly-α emission line

with photon energy of Ei = 2.96 keV. The time delay between the drive beams and

the back-lighter beams is around 3 ns. The scattered photons are detected in forward

scattering geometry under 40° and 60°. Thus, the experiment probes the collective

scattering regime with α = 2.0 and α = 1.37, respectively. To spectrally resolve the

scattered photons, a highly efficient graphite crystal coupled to a CCD camera is

applied. To avoid unwanted observation of photons from the x-ray source, a copper

shield cone was attached over the Parylene-D foil. Furthermore, a silver pinhole with
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Figure 7.9: Experimental scattering spectrum of shock-compressed lithium observed
under a scattering angle of 60° as published in Ref. [García Saiz et al., 2008]. The
theoretical fit was generated with the use of Eq. (6.3) using the plasma parameters
(Te = 4.5 eV, ̺ = 0.6 g/cm3 and Z = 1.35) as given in the original publication. The
free electron feature is calculated in RPA. The ion feature uses a structure factor
obtained by the HNC approach applying a linearly screened Coulomb potential. The
screening function is calculated in linear response to the Coulomb field (5.23) and
the form factor is taken from DFT simulations. A spectral resolution of ∆E = 9eV
is applied in the instrument response function.

a diameter of 170µm is located between the Li target and the Parylene-D foil. This

part allows the collimation of the x-rays and ensures that only the compressed center

of the target is probed.

A schematic set-up of the experiment, as published in Ref. [García Saiz et al.,

2008], is displayed in Fig. 7.8. It shows the target design and the distribution of the

various laser systems. A more detailed description of the experimental design can be

found in the corresponding Ref. [García Saiz et al., 2008] or in the thesis of E. García

Saiz [García Saiz, 2008].

7.2.2 Results and discussions

The experimentally obtained scattering spectrum observed at a scattering angle of

60° is shown in Fig. 7.9 (data from Ref. [García Saiz et al., 2008]). The signal shows

the typical picture of the collective scattering regime, namely, the elastic Rayleigh

peak at the initial photon energy and the inelastic plasmon feature.
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Table 7.1: Different plasma parameter sets which fit the experimental scattering
spectrum from Fig. 7.9 equally well. The values are taken from the thesis of E. Garcia
Saiz [García Saiz, 2008]. Synthetic scattering spectra generated from these plasma
conditions are presented in Fig. 7.10a.

theoretical
fit #

̺ [g/cm3] T [eV] Z

1 0.45 5.0 1.45
2 0.55 4.5 1.40
3 0.60 4.5 1.35
4 0.65 4.0 1.30
5 0.70 3.5 1.25
6 0.75 3.0 1.15

To determinate the state of the system, synthetic scattering spectra can be

fitted to the experimental data and adjusted by varying temperature, density and

ionisation degree until a match is found. This procedure, however, requires high-

quality experimental data and an excellent theoretical description of all quantities

needed. The free electron feature is well described within RPA. Thus, the plasmon

frequency shift provides a robust value for the electron density with an accuracy

of around 20% [Glenzer et al., 2007]. To infer the ionic properties, the ion-ion

structure factor Sii(k) is required which varies significantly between different theories

in the WDM regime for the wave vectors considered. Therefore, another approach

was applied here in using Sii(k) as another free fit parameter. This makes the

measurements more independent of the partially uncertain theories.

Following this idea, a certain mass density was assumed while the other para-

meters (T and Z) were determined by a fitting procedure of theoretical to measured

spectra. Afterwards, the entire process was repeated for other mass densities leading

to different temperatures and ionisation states. To take the various ionic structure

models into account, the fitting process was performed for a screened and an un-

screened system, that is, a Yukawa and an OCP model, respectively (see section 1.3).

The error analysis was carried out by E. García Saiz and a more detailed description

can be found in her thesis [García Saiz, 2008]. Following the fitting process, several

sets of plasma parameters could be extracted which equally match the experimen-

tal results. A possible set of conditions is listed in table 7.1 (taken from the thesis

of E. García Saiz [García Saiz, 2008]). Synthetic scattering spectra generated with
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Figure 7.10: The experimental scattering spectrum from shock-compressed lithium
from Fig. 7.9 and theoretical scattering profiles calculated for various plasma param-
eters as listed in table 7.1. The same theories, as described in Fig. 7.9, are used for
the evaluation of the elastic Rayleigh peak. In the right picture the experimental
and theoretical values for mass density and charge state are displayed for the related
plasma conditions.

these plasma parameters can be seen in Fig. 7.10a in comparison with the experi-

mentally observed signal. Here, a screened system is considered for the evaluation

of the Rayleigh peak. All theoretically generated scattering spectra can be seen as

suitable fits by taking the experimental uncertainties into account.

To finally determine a unique set of plasma parameters, an additional source

of information is required. Here, information on the electron states from DFT-

MD simulations were used to complement the experimental analysis. For several

plasma conditions, DFT-MD runs were performed yielding various pair distribution

functions, gii(r). To extract the ionisation degree from DFT-MD, the effective pair

potentials were extracted from the simulations [Ercolessi and Adams, 1994] which

were then used to perform classical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The latter

require the ionisation degree, Z, as an input parameter. Thus, by varying Z in the

MC runs to match the pair distribution functions, gii(r), to the DFT-MD results,

the ionisation state could be determined.

A comparison of the experimentally and theoretically extracted values for

mass density and charge state can be seen in Fig. 7.10b. Clearly, the charge states

derived from the experimental fitting process show an opposite behaviour than those

obtained by simulations: while the experimental results lead to a decrease of Z for

rising mass densities, the simulations predict an increase of the ionisation state.
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Figure 7.11: The experimentally obtained ion-ion structure factor (black squares)
compared to various theoretical models for the ionic structure in warm dense lithium
as published in Ref. [García Saiz et al., 2008]. The MC simulation applies an effective
ion-ion potential extracted from DFT-MD simulations. The HNC method uses var-
ious inter-particle potentials, namely, a linear screened Coulomb potential (labelled
HNC-Y), a pure Coulomb potential (HNC-OCP) and the Deutsch potential (4.43)
(labelled HNC-Deutsch).

The behaviour of the experimentally extracted values can be understood by the fact

that the inelastic scattering feature is previously well fitted, yielding the electron

density. This quantity stays constant during the fitting process of the Rayleigh

peak. Therefore, to fulfil the quasi-neutrality in the plasma, the charge state needs to

decrease for increasing mass densities. Only one (Z−̺−T )-set is consistent with both,

the experimental results and the quantum simulations. This is considered as the

plasma conditions of the lithium sample investigated, that is, ̺ = 0.6±0.025 g/cm2 ,

Te = 4.5 ± 1.5 eV and Z = 1.35 ± 0.1. The theoretical fit in Fig. 7.9 is generated

using these plasma conditions, yielding an excellent agreement to the experimental

data. The extracted mass density and electron temperature are also consistent with

prediction of the hydrodynamic code, HELIOS [García Saiz et al., 2008].

Finally, the ion-ion structure factor can be directly extracted from the mea-

sured scattering signal. Using the ionisation charge, the form factor and the screening

function can be calculated for the plasma parameters considered. The experimentally

obtained ion-ion structure factors for the two measured wave vectors (k = 1.0Å−1

and k = 1.5Å−1) can be seen in Fig. 7.11. For comparisons, the ion-ion structure
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factor obtained by MC simulations applying the effective ion-ion potential, which

was directly extracted from DFT-MD simulations, is also shown in the picture. The

agreement of the simulations with the measured data is a further check for the consis-

tency of the analysis using the combination of quantum simulations and experimental

fitting process.

Furthermore, HNC calculations were performed using various inter-particle

potentials to investigate the effective interaction in warm dense lithium. The com-

parison demonstrates that the HNC result applying a linearly screened potential

can reproduce the measured values well. In contrast, the models which assume ei-

ther a weak electron-ion potential (like the Deutsch potential, see Eq. (4.43)) or

completely neglect screening effects (like the OCP model) cannot describe the small

k-behaviour of the ion-ion structure factor, Sii(k). Therefore, we can conclude that

screening effects are essential to describe the structural properties in warm dense

lithium.

7.3 Ionic structure of shock-compressed lithium hydride

As an example for a scattering experiment on warm dense mixtures, an experiment

performed by Kritcher et al. will be discussed [Kritcher et al., 2009]. Here, a lithium

hydride target was compressed by a laser-driven shock up to around 2.7 times solid

density, that is, ̺ ≈ 2.7× 0.78 g/cm3 , yielding a strongly coupled, Fermi degenerate

plasma with the classical coupling parameter for the ions of Γii = 7.4 and the electron

degeneracy parameter of neΛ
3
e = 24. Our group supported the experimental team

with analytical models and simulations for the structural properties.

The experiment was performed at the Titan laser facility at the Lawrence Liv-

ermore National Laboratory, USA. The required x-ray probe was generated by illumi-

nating a titanium foil yielding K-α emission with a photon energy of Ei = 4.51 keV

and a bandwidth of ∆E/E = 0.003. This allows the material to be probed spectrally

and angularly resolved in the non-collective and in the collective scattering regime.

The target assembly enabled the probing of the shock-compressed LiH under various

scattering angles in the range of θ = 35° . . . 105° leading to α = 1.44 . . . 0.54.

To extract the plasma conditions of the material under investigation, the

scattering signal in backscattering geometry was selected to avoid additional errors

from the uncertainties of the theoretical models applied. The fitting process yields

ne = 1.6 × 1023 cm−3 and Te = 1.7 eV, both with an accuracy of 20%. The ioni-

sation state of the mixture with single charged lithium ions and neutral hydrogen

atoms was inferred by a previous experiment of the same material as published
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Figure 7.12: The weight of the Rayleigh peak for a LiH mixture with the mass den-
sity ̺LiH = 2.25 g/cm3 and the temperature T = 2.2 eV calculated after Eq. (7.1).
The dashed lines present the three scattering contributions of the different combina-
tions between Li+ ions and H according to the labels. The related structure factors,
which were obtained by DFT-MD simulations, are displayed in the right top panel.
The lower right panel presents the electron distribution around the nuclei, that is,
the form factors for atomic hydrogen and single charge lithium ions as well as the
screening function of Li+. f(k)’s are taken from DFT simulations and q(k) is cal-
culated using Eq. (5.23). For comparison, a calculation for a pure lithium plasma
was performed. The mass density is here set to ̺Li = 2.0 g/cm3, yielding the same
lithium density like in the mixture, that is, nLi = 1.7 × 1023 cm−3.

in Ref. [Kritcher et al., 2008]. The plasma parameters extracted are also consis-

tent with results from radiation-hydrodynamic simulations applying the HELIOS

code [Kritcher et al., 2008, 2009].

To analyse the scattering signal in a multicomponent system, the generalised

Chihara formula Eq. (3.73) is used. The free electron feature is not affected by the

different ion species. Thus, we will concentrate on the weight of the Rayleigh peak

for a two ion system (6.6). For the LiH mixture, the hydrogen is neutral, yielding

qH(k) = 0. Therefore, the equation simplifies to

WR(k) =
nH

ni
fH(k)2SHH(k) +

nLi

ni
[fLi(k) + qLi(k)]

2 SLiLi(k)

+ 2

√
nHnLi

ni
[fH(k)fLi(k) + fH(k)qLi(k)]SLiH(k) . (7.1)

The required partial structure factors were obtained by DFT-MD simulations, as

the HNC model cannot account for the neutral hydrogen atoms. The effect of the
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Figure 7.13: Experimentally measured weight of the Rayleigh peak as a function of
wave vectors for the LiH plasma as published Ref. [Kritcher et al., 2009] compared
with various theoretical models. The models use the plasma conditions of T = 1.8 eV,
̺ = 2.0 g/cm3 and single charged lithium ions. The required ionic structure is
calculated either by DFT-MD, HNC or MSA method where a screened (Y) and an
unscreened (OCP) system is considered according to the labels. In the left panel, the
screening function, qLi(k), was calculated in linear response to a Coulomb field (5.23)
whereas in the right panel qLi(k) is set to zero.

multicomponent treatment can be seen in Fig. 7.12 where the weight of the Rayleigh

peak is shown for LiH and a pure lithium plasma with the same lithium density.

The plasma conditions chosen are similar to those extracted from the experiment.

The presented scattering contributions from the different combinations of the Li+

and the H particles demonstrate that the scattering process is dominated by the

lithium ions. Nevertheless, a full multicomponent description is required to obtain

the correct statistical weight given by the contributions of the elements in the mixture

(see section 6.3). Thus, the single-ion model overestimates the weight of the elastic

Rayleigh peak for the entire wave vector range considered, although the ion-ion

structure factor, SLiLi(k), is similar in the mixture and in the corresponding pure

lithium plasma (gray line in Fig. 7.12).

In the experiment, the frequency-integrated elastic Rayleigh peak, that is,

WR(k), could be extracted as a function of wave vectors. The results are presented

in Fig. 7.13 (see Ref. [Kritcher et al., 2009]). The given horizontal error bars account

for the uncertainties of the scattering angle measurements (around ±10°) due to the

scattering geometry, the finite sample size and the finite exception angle of the spec-

trometer. Several theoretical models were applied to fit the experimentally measured

data. As the plasma conditions (temperature and density) slightly vary during the
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different shots, the average plasma conditions T = 1.8 eV and ̺ = 2.0 g/cm3 are used

for the calculations. The theoretical models considered are DFT-MD simulations,

HNC calculations using the unscreened OCP and the screened Yukawa model with

additional short range repulsion (Y+SRR) to account for the remaining bound elec-

trons and MSA results for a screened (MSA-screen) and an unscreened ion system

(MSA-OCP). In the latter cases, the partial structure factors are obtained by an

approximate treatment (see Eq. (4.45)).

As the description of the electrons forming the screening cloud is still prob-

lematic (see discussion for beryllium in section 7.1.3), the weight of the Rayleigh

peak was calculated a) using a screening function calculated in linear response to

a Coulomb field, Eq. (5.23), and b) without a screening function. In the first case,

when the screening function is considered, the MSA-screen model fits the experi-

mental data best. However, the model predicts negative values for WR(k) for small

wave vectors k which is an unphysical behaviour. This behaviour is related to the

way the partial structure factors are generated, as discussed in section 4.5. DFT-MD

simulations are able to describe the structural properties in WDM, but the results

obtained by the quantum simulations overestimate the measured values. In the case

where the screening function is set to zero, the outcome of DFT-MD agrees well with

the experimental data.

In general, all theories can fit the measured values within the error bars for

larger wave vectors. Significant discrepancies can be observed for smaller k-values.

Here, the various theories also predict different qualitative behaviours. A similar out-

come was already reached in the discussions in the beryllium experiments: whereas

the large k-behaviour is reasonable well-understood, the description of the structural

properties, ionic as well as electronic, are still problematic in the area where corre-

lations and, thus, screening effects are highly relevant. Further experimental and

theoretical studies are required to investigate the structural behaviour in strongly

coupled, shock compressed matter to explain this behaviour.
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Chapter 8

Summary and future work

The main objective of this thesis was the development of a theoretical description

of x-ray Thomson scattering (XRTS) in warm dense matter consisting of several ion

species. XRTS is one of the few diagnostic tools capable of delivering basic plasma

parameters as well as dynamic and structural properties of WDM. However, the

analysis of the measured scattering signal and its interpretation strongly relies on

theoretical modelling. Therefore, improved theoretical techniques, that must con-

sider the complex interplay of strong correlations and quantum effects in WDM,

must be developed to enhance the capabilities of XRTS. In particular, the generali-

sation for systems with multiple ion species presented here enables the investigation

of mixtures typically found in nature and technical applications.

The scattering spectrum contains two distinct features: the frequency shifted

part, related to the inelastic scattering on free electrons and bound-free transitions

and the unshifted Rayleigh peak caused by elastic scattering from electrons co-

moving with the ions. The main focus of this work has been the latter contribution

which contains information of the ion properties. To this end, the ionic structure and

the electron density around the ions, that is, the bound state wave function and the

screening cloud, has been investigated. The ion structure has been determined by

classical integral equations and quantum simulations. Special focus has been given

to the effects of multiple ion species and partial ionisation in this thesis.

A further objective of this work was the support of XRTS experiments as

well as to assess the quality of theoretical models against experimentally obtained

data. It could be shown that we have developed a good understanding of XRTS

in the non-collective scattering regime, whereas the interpretation of the profile in

the collective scattering mode still presents challenges. Possible explanations and

extensions of the theory have been discussed.
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In more detail, the results obtained in this thesis can be summarised as:

• The scattering intensity is directly related to the microscopic electron structure

in the system. Following ideas of Chihara, this structure factor can be decom-

posed into three parts associated with elastic scattering on electrons following

the ion motion, inelastic scattering on free electrons and excitations of bound

electrons. This description has been generalised to multicomponent systems.

The novel decomposition includes partial structure factors which account for

all mutual correlations between the different ions. In contrast to approximate

treatments applying an average ion charge state, the new theoretical descrip-

tion also describes the non-linear interplay between differently correlated ion

species. Furthermore, the screening functions are now Z-dependent, whereas

an average screening cloud is assumed in the approximate treatment.

• To investigate the structure in strongly coupled plasmas, classical hypernetted-

chain (HNC) equations were used. By generalising the approach to multiple

species, it has been demonstrated that mutual correlations between the dif-

ferent ion species highly affect the structural properties in strongly coupled

systems. For instance, the ions with the highest charge state can imprint their

structure on the less strongly coupled species. Such a behaviour cannot be

explained by an approximate treatment that assumes an average charge state

for all ions in the system.

• To directly account for the electron component within the HNC approach,

quantum pseudo-potentials, which were derived to mimic quantum behaviour

in classical systems, have been implemented in the HNC approach. However,

the applicability of these potentials is limited to weakly coupled and weakly

degenerate systems which makes their application in WDM highly question-

able. Moreover, comparisons with ab initio simulations and experimental data

have demonstrated that this approach is inapplicable for WDM conditions.

Particularly, deviations were found in the long wavelength limit.

• A simple approximation for the determination of the ion structure is given by

the mean spherical approximation (MSA), which has the advantage of an an-

alytical solution. Furthermore, many XRTS experiments were analysed using

the MSA approach to model the ionic structure in the system. To assess the

quality of such a treatment, a comparison of MSA and HNC results has been

performed. The results show small differences when either the ions are weakly
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coupled or the screening is weak. However, the MSA approach fails to incor-

porate the screening correctly for strongly coupled systems. Thus, the use of

MSA should be limited to moderately coupled or weakly screened plasmas.

• The HNC approach is known to yield reasonably accurate results for classical

systems with known interactions. However, WDM is characterised by degen-

erate electrons and often partial ionisation. In order to test different models

under these conditions, comparisons with full quantum simulations (DFT-MD)

were performed. First, it was shown that an approximate treatment of the

quantum effects by weak quantum potentials fails to described WDM cor-

rectly. However, a simple linearly screened Coulomb potential used in the

HNC approach for the ions only, agrees well with DFT-MD results for most

cases. The results can be further improved by adding a short-range repulsion

term to account for bound electrons in partially ionised systems. With these

modifications, the highly efficient HNC method can be applied to determine

the ion structure in WDM.

• The accurate description of the electrons forming the screening cloud around

an ion is still an unresolved research topic. Here, a pseudo-potential approach

has been used to investigate the effect of tightly bound electrons on the in-

teraction of free electrons with the ions in partially ionised plasmas. It could

be shown, that the remaining bound electrons strongly modified the screening

cloud. These modifications lead to a significant reduction of the intensity of

the elastic Rayleigh peak. This fact highly affects the interpretation of the

XRTS signal for small wavenumbers. Although the pseudo-potential descrip-

tion requires further improvements, we were able to show that the trend of the

effect is in agreement with experimental findings.

• With the novel decomposition of the total electron structure factor for multi-

component systems, it was possible to investigate the effects of multiple ion

species on the x-ray scattering signal. It has been shown, that the scatter-

ing signal differs significantly between single species, microscopic mixtures and

phase-separate fluids. As the differences arising clearly exceed the experi-

mental uncertainties, x-ray scattering can now be used to investigate mixing

properties of materials in the WDM regime. Furthermore, it was found that

the multicomponent description is also necessary for cases where scattering is

dominated by a single ion species. These results can have important imple-

mentations for experiments related to inertial confinement fusion research and

planetary physics as presented in two examples.
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• In the last decade, several XRTS experiments have been performed. These

data allowed for a comparison of the theoretical models which has already led

to an improved theoretical description. Furthermore, the derived framework

was used to support the analysis of XRTS signals. Most prominent docu-

ments of these collaborations are the articles of Garcia Saiz et al. in Nature

Physics [García Saiz et al., 2008] and the Physical Review Letters by Barbrel

et al. [Barbrel et al., 2009] and Kritcher et al. [Kritcher et al., 2009].

The first work investigated the long wavelength limit of the ion structure factor

of shock-compressed lithium. Comparing HNC results for various inter-particle

potentials with experimentally extracted data, it could be shown that screening

is essential to describe the properties of warm dense lithium.

The other two experiments investigated warm dense mixtures, namely, CH

and LiH, both using shocks to compress and heat the sample. In the work of

Barbrel et al., the analysis of the HNC method indicated that multicomponent

effects barely affect the ion structure in the wave vector range considered. In

LiH, the strength of the Rayleigh peak was measured as a function of the

wave vector. Whereas all theories agree with the measured data within the

error bars for large wave vectors, significantly discrepancies arise for smaller

k-values. However, further studies with higher accuracy are required before a

conclusive result of the small k-vector behaviour can be reached.

Further work:

The theoretical approaches and models developed in this thesis have been imple-

mented into a number of computer codes. One objective for future work will be to

condense these models into a user-friendly tool that will be made accessible to the

worldwide XRTS community. This program should include all the relevant physics to

describe the XRTS signal for strongly coupled, multicomponent systems. It should

also have a user interface that can easily be operated without knowledge of the details

of the theoretical models involved. This development will benefit two main streams

of research activities: the urgently needed benchmarking of theory against experi-

mental data, and the application of XRTS as a diagnostic method. This software

will thus strongly enhance the future research prospects of the XRTS community.

The second natural extension of this work is the application of the developed

theories to the interpretation of ongoing and future experiments. As emphasised

in chapter 7, the interpretation of the scattering signal in the collective scattering

regime is still challenging as the microscopic structure is still unknown in this limit
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where correlations and screening effects are highly relevant. The ongoing theoretical

effort that is required to fully understand the small k-behaviour will be combined

with an experimental investigation: a team, including our group, suggested an exper-

iment at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at Stanford, USA, to specifically

investigate the long-wavelength limit [Fletcher et al., 2011]. As free electron lasers

have much better beam quality than laser-generated sources, one can expect strongly

reduced statistical errors in the experimental data and can furthermore investigate

much smaller scattering angles. In turn, these data can be used to advance and

restrict theoretical approaches. Our group also participates in a x-ray diffraction

experiment on warm dense iron at the Vulcan laser facility. It is expected that the

data show significant effects of bound electrons for this heavy element. The theories

presented here are also used for the design and interpretation of investigations of

warm dense carbon supported by beam time at the Rutherford Appleton laboratory

and at GSI-Darmstadt, Germany. These experiments will advance our understand-

ing of the high pressure melting behaviour of carbon and its transition into a warm

dense fluid.
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Appendix A

Density response for

multicomponent systems

A plasma consisting of free electrons and several ion species is considered. The

dynamical direct correlation function can be expressed by means of the dynamical

density response functions [Chihara, 1987]

√

D C(k, ω)
√

D =

(

χ0(k, ω)

)−1

−
(

χ(k, ω)

)−1

. (A.1)

χ(k, ω)0 and χ(k, ω) describe the density response function of the non-interacting

and the interacting systems, respectively. For a two- or multicomponent system, the

equation above is given in a matrix form with the components as following:

[ D ]ab = δabna, [ C ]ab = Cab(k, ω), [ χ ]ab = χab(k, ω), and [ χ0 ]ab = δabχ
0
a(k, ω) .

The indices a and b denote the species in the system, that is, electrons and several ion

species. D describes the density matrix with the particle densities na, and Cab(k, ω)

characterises the dynamic direct correlation functions between the components.

To determine the response function for the interacting electron-ion system,

Eq. (A.1) has to be rearranged to

χ(k, ω) = χ0(k, ω)

[

1−
√

D C(k, ω)
√

D χ0(k, ω)

]−1

, (A.2)

where 1 describes the identity matrix. Eq. (A.2) is the compact form of 1:

1For simplicity in the notation, the wave vector and the frequency arguments are suppressed.
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χ11 χ12 · · · χ1b

χ21 χ22 · · · χ2b

...
. . .

χa1 χa2 · · · χab









=









χ0
1 0 · · · 0

0 χ0
2 · · · 0

...
. . .

0 0 · · · χ0
a

















1−









√
n1 0 · · · 0

0
√
n2 · · · 0

...
. . .

0 0 · · · √na









×









C11 C12 · · · C1b

C21 C22 · · · C2b

...
. . .

Ca1 Ca2 · · · Cab

















√
n1 0 · · · 0

0
√
n2 · · · 0

...
. . .

0 0 · · · √na

















χ0
1 0 · · · 0

0 χ0
2 · · · 0

...
. . .

0 0 · · · χ0
a

















−1

. (A.3)

The required inversion of the matrix product leads to the mutual interaction of the

cross correlations. Note, the symmetry of Cab = Cba will be used in the following,

which is valid in isotropic, translation invariant systems.

The density response function is connected to the structure factors of a many

particle system with the aid of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [Kubo, 1966] (see

(2.66))

Sab(k, ω) =
1

π

1

exp (−β~ω) − 1
Im χab(k, ω) . (A.4)

In the following, the results for a two- and a three-component system (i.e. one and

two ion species, respectively) will be presented.

Results for a two-component system

For a single ion-component system, that is a two-component system with a = e and

b = i, the dynamical response functions are given by

χee =
1

∆

(
1 − niCiiχ

0
i

)
χ0

e , (A.5a)

χei =
1

∆

√
neniCeiχ

0
e χ

0
i , (A.5b)

χie =
1

∆

√
neniCeiχ

0
e χ

0
i , (A.5c)

χii =
1

∆

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

)
χ0

i , (A.5d)

with

∆ =
(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

) (
1 − niCiiχ

0
i

)
− neniC

2
eiχ

0
e χ

0
i .

Thus, for example, the response function of the electrons (A.5a) depends on all three

direct correlation functions as well as on the non-interacting response function of the

electrons and the ions. This function can be rearranged to give two terms: a free
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electron feature and a screening cloud around each ion

χee =
1

∆

(
1 − niCiiχ

0
i

)
χ0

e

χee =
χ0

e

(
1 − niCiiχ

0
i

) (
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

)
− χ0

e

(
neniC

2
eiχ

0
e χ

0
i

)
+ χ0

e

(
neniC

2
eiχ

0
e χ

0
i

)

∆ (1 − neCeeχ0
e)

χee =
(χ0

e)
2
(
neniC

2
eiχ

0
e χ

0
i

)
+ χ0

e ∆

∆ (1 − neCeeχ0
e)

.

Using the quasi-neutrality, i.e. ne = Zfni, where ni characterises the total ionic

density, calculated as sum over all ion species considered, leads to

χee =
n2

eC
2
ei(χ

0
e)

2 χ0
i

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

)

Zf∆ (1 − neCeeχ0
e)

2 +
χ0

e

(1 − neCeeχ0
e)

χee =
1

Zf

n2
eC

2
ei(χ

0
e)

2

(1 − neCeeχ0
e)

2

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

)
χ0

i

∆
+

χ0
e

(1 − neCeeχ0
e)

χee =
q2

Zf
χii +

χ0
e

(1 − neCeeχ0
e)
. (A.6)

Here, a new quantity, q(k, ω), was introduced, that is, a screening cloud defined as

q(k, ω) =
neCei χ

0
e

1 − neCeeχ0
e

. (A.7)

χ0
e characterises the response function of a free electron gas. Applying the fluctuation

dissipation theorem leads to

See(k, ω) =
1

π

1

e−βω − 1
Imχee

See(k, ω) =
1

π

1

e−βω − 1
Im

(
q2

Zf
χii

)

+
1

π

1

e−βω − 1
Im

(
χ0

e

1 − neCeeχ0
e

)

See(k, ω) =
q2(k)

Zf
Sii(k, ω) + S0

ee(k, ω) . (A.8)

In the last step, the approximation q(k, ω) ≈ q(k, ω → 0) is used which allows

the treatment of the screening function as a real function. This can be done as

the frequency scales of electron and ion responses are very well separated. Indeed,

the ion structure in frequency space is restricted to less than the ion plasma fre-

quency. Thus, even for the lightest ions, that is protons, the frequency range is a

factor of ∝ 1/
√

mp/me ∼ 1/42 less than the one for electrons. Thus, the electron-

electron structure factor, See(k, ω), can be expressed via the ion-ion structure factor,
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Sii(k, ω), modulated by the screening function, q(k), and the structure factor for a

free electron gas, S0
ee(k, ω).

The response function between electrons and ions, that is χei(k, ω), can also

be rearranged to separate the electrons from the ions:

χei =
1

∆

√
neniCeiχ

0
e χ

0
i .

Applying the quasi-neutrality, ne = Zfni, yields

χei =
1

∆
Ceiχ

0
e χ

0
i

ne
√
Zf

1 − neCeeχ
0
e

1 − neCeeχ0
e

,

χei =
1

∆
χ0

i

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

) 1
√
Zf

neCeiχ
0
e

1 − neCeeχ0
e

,

χei = χii
q

√
Zf

. (A.9)

In the latter step the definition of the screening function, q(k), are again introduced.

The use of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem yields

Sei(k, ω) =
q(k)
√
Zf

Sii(k, ω) , (A.10)

that means, the correlations between the electrons and the ions is given by the

microscopic structure of the ions modified by the screening functions describing the

electrons forming the screening cloud.

In summary, the dynamical structure factors in a two-component electron-ion

system are given by

See(k, ω) =
q2(k)

Zf
Sii(k, ω) + S0

ee(k, ω) , (A.11a)

Sei(k, ω) =
q(k)
√
Zf

Sii(k, ω) . (A.11b)

Results for a three-component system

If two ion species are considered within the system, the inversion of a three by

three matrix has to be performed. The calculation leads to six different response

functions, namely, two equations describing the interaction between the same ion

species (i1 − i1) and (i2 − i2), one term for the mutual correlation between the

different ion species (i1−i2), two contributions of the interaction electrons with ions,
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that is (e − i1) and (e − i2), and the last term characterising the electron-electron

correlation (e− e):

χi1i1(k, ω) =
1

∆

[
χ0

i1

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

) (
1 − ni2Ci2i2χ

0
i2

)
− neni2C

2
ei2χ

0
eχ

0
i1χ

0
i2

]
,

χi2i2(k, ω) =
1

∆

[
χ0

i2

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

) (
1 − ni1Ci1i1χ

0
i1

)
− neni1C

2
ei1χ

0
eχ

0
i1χ

0
i2

]
,

χi1i2(k, ω) =
1

∆

[√
ni1ni2

(
1 − neCeeχ

0
e

)
Ci1i2χ

0
i1χ

0
i2 + ne

√
ni1ni2Cei1Cei2χ

0
eχ

0
i1χ

0
i2

]
,

χei1(k, ω) =
1

∆

[√
neni1Cei1χ

0
eχ

0
i1

(
1 − ni2Ci2i2χ

0
i2

)
+

√
neni1ni2Cei2Ci1i2χ

0
eχ

0
i1χ

0
i2

]
,

χei2(k, ω) =
1

∆

[√
neni2Cei2χ

0
eχ

0
i2

(
1 − ni1Ci1i1χ

0
i1

)
+

√
neni2ni1Cei1Ci1i2χ

0
eχ

0
i1χ

0
i2

]
,

χee(k, ω) =
1

∆

[
χ0

e

(
1 − ni1Ci1i1χ

0
i1

) (
1 − ni2Ci2i2χ

0
i2

)
− ni1ni2C

2
i1i2χ

0
eχ

0
i1χ

0
i2

]
.

It can be seen that all partial density response functions are inter-connected. In

a similar manner as for a two-component system, the electron-electron and the

electron-ion structure factors can be decoupled which leads to

Sei1(k, ω) =
ni1

Zfni
qi1(k)Si1i1(k, ω) +

ni2

Zfni
qi2(k)Si1i2(k, ω) , (A.13a)

Sei2(k, ω) =
ni2

Zfni
qi2(k)Si2i2(k, ω) +

ni1

Zfni
qi1(k)Si1i2(k, ω) , (A.13b)

See(k, ω) =
ni1

Zfni
q2i1(k)Si1i1(k, ω) +

ni2

Zfni
q2i2(k)Si2i2(k, ω)

+

√
ni1ni2

Zfni
qi1(k)qi2(k)Si1i2(k, ω) + S0

ee(k, ω) , (A.13c)

with the definition of the screening cloud around ion i1 and ion i2:

qi1(k) =
neCei1(k) χ0

e(k)

1 − neCee(k)χ0
e(k)

and qi2(k) =
neCei2(k) χ0

e(k)

1 − neCee(k)χ0
e(k)

.

Here, the difference of the screening clouds arises due to the direct correlation func-

tions, Cei1 and Cei2 . The total ion density is determined as ni = Z1 · n1 + Z2 · n2.

In summary, the electron-ion structure factor, Sei1(k, ω), is defined by the

microscopic properties of ion i1 but contains also structural information associated

with the other ion species i2 as both ions species interact with each other as well as

with their electrons which form the screening clouds. Likewise, the electron-electron

structure factor is given by the structural properties of ion 1 and ion 2 as well as the

cross term, Si1i2(k, ω), to account for the correlation between the different ions and

their screening clouds. These mutual correlations significantly affect the structure

properties in a multicomponent system.
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